
'WO SSARY OF TECINICAL AND OTHER TERMS USED

IN THE TREATISE.

TURKLSTI-EiV GUISH.

Adi (5 A) -Customary (Art. 41).
Alifad (a.-- )-Grandchildren (Art. 22).
Arazi Kharajic (yi.,-y. >,) -One sort of Mvulk land, being land left

at thie binre of the conquest in the hands of non-Musslinan owners
(Land Code, Art. 2). On the death of the owner without heirs it
belongs to the Beit-ul-nial and becomes subject to the same Law as
Arazi Miri.

Arazi 3"Mevat (cly. ,zll) -One sort of waste land. (Sec Land Code,
Art. 6.)

.'razi Medke (,5k 11-,!)-Land possessed absolutely, land held in
fee simple.

There are four sorts:
1. Building sites within a town or village and places on the

borders of towns or villages, considered necessary to complete a
habitation, being at rnost half a donum in extent.

2. Land separated from Arazi Miri6 and made Mulk in the
manner hereinafter described.

3. Arazi Ushrie.
4. Arazi Kliaraji6.

Arazi Mirii (a. lfl)-A class of lands, the reversion (riqbe) of
which belongs to the Beit-ul-mal, and of which the transfer and
grant of possession is carried out by Turkish Government.

Arazi Ushrie ( zP.1_1)-Land given and distributed at the time
of the conquest to those who had seized it.

On the death of the owner without heirs it belongs to the Beit-
ul-mal and becomes subject to the same law as Arazi Niirid.

Avariz Vaqi (.;* ,jP)-Vaqf for the poor of a neighbourhood
(Art. 36).

Bedeli Firagh (El) J-z)-Money consideration for a sale (Art. 17).
Beit-ul-mal (JA C, ')-Government Treasury.
Bcrat (,.=j)-Commission, Letters Patent.
Bezestan (1 ,kr)-A covered market place for the sale of valuable

things.



H1. TURKISH71-ENGLISHII.

Cliflik ( -A farm.

Defter Kh4aqani (jW. i) -- The office where the real estate registers

are kept..
Dhur, iyat , -Children and grandchildren (Art. 2-1).

Dzihet-See J ihet.

Ehli Vezaif ( j%1\l; Ja) -People who receive salary and victuals from

a vaqf (Art. 21).
EvIad Sulbie (A-. -j,)-Children (Art. 23).

Evqaf (jih)-Plu. of vaqf (Art. 2).

EvqafMazbuta ( j,. jl)-Vaqfs administered directly by the

Minister of Evqaf (Art. 33).

EvqafJlfulhaqa (A!J.. $9 l)-V'qfs administerd by a. special trustee

under the supervision of the Minister of Evqaf.

Evqrf Mustesna (iZl L. .4 ) -Yaqfs administered by special trustees

without the supervision of the Minister of Evqaf.

Faqir (.j)-Poor.

Farigh (L.i) -The alienor of poperty (Art. 17).

Firagh (e.y;)-Alication of property (Art. 17).

Eiraqh bedeli (e.,i J. .)--MNoney consideration for alienation (Art. 17).

Eiragh bil vefa ( j% ), -Mortgage (Art. 19).

Firagh gati' (dj L s)-i,:al alienation (Art. 18).

Gedik (AI4) -Tools, &c., on vaqfs (Art. 40).

Ghairi Lazim (r3V A.i)-evocable (Art. 4).

Ghalle-i-vaqf .ij 'i.)-The income of a vaqf (Art. 5).

IIajj (.)--A pilgrimage.

Hanefl (y:,) -Of the Hanefi Sect.

Haremein Sherifein (Q'M ,.,,)-The Holy Cities-Mecca, Medina.

i.9jet (,.-)-A title-deed.

!Iuquq ( 9.)--ights, appurtenances of real property.

Ituquq tessaruf L GL-)-Right of using and disposing.

ijare (,1.. I)-Rent.

ljare misl (JI. ..- Equivalent rent, rent equal to the value to let of

the property, rack rent, fair rent.

Ijaretein (L-..A )-Two rents (Art. 35).



'URKIS11--EKaLIS .Iii.

ljareteinlu (~ .)-With payment of Ijaretein also written Ijarcteiuit.

hiare Vahide (._.L.-lj )..)-One rent (Art. 38).

Ijare Vahidela Evqaf (i. -, ', .. .1)-Evqaf let at a simple rent,

Art. 38.
(lam (t ,.s)-Judgment of a Sheri' Court.

Inam (ril) -1 leader in prayer.

trmarat (,:,1.P)-Poor houses, soup kitchens.

Intigal (JUr2l -Inheritance, succession,
Istibdal (J ..LI-Exchangc, Art. 3 1,
Istighlal (jYiz)-A mortgage. with the condition that the mortgagor

should become tenant of the mortgagee, Art. 20.

Jabi Vaqf " .. )-The collector of the income of ie vaqf, Art'.

12.
Jami Q. )-A mosque.

Jihat (.:,, ) -Plu. of Jihet, Art. 372.
Jihet (z..)-A vaqf appointment, Art. 372.

Khademe (A.-.L4)-Servant, Officer.

Khairat (,. A.A)-Pious foundations,

Kharqj ('. |.)-Tax.
Kharajid (4 . -)-See Arazi Kharaji6,

Lazim (r-SJ) -Irrevocable, Art. 4,

Mahlul (J. i)-Escheat, lapse.

Mal 31uteqavvinz (r,! JL,)-A thing of which the use is lawful anl

the possession has been acquired, Art. 46.
Mazbata (&.,)-The judgment of a Civil Court.
Aflazbuta (&d 2 -See Evqaf Mazbuta.

Mefrugh bihi (. LjtA)-A vaqf property alienated, Art. 17.

Mefrugh lehi (A _%ji)-The grantee of a vaqf property alienated,

Art. 17.
Meremat ghairi Mustehliha (,4lrz.. , ¢.,,)-Work on a house which

can be separated, Art. 30.
Merernat Mustehlika ( . ., -)-Work on a house which cannot be

separated, e.g. painting, Art. 29.
JMeshrutun lehi (A Jj.,_L)-Beueficiaries, Art. 7.

Mesjid (.k,.)-A small mosque.



iv. TIURASTI-P NGLIS It.

Mevat (. ,I..) -A class of waste land. (Loaind Cute, Art. 6,)
Mevqzf (jA,a)-dedicatcd, Art. 1.
Mevqufun aleihi (4 .,) -Beneficiary, Art. 7,

Afiri (& .)-See Arazi Miri.
Muajele (+.-)-Rent in advance, Art. 187,

Muejele (4,.7.)-Rent paid afterwards, Art 187.
Ofluessesati Khairige (a. - .o)-Phihlnhropic estaliishvnis,

Charitable institution_, Art. 16.
Huhassebeii (j . :L4)-Accou ntan t

Mulhaqa (k!,J,)-See Evqaf Mulhaqa.
Mulh (,!.)-Ownership in fee simple, proprty owned in fee simple.

Multezim (¢.)-Revenue or tithe farmer.

n qati" el alhir (.j;- l & )-A vaq(f the beneficiary of which ceases

to exist, Art. 78.
Mlunquti' el evaol (J.Vl & '-) -A Va 1f the beneliniary of which does

not exist, ab t hc heliWini', A,. 77.
lunqati' el wast (6.j.ll 5z:A)-A vaqf the beneficiary of which* ceases

to exist for a time, Art. 79.
Muqata'a (AlU.)-The annual rent paid for vaqf land on which there

are mulk buildings, &e,
Mluqata'alu OIA.UAi.)-With paylnelit of M[uqata'a rent also writtei

Muqata'ale.
Murteziha (A',-*,) -Beneficiat'ics, Art. 21,
Mussaqaf ( -) -A roofed building from which incoe:n i. derived,

Art. 15.
Mussaqafat (d, a)-Plu. of lussaqaf (Art, 15),

Mustaghi! ( i.-)-Properby capable of beneficial possession, Income

bearing property (Art. 14) also Musteghil.
Mustaghilat (,YA€.)-Plu. of Mastaghil (Art. 14).

Mustesna Evqaf (Jil.-I T..)-See Evqaf Mustesna.

Mutekellimun' ala el vaqj'(,.J36 ll Jr r. t)-Means Muteveli (Art. 9),

Muteveli (Qj;A) -The trustee of a vaqf (Art. 8.)

kAaqshbendi (,5jAZi;)-An order of Dervishes,

.Nazarct ( ,.')-Thm office of Nazir.

Nazir Vaqf (,.Z )._,)-The person who overlooks tme MTuteveli,

Art. 11.
Nesli (J_.,) -L-wful children and grandchildren, Art, 24,
Nizand ijAa.t) -Legal, Art, 41,



Qainiaq,'t Hvlevdi (J r 1 .4aJ) -Substitut for Muteveli, Art. 10.
Qaim-i- Vaqf ( . . ) -Another name for the Muteveli, Art. 9.
Q-ayim n ) i of Qai--af Art. 9.

Raqabc (,;.j)-The neck, subjection. The thing itself and the owner-
ship (mulkiyet) in fee simple. (Land Code, Art. 2).

Rtashid (.ulj)-A man capable of managing his property, Art, 13.
Reji' ( .4-The producc of vaqf property, Art. 5.
Riqbe (4ij)-Expectation, reverdion. The thing itself and the owner-

ship in fee simple (malkiyut). (L.imd Cole, Art. 2).
[?uqbo (.,)-A freelold prop,:rty given with a provi:'o for its return to

the donor or his heirs or assigns in eertain conditions.
JRitsumnat ('cA.,__)-Dnties, tolls,

,8athiha 1aqf(,.; ,, -Tu valf, ArL 124.

Seized (,u-) -A title-deed.
Shafi'i (jL)-Tho Shafi'i school or sect.
Shazillujge (&I.t,) -Namne of the order founded by the Shieykh ShIazeli

Sheri, (E ) -Sacred Law.

Shey/h (0.)-An elder, head of a tribe, head of a religiouls community.

7T'amnuil ( . z) -The prevailing use, Art. 27.
Takhsis -The dedication of a vaqf of the Takhsisat category,

Art. 138.
Takhstsat ( U ")-Property of the Beit-ul-mal specialty made vaqf,

Art. 3.
Tapou (ytL,)-The payment made in advance to the Government for

the possession of State Land by the person entitled to take the land
in making such payment., (Land Code, Section 3.)

Tassarruf (,. ,,) -Posession. The using and disposing of a thing at
ones pleasure. The ownership of the holder of Arazi Miri6 is tas-
saruf (see Land Code, Art. 8), so is the ownership of a tenant in
Ijaretein (Art. 437), spelt afterwards tessaruf.

I'eberru' -.)-Trasfer without consideration, Art,. 26.
Teberruat, :Lpjf)-Pla. of Teberru', Art. 26,
Tekiye ( )-A convent and chapel of Dervishes, &c.
Tenmlikname (<,S'JA)-A document granting State Lands as mulk,

Art. 130.
Terike (Vaiji)-The estate left by a person at his death.



Vi, T'URKISH-EN;LI1SI.

Tesjil-i-istibdal (JIAI-= J.,. ")-A decision of the validity of an ex-
change, Art. 32.

Tesjil-i-vaqf (L.Z j deciding tha1t a property is irrevocably

dedicated, Art. 6.
Tessaruf -See Tassaruf.
Tevliet (c.iy1-The office of Muteveli.

Ulema (UO)-Men learned in Sheri' Law,

Ushrie (t_,.u)-See Arazi-Usbric.

Vahidele(,.- )

Vahidelu (. ,.Ij)-See Ijare Vahidelu,

Vaqf(,.6j)-The act of dedicating, Art. 1.
The thing dedicated, Art. 2.

Vaqfieh ( .j)-The Sheri' judgment about a vaqf, containing the
terms of the dedication and the decision of the judge upon it,
Art. 25.

Vaqif (6; Ij)-The dedicator, Art. 1.
Vazife (.'j)-Salary and food given oat of the produce of the Yaqf

property, Art. 21.
Vazaif (,.N.;j)-Plu. of Vazife,



ENGLISH-TURKISH. VII.

Accountant - - Muhassebeji
Alienation - Firagh

Alienation,final - Firagh gati'
Alienation with power of redemption Firagh bil vefa

A lienation with power of redemption
with condition that alienor Istighlal
should hold as tenant of alienee

Alience of vaqf property

Alienor - -

Appointment

Beneficiaries-

Mefrugh leh
Farigh
Jihet

Meshrutun leh
Mevqufun aleih
Murteziqa

Charitable Institution

Children -

Children and gra'.dchildren -

Collector of vatqf income -

Commission - - - -

Customary - - - -

d:l)z~

L. ).

Muessesati Khairiye ,.,.,
Evlad Sulbiye A5 L. )VjI
Zurriyyet, Dhurriyat

Jabi vaqf

Berat
Adi

Decision of the validity of an j
exchange - - - - f Tesjil istibdal

Decision that a property is irrevoc-
ably dedicated - -Tesjil-i-aqf

Dedicated - - Mevquf

Dedicated thing - Vaqf

Dedication - Vaqf

Dedicator - Vaqif

Double rent - - Ijaretein

Duties . . . . Rusumat

Equivalent rent -

Escheat- -

Estate of deceased person

Exchange - - -

Expectation - -

Ijare misl
Mahlul
Tereke
Istibdal
Riqbe

iiii- J.. "
JlA Jpt

,-Sj
j,..

a.A)

,.JL. ~I

JxA
JJaI



Vill. ENGULISJI- TUR KISH.

Farn - - -

Final alienation -

- Chiftlik
- - -Firagh gati'

Freehold propertiq iVe, on condi-
tion for reversion - I Raqba

Government Treasury -

Grandchildren -

Grant with power of redemption

Income bearing properz - -

Income of a vaqf . . . .

Inheritance -
Irrevocable - - -

Judgment of a Civil Court

Judgment of a Sheri' Court - -

Land Registry - -

Lapse -

Lawful children and grandchildren

Legal - - -

Legal appurtenances -

Bejt-ul-mal
Alfad
Firagh bil vefa

Mustaghil

Glhalle-i-Vaqf

ITallgal
Lazim

Mazbata
11am

Defter Khaqani
MahldI

Nesl

Nizamli

luquq

Letters, patent Berat

Man capable of managing his affairs Reshid
Money consideration for alienation Firagh B

Mortgage - Firagh bi

Mortgage with condition that mort-
gagor shall become tenant to Istighlal
mortgagee -

Mosque - Jami

Mosque, small - Mesjid

Muteveliship - - - Tevliet

Official

edeli
I vefa

- Khadim

People who receive salary and
tualsfrom a vaqf - -

Philanthropic Establishments

Pious foundations

Poor -

Vie: } Ehli Yezaif " "U

Muessesati Khairiye AJ _.L4
Khayrat, Khairat

Faqir

15.-) Or

JJI :.
3;,-

JimA

AJ224

JAB

j6U;.)

j.ii Lt.



ENGLISR-TURKISH IX .

Poor houses - - - -

Poocssion - - - -

Prevailing use -

Produce of vaqf property -

Proper fior which income
derived - - -

Property owned in fee simple

Rack rent -"

Rent - -

Itent equal to the
property

Rent double -

Rent .paid afterwards
Rent paid in advance

Rent single - -

Revenue farmner

Reversion -

Revocable -

Rights - -

Right of possession

Sacred Law -

Servant -

Simple rent - - -

Soup kitchens - -

State Lands -

Subjection - -

Substitute for Muteveli -
Succession

Tax -

Tax . - - -

Tithe farmer- - -

Title-deed - - -

Title-deed - - -

- Imarat
- Tessaruf
- Ta'ammul
- Reji'

is Mustaghil

Mulk

- - Ijare misl
- - -Ijare

alue of the Ijare misl

- - Ijaretein
Muejele

- Muajele
- - - Ijare Vahide

Multezim

- - - Riqbe
Gairi Lazim

.- -Huquq

Huquq tessaruf

Sheri'
Khadeind
Ijare Vahide
Inarat
Arazi Mirid
Raqab6
Qaimaqam Muteveli
Intigal

Kharaj
Jiziye
Multezim
Sened
Hujjet

Right of using and disposing - Huquq tessaruf

Roofed building from which income
is derived - - - s

JA,,L-C

LA

~AJJrI ...

• -a %4iJl

Jbt

CYL
.. O

V&



L ENGLIS1H-TURKISh'.

Tolls -

Transfer without consideration

True vaqf - - - -

Treasury - - - -

Trustee of a vaqf - -

Two -holy cities - - -

Use and disposal of a thing -

Rusumab

Teberru'.
Sahiha vaqf -S A.O

B e i t -u l -m a l J l :- *
Muteveli JjA

-Haremein Sherifein "aA Y.,..

- Tessaruf j ,

Vaqf appointment - - - Jihet
Vaqf for the poor of a neighour- j

hood - - - - Avariz Vaqfi jj,

Work on a house which can be Meremat gliaire Musteblike
separated - - - -I A ." z- *

Work on a house which cannot be Meremat Mustehlike r
separated - - -I
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INTRODUCTION 1BY THY, TRANSLATORS.

A.-Vaqf properties are divided into three clases according to the
objects for which the property is made vaqf :

1. Properties made vaqf for religious purposes.
2. Properties made vaqf for the public bonefit.
3. Customary vaqfs.

1. Religious vaqf properties include establishments for divine wor-
ship-such as vaqf mesjids, &c., and immoveable properties of
which the income has been directed to be expended on the
support of such religious establishments, and which has been
made vaqf for that purpose. Also schools and their libraries and
religious books, &c., given as vaqf to the different establish-
ments

2. Properties vaqf for the public benefit include hospitals, wells,
fountains, bridgas, poor-hronses, &c.

3. Customary vaqfs consist of immoveable property bought at a low
price by some Jamni (a consecrated Mosque). By the sale the
owner transfers to the Jami his ownership of the immoveablc
property for the price agreed, but he continues to enjoy the
property, paying a yearly rent proportional to the price given
(see Sakopoulon Mussulmanikon Dikaion, ed. 1871, Vol. II.,
p. 136, extracted from Belins).

The learned author suggests that the object of owners of land in
turning it into customary vaqf land was to escape the liability of its
being seized in execution of a judgment.

By the Laws of 21 Ramazan, 1288, and 15 Sheval, 1288, the sale
for debt of Mussaqafat and Mustaghilat Mevquf6 possessed in Ijaretein
was allowed.

And now by the Code of Civil Procedure, 1885, the sale of all im-
moveable property is permitted in Cyprus.

As to the power of the Muteveli to acquire property by purchase or
exchange, see Arts. 55, 70, 90, 119, 416, 420.

The Muteveli cannot buy Arazi Mirid or Mevquf6 or Ijaretein property
(Arts. 330).

B.-Vaqf lands are divided into two sorts according to the way in
which the dedication is made :

1. Sahiha vaqf lands.-True vaqf lands.
2. Lands which belong to the Takhsisat category of vaqfs (Art,

124) (see Land Code, Art. 4.)



Takhsisat vaqf lands are lands taken from the State lands (Arazi
Miri6) and made vaqf by special acts of dedication (Takhsis) by
the Sultan or by his permission (Land Code, Sect. 4).

The special act of dedication is a true Takhsis, if it consists of the
dedication of part of the income belonging to the Beit-ul-mal for the
benefit of some object supported by the Beit-ul-mal.

A special dedication of part of the income belonging to the Beit-ul-
mal for the benefit of an object not supported by the Beit-ul-mal is an
untrue Takhsis, Art. 138.

An untrue Takhsis can be revoked at the will of the Sultan, Art. 138,
As to what vaqfs are vaqfs of the Takhsisat category see Arts, 131, 132,

134 and 137.
Arazi mihi made vaqf of the 'TNlkhsisat category is of three kinds :

1. Land of which only the taxes and tithes are dedicated.
2. Land of which only the possession is dedicated.
3. Land of which the possession, taxes and tithes are de.licated

(Art. 137).
Sahiha or real vaqfs are vaqfs made by the owners of property in the

way described in this law.
The rules contained in Title A. deal with the making of real vaqfs.
As to who can make one, see Arts. 43, 51, 53 (2), 55 (2), 56, 57 and

63.
As to how a valid dedication is made, see Arts. 44, 45,47, 48, 49,

54, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 86 and 88
As to what may be made vaqf, see Arts. 43, 46, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62,

63, 64, 65, 66, 72, 73, 81, 82, 83, 84. 85, 87 and 91.
As to what may be objects of vaqfs, see Arts. 71, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78,

79 and 89.
C.-Vaqf lands are again divided into four clhses according to the

way in'which the I'Iuteveli is permitted to deal with them ;
1. Lands, which the Muteveli is not required to let and which

may be used by the beneficiaries.
2. Lands which are directed to be let at a double rent (Ijaretein).
3. Lands which are to be leased for a fixed term at a single rent

(Vahid).
4. Lands on which there is mulk property belonging to private

persons, which are to be let at a single rent (Muquta'a).
L. The most important of the vaqfs of the first class are the Muessasati

Khairiye. The law as to them is contained in Arts. 179-186, 343,.
344.

If an Ijaretein vaqf is turned into a vaqf of this category it
must be turned into a Muqata'alu vaqf (Art. 286).



T2. he law as to ijaretinle vaqf is dealt with in Titl! F;
Chaps. I. and II.-Inheritance.
Chaps. II., IV., V., VI., VII. and VIII.-Alienatiomn
Chap. IX.-Partition, &c.
Chap. X.-Rights of owners in common.
Chap. XI.--Mortgage.
Chap. XII.-Agcents to sell and buy.
Chap. XII.-Miscellaneous.

Most of the3e provisions deal with the rights of the Ijaretein tenant,
as owner, to deal with the property.

The relation between the Ijaretein tenant and the vaqf is also dealt
with. See especially Arts. 187, 188, 192, 263-269, 2S6 and the
articles dealing with alienation and mortgage.

3. The law as to Vahidelu vaqfs is dealt with in Titles G. and N,
4. The law as to Muqata'aln vaqfs is dealt with in Title H.
The law of inheritance depends upon whether it is a real vaqf or one

of the Takhsisat category.
In the former case only, sons and daughters inherit. In the latter

case the law dealing with Arazi mirio applies (Art. 385).
D.-"Vaqfs arc divided into thee classes according to the way in

which they are administered.
1. Evqaf Mazbuta.-Vaqfs administered directly by the Minister

of Evqaf.
They consist of-

(a.) Properties made vaqf by the Sultans and their relations.
(b.) Vaqfs of which the Muteveliship is vacant (Art. 33).

2. Evqaf Mulhaqa.-Vaqfs administered by special Mutevelis
under the supervision of the Minister of Evqaf (Art. 34).

3. Mustesna Evqaf.-Vaqfs managed solely by special Mutevelis
without the interference of the Minister of Evqaf. They are dedica-
tions made by conquerors and other honourable persons (Art. 35).

The manner of Administration of the vaqf depends, in general, upon
the terms of the dedication as expressed in the vaqfieh.

The interpretation of the terms used by the dedicator and the con-
struction of the vaqfieh are treated of in Chaps I. and II. of Title D. and
Chap. IV. of Title A. and Arts. 175, 176, 177.

As to when the term of the dedication need not be observed is treated
of in Chap. III., Title D.

The Muteveli is the principal officer for the administration of the
affairs of the vaqf.

The appointment of the Mntevei is treated of in Chap. I., Title I,



His dismissal in Chap. III., Title I.
The appointment of a substitute for the Muteveli in Chap. II., Title I.
The Muteveli may grant his post to another (Art 306).
The Muteveli can resign his office (Art. 324).
The duties, powers and liabilities of the Muteveli are treated of in

Title J.
If there is more than one Muteveli, all must consent to any act

which is done, Art. 327.
If there is a Nazir the Muteveli must get his consent, Art. 328.
Where the law requires it, be must apply to the Judge, Art. 326.
The Muteveli may appoint an agent, Art. 329.
He must generally follow the directions of the dedicator, Art. 165.
He must obtain the leave of the Judge if he wish to act otherwise,

Art. 165.

When the intention of the dedicator is not known, the Muteveli
must follow the custom, Art. 168.

As to where there is no custom (see Art. 169).
Sometimes, when the terms of the vaqfieh have not been acted upon

from the beginning, they are not to be followed, Art. 170, 171.
As to mistake in the vaqfieh, see Art. 1 72.

The rights of the beneficiaries and the duties of the Mutevelis in
respect of them are set out in Titles K. and L.

With reference to these rights it may be pointed out that the
Muajele (rent paid in advance) of an Ijaretein vaqf is regarded
as income, Art. 269, and that the expenses of repairs take pre-
cedence of grants, Art. 411.

That a beneficiary does not lose his right by abandoning it, but lie
does by refusing to accept it, Art. 174.

As to rights of persons entitled to iniabit vaqf property, Art. 404,
409-412.

The following provisions are also important:

As to alterations in vaqf property, Art. 267.

Building on a vaqf site, Art. 268.
Letting vahid6 land at Muqata'a rent, Art. 274.
Letting vahid6 laud at Ijaretein, Art. 275.

As to the irrevocability of a dedication, sce Arts. 111, 114, 119 and
120.

In making this translation the translators have derived great assist.
ance from the Greek translation of Mr. Nicolaides and from the help of
Ismail Halkki Effendi, Turkish Clerk in the District Court of Kyrenia
and formerly Clerk in the Daavi Court.
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VA QF-DEF1NITIONS.

THE EVQAF LAWS.

This book with a preface contains 21 Chapters.

THE PIEFACE

is about the meanings of technical terms used with reference to Vraqf,
and it is divided into two parts.

PART I.

is about the meanings of technical terms connected with Vaqf used in
the Sheri' Law.

1. "Vaqf" is the tying up of a property itself and the imposition of Vaqf.

an interdiction on its transfer in such a way that its benefit is given to
men on the condition that the property is to be regarded as the property
of God. It is quivalent to "dedication."

"Vaqif" is the name given to a person who makes a vaqf. Vaqif.

"Mevquf" and "Mahall Vaqf" (Vaq f place) is what the thing itself Xe-qui -holu

which is made Vaqf is called.

2. "Vaqf," while it used in the signification above mentioned, is used Vaqf.

also to denote the thing itself made Vaqf. Such a property is Vaqf
they say. "Vaqf" makes "Evqaf" in the plural Evqaf.

3. Vaqf Irsady consists in the appointing by the Padishah of the use Vaqf Inay.

of a part of the posessions of the Beit-ul-mal to someone having a claim
by the Sheri Law, on the Beit-ul-mal and in a special assignment being
made by an order of the Government.

Evqaf made Vaqf by Vaqf Irsady are called Takhsisat. Takhsliat.

4. Vaqfs are divided into 2 classes: Lazim and Ghairi Lazim. A Lazm and

Lazim Vaqf is one which cannot be annulled. Ghahi lazim

A Vaqf Ghairi Lazim is a Vaqf which can be annulled.
5. Ghalle-i-Vaqf denotes the benefit and produce of the dedicated pro- GhaUe-i-Vaqt.

perty, such as the interest of dedicated money, the rent of dedicated pro-
perty and the fruits of a dedicated garden.

Rejio " Vaqf has the same meaning as Ghalle-i-Vaqf. Reji' aqf.

6. Tesjil-i-Vaqf is the giving of a judgment, to be declared, deciding TeSjil-i-V84f.

specially upon the condition of a Vaqf that it is irrevocably dedicated
(Art. 111 &c.)

7. The object in favour of which the benefits of a Vaqf have been Meshrutun lobi

limited and assigned by the dedicator is called Meshrutun lehi and Mev- Ievqlufn alemi

qufun aleihi and Musarif Yaqf.
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Muteveli. 8. A Muteveli is a person appointed to supervise and manage, in ac-
cordance with the terms of the dedication, the business and affairs of the
Vaqf

Mutevelis are of two kinds
1. A Muteveli according to a stipulation of the Yaqfieh who is

required by the terms of the Vaqfieh to be Muteveli.

2. A Muteveli who is appointed by the judge alone, without any
direction being given by the dedication for that purpose.

Qa1 9. Qaim-i-Vaqf is a name given to the Muteveli of a Vaqf. Plural
QaYim. Qayim.

mutekeuimun- A Mutevei is also called Mutekellitnun-ala-el-Vaqf.
ala-el-Vaqt.

imaqam 10. Qaimaqarn Muteveli is the name given as will hereafter be
Mutevel explained, to the person appointed by the Judge as a substitute for the

Muteveli. The person carrying out the duties of the Muteveli (Art.
380, &c.)

Naziri vaqf. 11. "Naziri Vaqf" is the name given to the person who is appointed

to overlook the management of the vaqf property by the Muteveli and
to whom the MIuteveli will refer for his opinion as to the affairs of the
vaqf.

It is equivalent to Overseer.
In some cities, it is the custom to use the word "Nazaret" for

"tevliet." In those towns, the Muteveli is called also "Naziri Vaqf."

Jabi Vaqf. 12. "Jabi Vaqf" is the name given to the person who collects the
revenue of the vaqf.

lwhid. 13. "Rashid" is a man who has knowledge of affairs, who does not
waste his property contrary to the sacred law and good sense (Mejelld,
Art. 947).

MsagbiL 14. "Mustaghil," plural "Mustaghilat," is the name given to property

dedicated for providing the persons who have the management of
philanthropic establishments (Muessasati Khiiriye) with the income
required. It is equivalent to property capable of beneficial possession
(income bearing) such as immoveable property, vineyards, gardens,
inns, baths, and moveables, such as money given on the condition

Gedik that it shall be let out at interest, and the tools of an artificer called

"gedik".
M sat. 15. "iMussaqaf," plural "Mussaqafat," means a building from which

income is derived and which has a roof.

MUMtI 16. "Muessasati Khairiye" is the name given to establishments for
K aiflye. the public good, built and dedicated by philanthropic persons; such as

churches, gymnasiums, schools, places for feeding the poor, reading
rooms, chapels, libraries, places for the maintenance of the poor, guest
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houses, bridges, hospitals, asylums, fountains, public fountains, tanks,
wells and cemeteries.

17. "Firagh" (alienation) with reference to Mustaghilat and Firugh.

and Mussaqafat vaqf consists in the abandoning and granting the
right of the possession of such properties to another. The person who Fadgh.

grants it is called "Farigh." The grantee "Mefrugh Lehi"; the Mefrugh Lehi.

dedicated thing granted, "Mefrugh Bili"; the money which the Mecrugh fbi.

grantor receives as consideration for the grant "Bedeli Firagh". Beeli Firagh.

18. " Firagh Gati'" is the grant made without condition. Firgh G&W.

19. "Firagrh bil Vefa." when used with reference to Mussaqafat and Frigh bil Vets.

Mustaghilat Vaqf, is the name given to a grant made to a creditor,
in consideration of a sum borrowed, on the condition that the vaqf
granted should be given back into the possession of the grantor as soon
as the debt is paid It is equivalent to a grant with right of redemp-
tion (Mejell., Art. 118.)

20. " Istightal," with reference to Mussaqafat and Mustiaghilat Vaqfs, iUiMal.

is the name given to a grant with power of redemption, under the con-
dition that the grantor should hire the thing granted from the grantee,
(Mejell6, Art. 119.)

21. " Vazife " is the name given to the salary and victuals given out vazife.

of the produce of the vaqf, plural "Vazaif."

The people who receive the salary and the victuals are called "Marte- urtqa Eu* 'azaif,

ziqa and Ehli Vazaif."

22. "Ahfad" means "grandchildren." Aad.

23. Evlad Sulbieli" is the name given to children, the direct issue of E.v, Suibie.
a person. Therefore the grandchildren of a man may be so called.

24. "Nesli " includes lawful children and grandchildren. Niesul.

"Dhurriyat" has the same meaning as Nesli. Durriyat.

25. "Vaqfi6h" is the Sheri' hujjet about a vaqf, in which is vaqgeh.
contained the declaration of the dedicator about the dedication, and the
judicial declaration of its validity.

26. "Teberrou'," plural "Teberrou'at," is the transfer of the property Teb ou'.
in a thing without consideration (Mejell6, Arts. 57 and 833.)

27. "Ta'ammul" is the prevailing use. Ta'ammul.
Thus by the use of two or three persons Ta'ammul is not constituted.

28. "Faqir," poor, is one who has not such property as to be required Paqr.
to pay Zekiat (a payment of alms required by law.)

Therefore, the person who possesses such property is looked upon by
the sacred law as a rich person.
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Meremat 29. "Meremat Mustehlika" is the name given to the work done upon
KtehUak. a house which cannot bc separated from it, such as painting and white-

washing.
eremat ghaWi 30. "Meremat ghairi Mustehlika" means such things as can be sep-

Mustehlia. (_3
arated from a house, such as newly added buildings.

Islbd. 31. "Istibdal" is the exchange of a vaqf property for a mulk property.
Tejie Istib1. 32. "Tesjile Istibdal" is the decision as to the validity of the ex-

change and its ability to be executed, as a consequence of which, it
cannot be set aside.

PART II.

DEINITIONS OF, TOF ERMS CONNECTED WITH VAQFS FOUND IN THE

CIVI LAW.

]Mvqaf Hazbuta. 33. "Evqaf Ilazbuta" is the name given to Vaqf properties adminis-
tered directly by the Minister of Evqaf.
Evqaf Mazbuta are of two categories:-

1. Evqaf dedicated by Their Majesties the Sultans and their High-
nesses their relations. Of the above Vaqfs the condition of the
dedication was originally that the Muteveliship should be for the
reigning Sultan. The Minister of Evqaf is ordered by the Sultan,
as his representive, to carry out the duties of the 3luteveliship.

2. The dedicated properties which are held and administered by the
Evqaf Treasury, when the office of Muteveli, which has been
limited by the dedicator in favour of his descendants and his re-
lations, is vacant.

Evqaf Hula 34. " Evqaf M ulhaqa" is the name given to dedicated properties
which are administered by special Mutevelis under the supervision of the
Minister of Evqaf.

Whilst the superintendence of most vaqfs of this sort was appointed
originally by the dedicators in favour of the Prime Ministers, the Sheik-
oul-islams, the Chief Eunuchs, the two army Judges, the Fetva Emine,
the Judges of Constantinople and the three Cities, and the high officials,
and was managed by them ; afterwards, when the Ministry of Evqaf was
established, their superintendence was given over to it.

The lawfulness of the superintendence of these dedicated properties
by the Ministry of Evqaf depends on the authority given by the persons
to whom the superintendence was originally given.

mutens svqa. 35. "Mustesna Evqaf," excepted evqaf, are those which are managed
solely by special Mutevelis without the interference of the Minister of
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Evoaf, e.g. dedications made by conquerors and other honourable
persons.

36. "Avariz Vaqfi" is the name given to a dedication, which is Avar-. Vaqfl,

founded to provide assistance for the unfortunate and needy inhabitants
of a village or neighbourhood; as, e.g. foundations for the burial of the
poor who die in some village or quarter, the support of the sick who are
unable to earn their livelihood, and for the repair in some village or
quarter of the paved aqueducts which need repair.

37. " Ijaretein" means the two rents which are paid, the one in Ijaretei.

advance and the other at the expiration of a term.
The roofed and income bearing vaqfs which are so rented at double

rent are called "Ijareteinle ".
38. "Ijare Vahidele Evqaf" is the name given to Mussaqafat and Ijare VahideleE vqat.

Mustaghilat vaqfs which are let by the Muteveli of the dedication, in
the same way as properties are let by their owners, for a term, long or
short, such as a month or a year.

39. "Muqata'a" means the annual rent, which is appointed to be muqauta'

paid for land to the vaqfs, by the person in possession of a property of
which the ground is vaqf, and the buildings, trees and vines thereon are
Mulk. It is also called "Ijare Zemin," "Rent of Land" Ijare Zemin.

40. "Gedik" is the name given to the tools of a special trade guild Gedik.

or art, placed on a property permanently established (see 8 Zilhitsee
1277).

41. Some of the dedicated gediks are called "Nizanli" (legal) and NizmiiaL

some are called "'adi" (customary).
42. "Nizainli Gedikiati Mevqufe" are from the sacred vaqfs of the

glorious ancestor of the Sultan Mahmoud-Khan and of the two sacred
towns.

All the other gediks of vaqfs are called "'adi."
Mention will be made of the difference between legal and customary

gediks in the chapter on sale with power of redemption of the heading
1Ijaretein."

TITLE A.

About (1) the completion and motive of the dedication; (2) the con-
ditions of its validity, and (3) certain rules.

Contains 5 Chapters :-

CHAPTER I.
ABOUT THE COMPLETION AND MOTIVE OF THE DEDICATION.

43. A dedicated thing must consist of a thing capable of the con- Whtmaybededicated.

sequences of the dedication and the dedication must be made by a person Dedicator muat
have legal capa-
city.
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having legal capability as regards the constituent elements of the dedica-
tion (Mejelh , Arts. 361, 363 and 859.)

wordos n44. A constituent element of the dedication is the expressions which
dedication. constitute the dedication, such as " I dedicated my property," or "1

gave it as permanent charity," (Mejell6, 838,) See Arts. 54, 55.
Dedioton 45. A dedication can also be made by the known signs of a dumb
by eliss. person (Mejelld, Art. 174.)
Thingdeicte 46. A thing in order that it may be capable of dedication must be
must be one of
which the use is "Mal Muteqavvin."
lawful and of
which the pro- The term "Mal Mutcqavvhn" is used to denote a thing of which the
perty has been
acnfred, use is lawful and a thing of which the possession has been acquired.

In the foregoing subject it is taken in both senses (Mejell6, Art. 127.)
Acceptance 47. The acceptance of the thing dedicated is not required at the time
whennecessary. when the dedication is made if the beneficiaries are undefined persons.

Consequently in snch a case the dedication is constituted by the pro-
posal alone of the dedicator, e.g. if a person dedicating his property
limits the benefit of it in favour of the poor of some city, the completion
of the dedication does not depend upon the acceptance of the poor of
that city.

But if the persons in whose favour the dedication is made are deter-
mined, the completion of the dedication depends on their acceptance.

A man who ref uses to accept a dedication made in his favour, prevents
the constitution of the dedication only so far as it benefits himself ; that
is to say, he is deprived of the benefit granted out of the thing dedicated.

He does not prevent the constitution of the dedication in favour of
others ; e.g. when someone has dedicated his property and has limited
the income thereof in favour of his son and after him to the poor of
some tekiye, this son, if he does not accept the thing dedicated, deprives
himself only of the income of the thing dedicated and its income belongs
to the poor of that tekiye (Mejell6, Art. 837.)

Milance gives 48. The silence of the person in whose favour the dedication is made
consent.

is looked upon as an implied consent.

Consequently, if the person in whose favour the dedication is made
keeps silent, not saying anything which shews whether he accepts or
refuses to accept the dedication, his silence is looked upon as an implied
acceptance and he acquires a right to the benefit of the thing dedicated
(Mejell6, Art. 67.)

Acceptance or 49. An acceptance made after refusal, and a refusal after acceptancerefusal ts fiaa are invalid.

Therefore if a person in whose favour a dedication is made,. after
having refused it, change his mind and accept the dedication, he does
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not acqnire a right to the benefit of the thing dedicated. Also if after
the acceptance of a dedication, the person in whose favour it is made
reject it, his rejection is invalid and he is not deprived of the benefit

which belongs to him under the terms expressed by the dedicator.
50. The consequence of a dedication is that the thing dedicated itself 0onequenee of

is made inalienable and its benefit is given to men. dedication.

51. In order that a person may make a dedication, the law requires Legal capacity

that he should be free, of sound mind, and of full age, (Mejelld 859) to dedicate.

see Art. 53 (2), 55 (2).
52. The motive of dedication is the seeking to approach God and Motive of Dedi-

worship Him by the gift of property for philanthropic purposes. catio

53. The most acceptable of dedications, is the dedication of a thing What dediea-
tions are the

of which men have the greatest need, e.g. the erection and dedication of better.

a school in a place where there are sufficient fountains for the wants of
the inhabitants is more acceptable and charitable than the erection of a
fountain.

54. If a person buy a thing with the intention of founding a An intention todedicate does

dedication, but say nothing to shew that he dedicated the thing after he not alone effc

bought it, the dedication is not constituted by the mere intention. a dedication.

55. if the Muteveli of a Vaqf buy something on account of the vaqf Of things pur-bhased wlth the

out of the income of the vaqf, this thing does not become vaqf by the income orpri-cipal of dedlica-

mere fact that it has been purchased out of the income of the vaqf. ted property.

Therefore the Muteveli can, with the consent of the vendor, annul
the sale or sell that thing to another.

But if the Muteveli has, after the purchase, limited the thing, in
accordance with the law, by a decree of the Judge, for the benefit of
the vaqf, then the thing becomes vaqf.

But if the Muteveli does not buy the said thing with the income of
the vaqf, and acquires it by the expenditure of the thing originally
dedicated, in such a case that thing becomes vaqf by the mere purchase.

E.g. If the Muteveli buy a property with dedicated money appointed
to be converted into property, such property becomes vaqf by the mere
purchase.

For this, the consecration of the dedication by the decision of the
judge is not necessary.

CHAPTER II.

CONDITIONS OF THE VALIDITY AND INVALIDITY OF DEDICATIONS. Validity of
dedications.

53. (2). It is necessary that the dedicator should be capable of making Dedicator must

a transfer of ownership and of doing acts of charity. have melcapacity.
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Therefore dedications made by infants, lunatics and persons who have
arrived at their second childhood are not valid.

The dedication, however, of anything for their benefit is valid.
Must be free* The dedication made by a person who is not free is also invalid.
Unles with But a slave may validly make a dedication after lie has obtained his
special per-
mission, master's permission to dedicate a defined thing, Mejell6, Art. 859.

Freewill. 54. (2). The consent of the dedicator is required.

Therefore a dedication, induced by what is force according to law, is
not valid, Mejelld, Arts. 949 and 1003, 1007, 860.

Deliatormust 55. (2). The dedicator must be a man who has not been inhibited
not be inhibited. for debt or extravagance.

Therefore the dedication of an extravagant person or debtor, who has
been inhibited, made before the inhibition has been removed, is invalid,
Mejello, Arts. 990, 998.

Dedicator nsed 56. It is not necessary that the dedicator should be a subject of a
not be a subject
of a Mahomedan Mahomedan country.ntate. Thus a dedication made by a foreigner in a Mahomedan country is

valid.
Dedicator and 57. It is not necessary that the dedicator and the person in whose
beneficiary
used not b of favour the dedication is made should belong to the same religion.
the same re-
ligi n. Therefore if a Mussulman limits the benefit of a thing which he

dedicates in favour of non-Mussulman poor or a non-Mussulman limits
the benefit of a thing he dedicates in favour of Mussulman poor, the
dedication is valid.

Thing dedicated 58. It is necessary that the thing dedicated be immoveable property.
must beIm-
moveable Therefore the dedication of independent moveable property is not valid.
pr'operty.prort But if there is a prevailing custom in a town, that certain moveableUnless custom

to dedate r properties may be dedicated, the dedication in that town of suchM1oveable pro-

"y- moveable property is valid. E.g. the dedication of books and works in
order that those who wish may read them, of the holy Koran and guides,
of money lent at interest in order that the interest thereof may be ex-
pended for philanthropic purposes, of furniture and copper utensils to be
used in schools, gymnasiums and philanthropic establishments, of
clothes and ornaments to be lent for use of brides at weddings, of
animals such as sheep, goats and cows, that their produce may belong to
some philanthropical object and of seed to be lent to poor farmers who
have no seed, is valid.

Xoveable 59. The dedication of moveable property subject to immoveable pro-v y .s rju
timoveable perty is valid.

isydbeoddi.eared.
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That is to say, where ininoveable properLy is dedicated, the dedication
with it of moveable property, subject to it, is valid, whether a custom

exists that such moveable property may be dedicated, or not.

E.g. where a chiftlik is dedicated, tlhle moveable things found ulpon

the chiftlik and subject to it, such as agricultural implements and seed,

can be validly dedicated with the chiftlik as subject to it.

60. The thing dedicated must be the thing itself.

The dedication therefore of a debt owiug by someone before payment Thing tediatod" must be the

is not valid, thing itself, not
a chosa in

Consequently where someone has dedicated for a defined purpose a aot.

sum of money, which he is entitled to receive from another person, he
can spend the same, after recovery from the debtor, for his own purposes,
he can also give a valid release for the debt, also if lie dedicates the same

and dies before receiving or acquitting the debt, the heirs can receive
the same from the debtor and include it in the inheritance for the

'purpose of distributing it among themselves.

In such a case, the Mluteveli of the dedication cannot bring an action
claiming this money by reason of its having been dedicated in the
manner mentioned.

But a mlan can validly bequeath a sunI of money due to him for the xce)tion in

purpose of its being dedicated to a philanthropic object. In such a case "asc of Bequests.

if he dies before receiving the loan from the debtor, it is regarded as

already having been dedicated, and belongs to the charity designated,
when recovered from the debtor, if it does not exceed a third of the estate.

Also the dedication only of the benefit derived from imiaoveable pro- Not the income

perty, without the property itself, is not valid. alone fom pro-perty.
E.g. If a person dedicates only the income and rent derived from

his house to a philanthropic object and reserves for himself the owner-
ship of the house, the dedication is not valid.

But if any one says, that he grants the income of a certain property Grout o incomesoetimes con-

of his, as alms to be given in perpetuity to the poor, necessarily then it srned as grant

is considered that that property has been dedicated for the benefit of of corpos.

the poor.

61. It is not an indispensable condition that there shoal.] be no claim A thing may be
dedicated al-

by a third person to the thing dedicated. thougheothers0 ~have rights over

Consequently an immoveable property mortgaged or let to a third it.

person can be validly dedicated for any object. Nevertheless, the mort-
gage or lease is not invalidated in consequence of such dedication.

The property belongs to the establishment for the benefit of which it
was dedicated, in the second case at the expiration of the term of the
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lease, or when it is rescinded by the death of one of the contracting
parties or by the consent of the parties, and in the first case when the
mortgage is cancelled.

But if the dedicator dies before paying his debt to the mortgagee, the
following rules arc observed:-

If the dedicator has other property, besides that dedicated, sufficient
to pay the debt, the debt to the mortgagee will be paid out of the other
property and the property remains as a thing dedicated.

But if the dedicator has no other property, then the dedicated thing
is sold, and the mortgagee is paid.

A propet 'nTay 62. It is not an indispensable condition that the dedicated thingbe dedicated should not be occupied.
although oc-
ctuged. Therefore the dedication of a property occupied by a thing belonging

to the dedicator or a third person is valid.
E.g. If some one dedicates a honse in which there are things

belonging to himself or a stranger without clearing it, the dedication is
valid.

The thing de?- 63. It is necessary that the thing dedicated should be the property of
eated must be
the property of the dedicator at the tune of the dedication.
the dedicator
when dedicated Therefore an arbitrary dedication of a thing belonging to another

person, made without the authority of the owner is not valid.
Unless owner But if, after the thing has been so dedicated, the owner approves of
ratifiee. the dedication, the dedication becomes valid.
Subsequent A thing is not considered as vaqf if some one has dedicated it
"re not arbitrarily without the approval of the owner, even if the dedicator sub-

sequently become the owner of it.
E.g. If some one has arbitrarily dedicated a thing belonging to a re-

lation of his, who subsequently dies without approving the dedication,
the inheritance belongs exclusively to the person who has arbitrarily
dedicated the thing.

Or, if a man has wrongfully appropriated a thing and dedicated it and
afterwards buys it from the person who suffered from the wrongful ap-
propriation, the thing so dedicated without the authority of the owner
is not looked upon as dedicated by reason of the unauthorised dedication.

cjaetib dedf Also, if a person, who holds vaqf property by Ijareteun, dedicate it incannot be dedi
cated. favour of some philanthropic establishment, the dedication is invalid.
Heirs cannot In the same way if the heirs of a deceased person, whose debts exceed
dedicate when
debts exceed the property left by him, dedicate to some establishment immoveable
estate. property, forming part of the estate, without making themselves owners

of it by releasing it and paying its value to the creditors, the dedication
is not valid.
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For which reason the creditors not consenting to the dedication made unle credi.0 . . tors onmae 1
in the way described, are entitled to include the property in the division

to be made.
64. The thing dedicated is not required to be a thing separated. An undivideshare ma~ e

For which reason the fact that a share dedicated is undivided either dea&_te.

originally or by virtue of facts subsequently ascertained, does not in-
validate the dedication.

E.g. If one dedicates an undivided share in a property such as a
half or a quarter-the dedication is valid whether the property is
capable of division or not.

Also if, after a person has dedicated the whole of a property as his,

another person comes forward and claims and recovers an undivided
share as his, such as a half or a third of that estate, and after it has been
decided on proof and oath that this share belongs tz him, the dedication
of the rest of the estate, after the deduction of the said share, being
valid, is not rescinded.

But the dedication of an undivided part of a property for the purpose Ecept for aXesld or Come;

of its being turned into a Mesjid or cemetery is not valid whether the tery.

thing is capable of division or not.

66. The thing dedicated must be a defined and known thing. The thing dedi-oatedl must be

Consequently, the dedication is not valid if one says, indefinitely, that defined andknown.

he dedicates something out of his estate, or one of two workshops, or ten
olive trees, indefinitely, out of those he has in his olive grove, or, indefi-
nitely, so many pies out of his building site.

But the dedication is valid if one dedicates the undivided share in an
estate of which he is part owner with another, without defining the
quantity of his undivided share.

66. In order that a dedication may be valid, it is not required that Not necessato declare the

the boundaries of the dedicated property should be declared. ba.

Consequently, the dedication of a property, which happens to be known

by a mark or by description, is valid although the boundaries are not
declared.

67. It is necessary that the dedication should be complete. The dediatim.

Whence a dedication is not valid which depends on something which Must not dependZ5 on an uncertain

is uncertain and does not exist at the time of dedication. condition.

E.g, If one says "let such a thing of mine lie dedicated, if my son,

who is in another town comes," or "if I recover from the illness into

which [ have fallen," and, subsequently, if, in the first case, the son comes
from that city, and in the second case, he recovers from his illness, the

dedication is not valid -
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68. When a dedication depends on a thing which exists and is certain,

it is considered complete.

Consequently a dedication dependent on a thing which exists and is,

certain at the time of the dedication is valid.

E.g. If o ne showing a thing of which he is owner say: "let this be

dedicated if it is my property," the dedication is valid.

Dedie aton must Again a dedication is not valid which is referred to future time.
not take effect
in the future. E.g. If one say that he dedicates some property of his from a future

time, the dedication is not valid, although that time elapse.

In the same way, if one say "let such a property of mine be dedicated

after my death," the property is not forthwith vaqf.

Dedication to But since, in such a case, the dedication of that property is lookedt;ake effect on

deah ooked:on upon as a bequest, if this person die persisting in such a bequest, theas a bequest.

see Art. 86. whole of that estate is considered, as validly dedicated, if it does not

exceed a third of his estate, or the heirs assent to it.

About this point, mention will be made in full in Chapter 1, Title B.
Dedicaion in- 69. In dedication there must be no condition giving the dedicator an
valid if option
reserved. option.

Consequently, a dedication made with an option reserved is invalid.

E.g. If one dedicates something having the option to invalidate or
complete the dedication within a time, the dedication is in general

invalid, whether that time is known or unknown.

Where Meejid But if the dedicator, having the option, dedicate the property that it
dedicated option
invalid. may become a Mcsjid, the dedication is valid and the option invalid.

Tempora7ry e- 70. Tlhie dedication must be perpetual, consequently a temporary
dication is
invalid, dedication is invalid.

E.g. Dedication is not valid, if one dedicates his estate upon the

condition that it should be dedicated property for ten years, and after
that return to his ownership.

Again dedication is not valid if the dedicator impose a condition

opposed to the perpetual existence of the dedicated property.

E.g. Dedication is not valid if any one dedicating his immoveable

property put as a condition that he can, in case of need, sell it and spend
the price for his own purposes.

A power to sen But if he put as a condition, that the dedicated property may be sold
and buy other
property la good, in the future, and other more beneficial property bought with the price
see Art. 90. thereof, in such a case the dedication is valid and the oondition is of

force.

Nevertheless the opinion of the Judge is to be taken when the

property is to be sold under the said condition.
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71. The thing in favour of which the dedication is made must be The benefidnarmust not be

finally determined. aoubtful, ae

Consequently, a dedication is invalid if the beneficiary is doubtful or
ambiguous.

E.g. If any one dedicating his property say that he dedicates the
thing to such a place of worship or such a school, without fixing finally
the one of the two, but doubtfully and ambignously, the dedication is
invalid.

The validity of the dedication is not prejudiced if the option is left to Optto ay be

the Muteveli to spend the produce of the thing dedicated between certain left to MuteTell

establishments.
E.g. The dedication is valid if the dedicator insert a, term thab the

Muteveli of the vaqf may spend the income from it, if he wish, for the
requirements of such a school, or, if he wish, for the needs of such a hospital.

The dedication is valid, if the dedicator put as a condition that the

Muteveli may spend the profits for the benefit of a subject which he con-
siders as a philanthropic object.

72. Buildings and trees which it is proposed to dedicate must not be B ad0re libe to be

liable to be pulled down. puned down -

Consequently, the dedication of a building or tree liable to be pulled not be dedieated.

down is invalid.
E.g. If one make a building for himself on land which he has

wrongfully appropriated and afterwards dedicate that building for the

benefit of some establishment, the dedication is void.
Again, if one erect buildings or plant trees o Arazi-miri6 without the

leave of the owner of the land, who possesses it by Tapou, and after-

wards dedicates the buildings or trees, the dedication is void (Land

Code, s. 35.)
In the same way, if one raise buildings or plant trees for himself, s. s5.

without the leave of the Muteveli, on a vaqf site, which he possesses by

rent, and afterwards dedicate the buildings or trees for the benefit of

some establishment, the dedication is not valid, MejellM, Art. 906.
But the dedication is valid if the building has been erected or the

trees planted with the consent of the owner of the land or, in the case of

vaqf land, with the consent of the Muteveli.
73. If one plants trees on Arazi-miri6 which he holds by Tapo, with-

out the permission of the owner and three years have elapsed and the

trees have so far developed that he enjoys the fruit of them, they can be

validly dedicated, Land Law, s. 25.

74. The object in favour of which the dedication is made must be, in The object of

itself and in the conscience of the dedicator, of a kind that is the subject must bea mb,
ject of reof reverenu and worship. ,,,e ,e
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Consequently, a dedication for the advancement of an object, which is
neither in itself nor in the conscience of the dedicator, an object of
reverence and worship, is invalid.

Again, a dedication is not valid if it is for the advancement of an
object, which is in itself an object of reverence and worship, but not in
the conscience of the dedicator, or which is, in the conscience of the
dedicator an object of reverence and worship, but not in itself.

enelloiary 75. It is not required that the object for the benefit of which the
declared and dedication is made should be declared and fixed.
fixed. Consequently, the dedication of a thing is valid even if the object for

the benefit of which it is made is not declared.
In such a case the income from the dedicated property is spent abso-

lutely for the benefit of the poor.
Beneficiary may 76. It is not required that the object for which the dedication is made
be a class of per-
o generally, should be fixed and limited.

E.g. A dedication of a property in order that the income may go to
the poor in general is good.

Benefiarymay 77. It is not required that the object for the benefit of which the
be non-enatent
at time of ded- dedication is made should exist at the time of the dedication.cation. E.g. The dedication is valid if one who has no children dedicate his

estate limiting the income for the benefit of his children.

In such a case, the children of the dedicator born after the dedication
have a right to the income by virtue of the limitation.

Also the dedication is valid, if one has prepared a place for the erection
of a philanthropic establishment such as a temple or school, and before
the establishment is built, dedicates some of his properties for its benefit
and limits the income for its advancement. After the establishment is
raised, the income of the dedicated property belongs to it.

Endowment Until the birth of the child in the first case and until the erection of
= benrna ry the building in the second case, the income is spent for the benefit of

comes into
existence. the poor.
Munqatl'-el- Such a dedication in which the object of the trust did not exist at the
evvel. beginning is called "Munqati'-el-evvel."
Munqatl'-el. 78. If the object for the benefit of which the dedication is made
akhir. exists at the beginning, but afterwards is wanting and is discontinued,

it is called "Mnnqati-el-akhir."

E.g. If the dedicator limit the income of the dedicated property to
the benefit of his family, and after the family has enjoyed the income
for some time it becomes extinct, the dedication is called "Munqati'-el-
akhir."
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79. If the beneficiary under the dedication exist at the beginning, Munqati'-el-

ceases for a time and afterwards comes into existence again. the dedica- wait.

tion is called "Munqati'-el-wast."

E.g. If the dedicator has limited the income of the dedicated pro-
perty to the benefit of the males of his family, and after the males have

enjoyed the fruit for a time they die leaving daughters only, and after a
time male children are born of the daughters, such a dedication is called
"Munqati'-el-wast."

In all sorts of vacant vaqfs where there is no existing beneficiary, the
income appointed for the beneficiary is spent oi the poor.

80. If the beneficiary, in whose favour a dedication is made is likely '1erh should be
y a Umitation over

to fail, the dedicator ought to declare and add some lasting object. in ease of failure
of beneficiary.

E.g. When one dedicates the income of a vaqf to the poor of' his

family, he ought to declare and add also some lasting object, saying: "If
my family fails and this limitation becomes incapable of execution, let

the income of the dedicated property be applied for the benefit of the poor."

CHAPTER III.
VALID AND INVALID T) EDIcATIowNS.

81. If anyone dedicate a thing which he has bought from some one Dedication ofpurchase before
else before it is received, the following rules are observed: and after price0 paid.

If he dedicate it after the payment of the price to the seller, the
dedication is valid.

If he dedicate it before the payment of the price, the dedication is
dependent. When he pays the price, the dedication becomes valid and final.

82. The purchaser can dedicate a thing which he has purchased by a Dedication of
purchase by

defective sale after its receipt. defective sale
before and

After such a dedication, the vendor has no longer the right to rescind after receipt.

the sale.

The dedicator, however, must indemnify the vendor for the value of
the thing dedicated.

But the buyer cannot, before receipt, dedicate a thing which he has
purchased by a defective sale.

A defective gift is looked upon with reference to this subject as a
defective sale (Mejell6 Art. 109, 371-373).

83. The dedication of a thing bought by an invalid sale is invalid, 1 thing bought5 daby an invalid
even if the purchaser dedicate it after delivery. sale cannot be

dedicated.
-E.g. If one has bought the property of an orphan from the trustee

for a price excessively below its valuation and afterwards dedicate it to

some object, the dedication is invalid.
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Consequently, the infant after he comes of age takes back that property
from the Muteveli of the charity in possession.

Also if he buys a thinig dedicated by irrevocable dedication and
dedicates it again to some object, the second dedication is bad.

In the same way, ir someone has bought an estate belonging to the
Beit-ul-mal for a sum excessively below its estimated value and dedicate
it to some object, the dedication is invalid.

De eation ofa 84. If one buy and receive a thing on the condition that lie is tothing bought or

sold, with n0 have an option to rescind the contract within a fixed time and dedicatesoption to

r d. it before the term has elapsed, the dedication is valid and the option is
of no force.

Again, if one sell something under the condition that he is to have an
option to rescind within a fixed time, and dedicates the thing before
that time expires, the sale is of no effect and the dedication is valid.

Buildingon 85. [f one build, with the permission of the Muteveli, on a vaqf site
Vaqf site, see
At-. 72. dedicated to the support of some object, and afterwards dedicate the

building to another object, the dedication is valid.
But if one, being the owner of a property, of which both the site and

the building are Mulk, dedicate the building alone to some object,
retaining his ownership in the site, the dedication is not valid.

Trees and vines, in reference to this matter, are considered as
buildings.

Dedimtion of 86. If one dedicate a property of his, upon the condition that he shall
property to be
sold subject to himself possess it for life as he wishes, and that after his death the

f .inerest property shall be sold and the purchase money expended on philanthropic

objects, the dedication is not valid.

But as in this dedication it is considered that he makes a will that the
property is to be sold and the price expended for the benefit of the poor,
the rules about wills are conformed with.

a vocation of 87. The person who dedicates something which he has by will left towilI by do-

diostion. another is considered as revoking the will.

Consequently the dedication is valid and the will of no force.

E.g. If one, after he has left by will his mulk house, dedicate it to a
philanthropic object and the dedication is decided to be irrevocable, the
dedication is valid and the will invalid.

In such a case, when the dedicator dies, the person in whose favour
the will is made cannot contend that he is entitled to take the house by
virtue of the will, on the ground that the dedicator, before the dedica-

tion, had willed the house to him and that the third of his property is
sufficient for the bequest.
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88. Dedication by writing alone is not valid, Writing alonenot a sufficient

It must be made known and attested. dedication.

Consequently, if one write and compose a document of dedication for
the establishment of some vaqf, but does not read that document before
witnesses and make known the contents, himself calling upon them to
attest it, the dedication is not valid.

89. The fact that the dedicator limits the benefit of the dedicated Dedication in
thing in favour of himself or his children does not prejudice the validity children vald.

of the dedication.
E.g. If one dedicate a house and limit the income to be derived

from it, or the right of occupying it, in favour of himself, while he
lives, and in favour of his children or posterity after his death, the
dedication is valid and the limitation of force.

Again, if one dedicates his property and direct that his debt which
shall arise in the future shall be paid out of the income of the dedicated
thing, the dedication is valid and the direction of force.

90. A dedication made with a power of exchange is valid. Dedication, with

E.g. if one dedicate an inn which he holds as mulk and make it a hnge, is

term of the dedication that that inn may afterwards in case of need be valid see Art. 70.

exchanged for other property, the dedication is valid.
But if the dedicator insert a term in the dedication that the property

which he dedicates may be sold and the price given as alms to the poor,
the dedication under this condition is not valid.

91. The dedication of the right of taking water as attached to the DdicatUon of

land and the dedication of water as attached to the water channels is valid. rgts. a ater

92. If a man'build a place in his house in order that he may use it Place of

as a Mesjid, but does not separate it and open a road that the people Worship.

may come in from outside, the place is not considered as a Mesjid.
Consequently, that place is looked upon as a Aependency of the house

and may be possessed by the different sorts of ownership.

93. It is allowed to build a Mesjid on the upper story and to construct viaoe of
buildings in the lower story for the needs of the Mesjid and to dedicate worship.

them.
But it is not allowed to pull down a Mesjid built on the lower story

and erect buildings in its place and a Mesjid above it.

CHAPTER IV.
CONCERNING THINGS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN A DEDICATION

WITHOUT BEING IENTIONED, MEJELLE, ARTS. 230. 236.

94. If one dedicates a property and does not record that he dedicates Dedication of
roperty includes

also the rights attached to it, such as the private way of the property, rights attached
to it.
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the right of taking water and of outflow, these rights, as attached to
that property, are included in the dedication also.

Bifli g site 95. When a building site is dedicated, there is included in the dedi-
includes build-jng, trees d cation, without being mentioned, the buildings, trees and vines which
vines. are on it at the time of the dedication.

No frit ap- 96. The fruit, which at the time of the dedication appears on the treepearig at t he
ofeicatione is not included in the dedication, but remains the property of the dedi-

cator. Consequcntly, when a vegetable plantation is made vaqf, the
vegetables found therein are not included in the dedication, but remain
the property of the dedicator.

Uf boundaries 97. If a property is dedicated, and its bounds and the things which
tg, l go with it are declared, and at the time of the dedication the said things

in them are
dedicated, im- are imperfectly declared, all the things which go with the property and
ec dea- exist within the boundaries, are considered as included in the dedication,

because according to the Sacred Law the boundaries are considered.
E.g. If when a hotel containing 24 rooms is dedicated and it is des-

cribed as containing 15 rooms and its boundaries are recorded, there is
included in the dedication also the 24 rooms exactly found within the
recorded boundaries.

Unless there is But if, after the boundaries are recorded, he dedicate the property, ex-
an express ex-
ception. cepting from the dedication certain things which go with the property,

and retaining them in his ownership, in such a case the things which he
has excepted are not included in the dedication.

E.g. When one declares the boundaries of a house containing men's
apartments and women's apartments and wishes to dedicate it, if he
keeps the ownership of the men's apartments and says that he dedicates
only the women's apartments, the men's apartments are considered to be
excluded from the dedication.

Dedication of 98. If, after a person has made a declaration as to a fixed share in a
owner's share-w
false descriptio-, property, which he owns jointly with another, and has dedicated it

defining the amount of his share, it is shewn that his undivided share is
greater than he declared, the dedication is valid and the excess is in-
eluded in it.

E.g. If after a man has declared that his share in a common property
is composed of one-fourth and dedicated it, it is shewn that a share in
that estate up to half belongs to him, the dedication is valid and the
surplus is included in it.
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CHAPTER V.

OF DEDICATIONS MADE BY PERSONS WHO ARE ILL.

99. The exercise of authority made by a debtor at a time of mortal Dedication bydebtor in time of

sickness and which deprives his creditors of their rights, is not to be moral sickness.

carried out.
Consequently, if some one, whose debts are in excess of his property, at

a time of mortal sickness dedicate some of his property and die, the
creditors can refuse assent to the dedication and include the dedicated
thing in the division, Mejelld, Art. 800.

100. The benefactions made by a person who has no heirs, at a time Benefactions by
person who has

of mortal sickness, are valid up to the whole of his property. no heirs-in tzam
of mortal sick-

Consequently, if one who has no heirs dedicate the whole of his pro- ness valid.

perty, at a time of mortal sickness to some object of common benefit, the
dedication is valid and must be carried out.

In such a case, after the death of the benefactor, the director of the
Beit-nl-mal cannot interfere with the property, Mejell, Art. 877.

101. The benefactions, made at a time of mortal sickness by one who Where ther aheirs, valid to

has heirs, are of force up to one-third only of his estate, unless the heirs ... thdofetate only, unless

approve of the portion given in excess of a third. heirs approve.

Consequently, if some one, at the time of his illness of which he dies,
dedicate something, and the dedication is decided to be irrevocable and
after this the dedicator die, the following rules are observed :-

If the third of his estate is not less than the property dedicated, the
dedication is valid in every case whether the heirs approve of it or not.

If the third of his estate is less than the property dedicated, the whole
of that property is considered as dedicated if the heirs approve of it.
If the heirs do not approve, the third of the property becomes vaqf and
the heirs take the rest of the inheritance. If some of the heirs approve
and some do not, in addition to the third of the estate, the shares of the
heirs who approve consitute part of the dedication.

In such a case, if after an heir who disapproves has taken his share
from the dedicated property and sold it to another, other property of the
dedicator is found and it is proved that the third of his estate is not less
than the dedicated property, the sale is not dissolved and remains in force.

But that heir makes indemnity for the portion sold. And for the
amount received by way of indemnity another thing is bought, in
order that it may be dedicated in substitution for the portion sold,
Mejell6, Art. 879.

102. The consent of the heirs with regard to the amount in excess Consent of heirsmust b ie

of one-third must be given after the death of the dedicator. afterat
dedcator.
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Consequently, the consent or refusal of the heirs before the death of
the dedicator is not taken into consideration.

Assent of heir 103. When some one, after he has dedicated some property of his,
to poaPry during the illness of which he dies, leaves two heirs, and the third of
dnhsertid fheir the property of the deceased is less than the thing dedicated, and one ofthe heirs assents to the dedication of the property in excess of the third

of the estate, and the other heir dies, not having assented to it, even if
the estate of the latter pass to the heir who previously assented, it is
none the less required that lie, who accepted the validity of the dedica-
tion, should assent again to the validity of the dedication of the excess
of the third of the estate, as regards the share of the deceased heir, the
former assent is not sufficient.

When dedicator, 104. If any one, having no heir except his wife dedicate, while in his
in mortal sick-
ness, has no last illness, the whole of his estate and die after the dedication has been
heis but wie. decided to be irrevocable, all the estate of the deceased becomes vaqf if

the wife assents to the dedication.

But if the wife do not consent, the sixth of the inheritance belongs to
the wife and the remainder becomes vaqf.

Or, no heir but 105. If a woman, having no heir, except her husband, dedicate the
husband, whole of her estate, and after the act of dedication has been decided to

be irrevocable die, all the estate of the deceased is constituted a vaqf if
the husband assent to the act of dedication.

If the husband do not consent, the third of the inheritance is given
to him and the remainder is looked upon as vaqf.

sickness from 106. A state of sickness which is cured is looked upon as a state of
which dedicator health.
recoveres.

Consequently, if one, being sick and confined to his bed, dedicate some
of his property, and the dedication is decided to be irrevocable, and after-
wards the sick person recover from his sickness, and after he has been
well for some time, die, his heirs cannot refuse to agree to the dedication,
in so far as it exceeds the third of his estate, on the ground that the
dedicator made the dedication while he was ill, Mlejetld, Art. 595.

Protrhacted 107. A person who has a protracted illness extending over more than
iess. a year is considered as a person in health, so long as his condition does

not change.
Consequently, if one, who is fallen into protracted illness, lasting

more than a year, dedicate some of his property, and the dedication is
judicially decided to be irrevocable without his condition being ehanged,
and after the lapse of some days, his condition is changed, and the" ill-
ness becomes bad and he dies, the dedication is of fore for the whole
estate of the deceased.
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In such a case the heirs of the deceased cannot contend that they do
not accept the dedication, so far as relates to the excess over a third of
his estate.

But if the person proceeds to the dedication after his condition is
changed, then that dedication is valid up to the third.

Consequently the heirs can refuse their assent to the dedication of the
part of the estate in excess of one-third.

108. If a person, at the time of his fatal illness, dedicate something Dedication infavour of an

of his, limiting its benefit in favour of one of his heirs, and, after the heir, with orwitho)ut Uits-

death of the heir, to some philanthropic object, and afterwards die, that tion (ov

dedication is valid if a third of the estate is not less than the thing
dedicated.

In such a case if the other heirs assent to the act of dedication, the
heir in whose favour the limitation is made, enjoys the benefit of the
dedicated property alone.

If the other heirs do not assent, the heir in whose favour the benefit
is limited, does not enjoy the benefit of the dedicated property alone, but
while he lives the other heirs enjoy the benefit with him, according to
the share to which they are entitled by inheritance.

If while the heir, in whose favour the dedication is made, is alive, one
of the other heirs die, the heirs of the deceased stand in his place as re-
gards the right to enjoy the benefit.

If the heir, in whose favour the act of dedication is made dies, the
benefit of the thing dedicated belongs entirely to the philanthropic object
to which it was limited on the death of the heir. No right remains any
more to the other heirs to benefit from it.

But if one, in his last sickness, dedicate something of his, limiting its
benefit in favour of some of his heirs and do not declare another philan-
thropic object, in such a case, when the other heirs do not assent to the
act of dedication, it is invalid, although the third of the estate is not less
than it, and all the heirs inherit the thing.

109. If someone dedicate, at the time of his last illness, an estate of Dedication fr

his in order that a Mesjid may be built, and die, and the third of his woraip.

estate is less than the thing dedicated, the dedication of the whole of
that property is invalid if the heirs do not assent to the dedication of
the part exceeding one-third the value of the estate.

Consequently the heirs inherit that estate altogether.

110. If the act of dedication is made in a state of sound health, and is Dedication Inhealth rnd J j-

judicially declared irrevocable when the dedicator is in a state of mortal during mortal

sickness, the condition at the time of the dedication, and not that at the i n.
time of the judicial decision governs the matter.
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Consequently, if one dedicates his estate, at aNtime when he is in
health, without a judicial decision of the irrevocability of the act of
dedication, and after this at the time of his mortal sickness, causes the
dedication to be judicially declared irrevocable and dies, that dedication
is valid for the whole of his estate and not up to the third of it.

Consequently, in such a case, the heirs of the dedicator cannot contend
that, since the judicial decision took place at the time of mortal sickness,
the dedication is valid to the third of the estate and not to an amount
exceeding one-third.

TITLE B.
ABOUT IRREVO(ABLE A ND REVOCABLE ACTS OF DEDICATION.

CHAPTER I.
ABOUT IRREVOCABLE ACTS OF DEICJATION.

Ddition 11l. After the completion of the dedication, its irrevocability depends
irrevocable. on the formalities described below:-

Afer jucial The first formality consists in the decision of a judge in favour of itsdecision that it

is G. irrevocability after trial.
Thus if someone, after he has dedicated, in the manner prescribed by

Chapter I. of Title A., some specific thing of which he is the owner, and
given it to the Muteveli appointed by him to have it declared irrevocable
by the Court, wishes to recall the act of dedication, and to take back
from the Muteveli that thing, in ord&r that it may be his own property
as before, but the Muteveli does not agree to the giving back of the

thing, and so, when a dispute and difference of opinion has sprung up
between the dedicator and the Muteveli, if the case is tried before some
judge having knowledge of the different opinions of the commentators
about the irrevocability or otherwise of a dedication, and the judge
decides in favour of the irrevocability of the dedication according to the
opinion of an exponent of the law allowing the validity of the dedication,
in such a case the dedication is irrevocable.

If without such trial being gone through, the judge in compliance
merely with the demand of the dedicator or the Muteveli, decide in favour
of the irrevocability of the act of dedication, its irrevocability does not
result from the judge having so said.

Decion of ar- 112. By the decision of an arbitrator the act of dedication is not
bitrator not rendered irrevocable.
sufficient. Thus if the dedicator and the Muteveli appointed by him to have the

dedication judicially declared irrevocable, iappoint an arbitrator, and

he decides in favour of its irrevocability, the dedication is not esta-
blished as irrevocable.
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Consequently, if one dedicates his estate, at aNtime when he is in
health, without a judicial decision of the irrevocability of the act of
dedication, and after this at the time of his mortal sickness, causes the
dedication to be judicially declared irrevocable and dies, that dedication
is valid for the whole of his estate and not up to the third of it.

Consequently, in such a case, the heirs of the dedicator cannot contend
that, since the judicial decision took place at the time of mortal sickness,
the dedication is valid to the third of the estate and not to an amount
exceeding one-third.

TITLE B.
ABOUT IRREVO(ABLE A ND REVOCABLE ACTS OF DEDICATION.

CHAPTER I.
ABOUT IRREVOCABLE ACTS OF DEICJATION.

Ddition 11l. After the completion of the dedication, its irrevocability depends
irrevocable. on the formalities described below:-

Afer jucial The first formality consists in the decision of a judge in favour of itsdecision that it

is G. irrevocability after trial.
Thus if someone, after he has dedicated, in the manner prescribed by

Chapter I. of Title A., some specific thing of which he is the owner, and
given it to the Muteveli appointed by him to have it declared irrevocable
by the Court, wishes to recall the act of dedication, and to take back
from the Muteveli that thing, in ord&r that it may be his own property
as before, but the Muteveli does not agree to the giving back of the

thing, and so, when a dispute and difference of opinion has sprung up
between the dedicator and the Muteveli, if the case is tried before some
judge having knowledge of the different opinions of the commentators
about the irrevocability or otherwise of a dedication, and the judge
decides in favour of the irrevocability of the dedication according to the
opinion of an exponent of the law allowing the validity of the dedication,
in such a case the dedication is irrevocable.

If without such trial being gone through, the judge in compliance
merely with the demand of the dedicator or the Muteveli, decide in favour
of the irrevocability of the act of dedication, its irrevocability does not
result from the judge having so said.

Decion of ar- 112. By the decision of an arbitrator the act of dedication is not
bitrator not rendered irrevocable.
sufficient. Thus if the dedicator and the Muteveli appointed by him to have the

dedication judicially declared irrevocable, iappoint an arbitrator, and

he decides in favour of its irrevocability, the dedication is not esta-
blished as irrevocable.
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The dedication is made irrevocable by the decision of a judge appointed
by the Sultan.

When the dedicator dies before the judicial decision of the irrevocabi- rudiw decisionafter death of

lity of the dedication and the heirs demand before the judge from the dedicatr.

Muteveli that they may include the dedicated thing in the inheritance
and divide it, but the Muteveli refuses to give it up, the dedication is
decided to be irrevocable if the judge decide in favour of the irrevocabil-
ity of the dedication and restrain the heirs from annoying the Mutevcli.

Again, when one, having no debts and being in health, dedicate some
things of his, without a judicial decision in favour of the dedicabion,
and, after the lapse of some time, dies, leaving debts greater than his
estate, and the creditors bring an action against the Muteveli before the
judge, seeking to include the dedicated things in the division for the
body of the creditors, and the Muteveli refuses to give it up, a judicial
decision of the irrevocability of the dedication is considered as having
been made if the judge decide in favour of the irrevocability of the
dedication and restrain the creditors from annoying the Muteveli.

113. The second formality consists in the establishment of the dedi- Irevoeable, i
made by will, up

cation by will. to the amount
disposable.

Thus if one make a will saying "when I die, let such a thing of mine
be dedicated to such a philanthropic object" and afterwards dies without
changing his will, that thing becomes vaqf by irrevocable dedication,
if the third of his estate is not less than the property so left.

But if the third of the estate is less than the property willed, in such
a case only a sum equal to one-third of his estate becomes vaqf by ir-
revocable dedication. The part in excess of that amount is inherited by
the heirs.

But if the heirs assent to the will as regards the surplus over the third,
in such a case the whole sum bequeathed becomes vaqf by an irrevocable
act of dedication.

In the case in which the person so making a will has no heir, there
also the whole thing bequeathed becomes vaqf by an irrevocable act of
dedication.

Arts. 101, 103, 104 and 105 are applicable as regards this matter.

114. If neither of the above-mentioned two forms exist, the dedication Dedication not

is not made irrevocable, lea there is judi.
cial decision, or

There are excepted however the two cases below, for the irrevocability it Is made bywill

of the dedication of which neither of the two above-mentioned formali-
ties is required.
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Exception Place (a). If one separate from his property a Mesjid with the building andof Worship. a way to it, and give leave to the people to worship in it and the

people assemble there and worship aloud, that Mesjid becomes vaqf by
an irrevocable dedication.

Exception (b). If one having dedicated his building site to be used as a cemetery,
Oemetery. give permission to bury the dead there, and a dead person is buried in

it, that building site becomef vaqf by irrevocable dedication.

Additions to 115. The fact that dedicated property is added to property formerly
dedicated pro- dedicated does not make the dedication irrevocable.
perty are not
ibao facto irre-
vocable de Thus when one dedicates some of his property, and the dedication is
dications. judicially declared irrevocable and afterwards he dedicates certain other
Oompare
Art. 123. of his properties without the dedication being judicially declared irrevo-

cable, saying that he adds these last properties to those dedicated by him
at first through the judicial declaration of the validity of the act dedi-
cating those properties, merely by his saying so, the things subsequently
dedicated are not made vaqf by irrevocable dedication.

Special decision In order that they should be made irrevocably vaqf, there is required
of Judge another special decision of the Court in favour of their irrevocability.
required.

Revocation be- 116. If one dedicates his property to one object, but before he deliver
foreaecisioa of it to the Muteveli and the dedication is decided to be irrevocable in

Jug. accordance with the Sacred Law, he recall the dedication and dedicate the

property to another object and gets a judicial decision of the irrevocabil-
ity of the dedication to be made, the first act of dedication is invalid
and the second act of dedication valid and irrevocable.

117. It is forbidden to the judges by Imperial Order to pronounceDedication of

debtor'eproperty irrevocable the dedications of debtors.not valid, al-
thoughjdaic Consequently if a debtor, even if he continues in good health, dedi-
sanction given. cate his property and afterwards die, not leaving sufficient other

property to pay his debt, the creditors can annul the dedication on ap-
plication to the judge and receive their claims from that property.

In such a case if the judge does not annul the dedication and decides
in favour of its irrevocability and validity, neither is the judgment to
be executed nor is the decision of the Court in favour Of the irrevocabil-
ity of the dedication of any force.

But if someone, at a time when he does not owe anything and con-
tinues in good health, dedicate properties of his and obtain the judicial
sanction, and afterwards the dedicator dies in debt, leaving no estate, his
creditors cannot interfere with the dedicated properties. See Cyprus
Law, VII. of 1886.

Dedication of 118. It is forbidden to the judges to declare in favour of the validity
Ged not valid. of an act dedicating a gedik.
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For which reason when one dedicates gedik, which he possesses, if the

judge decides in favour of the irrevocability of the dedication and

confirms it, neither is his decision nor the confirmation of force.

CHAPTER II.

Concerning some rules and questions relating to the irrevocability or

otherwise of the act of dedication.

119. If one dedicates a thing by an irrevocable act of dedication, he Dedicator
cann1ot deal with

cannot any more have the ownership of it and exercise dominion over it. dedicated pro.

Every act of dominion over it is invalid. perty.

E.g. If one sell, or give, or pledge a thing which he has dedicated

by an irrevocable dedication, these agreements are invalid.

Again a thing dedicated by irrevocable dedication does not pass by

inheritance to the heirs.

But if the thing dedicated by an irrevocable dedication is exchanged, Dedicated thing
given in ex-

in conformity with the rules laid down in a special chapter, for another change treated

thing, the thing taken in exchange becomes vaqf in the place of the as lk.

thing first dedicated and the latter reverts into mulk property and is

governed by the laws concerning it.

Again when it is shewn that a third person has a legal right of pre- Where person0 with right of

emption over a property, which someone has bought from another, even pre-eption

if the purchaser has dedicated that property and obtained a judicial rcoaer.

decision of the irrevocability of the dedication, the act of dedication is

annulled on the demand and action of the person having the right of

pre-emption and that property is given as pure mulk to the person who

has the right of pre-emption.

Likewise, if the building of a roofed property dedicated by irrevocable Materals oS

dedication is destroyed entirely, and, the vaqf not being rich, it is im- .uilingdes-troyed.

possible to rebuild the property and to use the material remaining for

building, the Muteveli is allowed to sell that material at its estimated

value for the good of the dedication.

Again the Muteveli of a garden dedicated by an irrevocable dedication Dead trees in

may root out dead trees and sell them at the estimated value for the good garden.

of the dedication.

120. If after someone has dedicated a thing which he 'has bought Stranger prov-ig claim to

from another and the dedication has been judicially declared irrevocable, property.

someone appears who claims it, and brings an action claiming that the

thing dedicated is his property, and irove his contention according to

the Sacred Law, and the thing is adjudged to be the property of the

claimant, after he has taken an oath, the dedication is annulled and the

claimant takes that thing.
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In such a case the buyer can bring an action and recover from the
seller the price received, and become owner of it, with no obligation to
buy another thing for that price and dedicate it, in the place of the
thing which has been recovered and taken from him.

Revocation by 121. The dedication of a thing, not irrevocably dedicated, when dis-
solved by the judge, is of no force. The thing is possessed as mulk.

E.g. If a person dedicate his workshop which he owns as mulk, but
before he hands it over to the Muteveli and gets a decision in favour of
the dedication according to the Sheri Law, he becomes insolvent and in
misfortune in such a way, that, being compelled to deal with that work.
shop as his mulk property, he wishes to recall the dedication, he applies
at first to the judge to dissolve the dedication.

When the judge dissolves the dedication, the dedicator possesses the
thing dedicated as his mulk property.

The same thing also happens if the heirs of the dedicator dissolve the
dedication through the medium of the judge.

If a thing, which is not irrevocably dedicated be sold to another,
without its dedication having been dissolved by the judge, and the judge
after trial decide in favour of the validity of the sale, the dedication is not
valid, Mejell 864.

Fevocation by 122. If one dedicates property of his by a will, on the condition that
revocation of
win it is to be in force as a dedication after his death, that thing is not taken

from the ownership of the dedicator before he dies, without revoking
the will.

Consequently, the dedicator possesses that thing as his pure mulk as
long as he lives, being able even at the time of his mortal sickness to
recall that will of his by words and acts.

Of wil by words. The person, who revokes a will by words, must use words declaring
the revocation of his will-such as "I revoke my will" or "I give it up."

By ac. The person, who revokes his will by act, must exercise his power over
the thing which he dedicated in such a way as to change the name of
the thing, or extinguish his ownership in it.

E.g. If anyone has made a bequest by the words "let such a mulk
building site of mine be dedicated after my death, and afterwards build
on that site a house or workshop or plant in it vines and trees and
change the building site into a vineyard or garden, or put an end to his
ownership in it by sale, or gift and delivery, since thus, by act, he has
revoked the bequest, it is no longer of force.

For the making of such a revocation, an application to the judge is
Expenditure i not required.
curred for a de- or
dication cannot

bevoked. 123. The revocation of a thing done for the benefit of a vaqf has nc force.
Compare Art.
115.
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E.g. A man cannot, after he has built on a dedicated building site at
his own expense and given the building for the benefit of the vaqf, re-
voke the gift and take the building as his own private property.

Again, after a person has given a sum of money to the Muteveli to

spend for the affairs of the vaqf and the Muteveli has spent and laid out
the money for those affairs he cannot revoke the gift and seek indemnifi-

cation from the Muteveli for this sum.

TITLE C.

CONCERNING LANDS DEDICATED.

124. Dedicated lands are of two sorts ;-

(a). Dedicated lauds which belong to true (sahihe) vaqfs.

(b). Lands which do not belong to true vaqfs.

That is to say dedicated lands which belong to the category of

Takhsisat, (Land Law, See., 4).

125. Arazi Ushrie and Arazi Kharajie dedicated in the manner pro-

vided by the Sacred Law, by the owner, are true vaqfs, (Laud Law, Sec. 2).

126. If one cultivate mevat land, with the leave of the Sultan, in order

that he may make it his own mulk property and afterwards dedicate
that land to some philanthropic object, such a vaqf is a true vaqf
(Mejell6, Arts. 1270, 1280).

Dedicated lands
of two sorts.
True dedicated
lands and
Takhsihat.

True dedicated
land Ushrie and
Kliarajie.

Mevat acquired
as mulk.

127. If a piece of Arazi-mirie is given by the Sultan into the Arazi-mirie ac-

ownership of some one as his mulk and this person dedicates that quired as mu&.

piece to some philanthropic object, such a vaqf is true vaqf.

128. In order that a grant of land as mulk may be valid, the person Arazi-mritrM musbe acquired by

obtaining the grant must acquire it by a valid purchase. p urchseb

Thus when the mulk ownership of Arazi-mirie is granted by the

Sultan, the following things are required from the person who seeks it:

If when the inulk ownership is granted, the Beit-ul-mal is pressed by

want, in order that the grant may be valid, the person who acquires the

mulk ownership must buy the land from the Beit-ul-mal at a valuation
and pay the sum.

In such a case, if it was purchased for a price excessively below the

valuation, the mulk ownership is not validly granted.

But if at the time of the grant of the mulk ownership the Beit-ul-mnal
is not pressed by want, then the person who acquires the mulk ownership

must purchase the piece of land for double the value.

,'In such a case, if it is purchased for a price excessively below the

double of its value, the Mulk ownership is not validly granted.
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E.g. A man cannot, after he has built on a dedicated building site at
his own expense and given the building for the benefit of the vaqf, re-
voke the gift and take the building as his own private property.

Again, after a person has given a sum of money to the Muteveli to

spend for the affairs of the vaqf and the Muteveli has spent and laid out
the money for those affairs he cannot revoke the gift and seek indemnifi-

cation from the Muteveli for this sum.

TITLE C.

CONCERNING LANDS DEDICATED.

124. Dedicated lands are of two sorts ;-

(a). Dedicated lauds which belong to true (sahihe) vaqfs.

(b). Lands which do not belong to true vaqfs.

That is to say dedicated lands which belong to the category of

Takhsisat, (Land Law, See., 4).

125. Arazi Ushrie and Arazi Kharajie dedicated in the manner pro-

vided by the Sacred Law, by the owner, are true vaqfs, (Laud Law, Sec. 2).

126. If one cultivate mevat land, with the leave of the Sultan, in order

that he may make it his own mulk property and afterwards dedicate
that land to some philanthropic object, such a vaqf is a true vaqf
(Mejell6, Arts. 1270, 1280).

Dedicated lands
of two sorts.
True dedicated
lands and
Takhsihat.

True dedicated
land Ushrie and
Kliarajie.

Mevat acquired
as mulk.

127. If a piece of Arazi-mirie is given by the Sultan into the Arazi-mirie ac-

ownership of some one as his mulk and this person dedicates that quired as mu&.

piece to some philanthropic object, such a vaqf is true vaqf.

128. In order that a grant of land as mulk may be valid, the person Arazi-mritrM musbe acquired by

obtaining the grant must acquire it by a valid purchase. p urchseb

Thus when the mulk ownership of Arazi-mirie is granted by the

Sultan, the following things are required from the person who seeks it:

If when the inulk ownership is granted, the Beit-ul-mal is pressed by

want, in order that the grant may be valid, the person who acquires the

mulk ownership must buy the land from the Beit-ul-mal at a valuation
and pay the sum.

In such a case, if it was purchased for a price excessively below the

valuation, the mulk ownership is not validly granted.

But if at the time of the grant of the mulk ownership the Beit-ul-mnal
is not pressed by want, then the person who acquires the mulk ownership

must purchase the piece of land for double the value.

,'In such a case, if it is purchased for a price excessively below the

double of its value, the Mulk ownership is not validly granted.
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Sale of Azi 129. The grant of the mulk ownership of Arazi-mirie depends on the
Mine must be public benefit.
for public
beeit. Consequently if the grant of the mulk ownership of Arazi-mirie is in-

jurious to the common weal, the grant is never allowed nor is it lawful.

Grant of Ar i 130. By a document of grant of ownership (temlikname) alone, the
A-rnie witlout grant is not validly completed.sale-invalid.

Thus, if one does not buy by a valid purchase (as mentioned in the
proceeding articles) a piece of Arazi Mirie from the Beit-ul-mal, and the

mulk ownership is given to him as a gift, and a document of grant given
to him, such gralt of ownership is not validly effected.

Takhsisat lands. 131. Places dedicated, without their mulk ownership, by the Sultans
Public land de-
dicated by Sul- out of Arazi-mirie, for philanthropic objects of which the expence is borne
tan without
ownership. by the Beit-ul-mal, belong to the Takhsisat category.

Dedication of 132. If some one, without having obtained the valid mulk ownership
pnblic land, ef
which ownership of Arazi-mirie, dedicate the land with the permission of the Sultan, in
is not acquired
by the Sultan's favour of philanthropic objects of which the expence is borne by theleave tor public
objects. Beit-ul-:ual, the vaqf is considered as one of the Takhsisat category.

Public land of 133. If someone, without having obtained a valid mulk ownership of
which ownershipis not acquired, a field being Arazi-mirie, which he possesses by Tapou, or withoutdeedicated with-
outsulta,' receiving the leave of the Sultan, dedicate it in favour of some object,
leave not vaqf. the thing so dedicated is not regarded as true vaqf or as a Takhsisat

vaqf, but as before it is regarded as simple Arazi Mirie.

Consequently that person possesses that field in the same way as he
did before and pays a tenth to the public when he wishes to grant it to
another, by the leave of the owner. After his death that field belongs
to his heirs, if there are any persons entitled to inherit according to the

Land Law, if there are not, it belongs to the public as being without
owner and is granted for the Tapou value to the person claiming it.

The dedication made in the manner described has no force.

Takhsisat-Tithe 134. If the tithe and the Kharaj, which belongs to the public out of
and Kharaj. the Ushri6 and Kharajie lands which are under the mulk ownership of

someone, is dedicated and specially assigned by His Majesty the Sultan
to some object supported by the Beit-ul-mal, such a vaqf is of the
Takhsisat category.

Proof of public 135. If it is known that a dedicator before its dedication, bought
lands being de-
dicated-knew- from the Beit-ul-mal a field originally Arazi-mirie, but from time
ledge of
purchase, immemorial dedicated, that field is considered a true vaqf, whether

it is known that thatipurchase was made in conformity with the legal

manner described in Art. 125 or not.
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But if it is not known at all that the dedicator purchased that field from
the public before the dedication, that field can no longer be considered a
true vaqf.

136. No consideration is given to the probability of the thing which Pr-freqiethat ovnerhlp

is not based on proof. efsrP

Whence, the probability that perhaps the owner of a field which is

situated in a place of which the lands pay tithe or kharaj, and which is
dedicated from time immemorial, died without heirs, and that perhaps
this field reverted to the ownership of the State, and to the class of Arazi
Mirie, and was dedicated afterwards, without a grant of ownership, does
not make it possible that it should be regarded as not true vaqf, on
account of the mere probability which is not based on proof.

137. Arazi Mirie, which has been made vaqf of the Takhsisat cate- Tokbaisadedicationa of

gory by a dedication which is not a true (sahiha) dedication, is of public lanfs

three kinds :- 
three kinds.

(a). Lands of which only the tithes and taxes (rusumat) have been

dedicated and consecrated by the Sultan, while the right of possession
(hukuk tessaruf) over them, such as, the ownership (raqabe) belong as

before to the Beit-ul-mal.

(b). Lands of which the tithes and taxes belong as before to' the Beit-

ul-mal and only the right to their possession (hukuk tessarnf) has been
dedicated and assigned to some object by the Sultan.

(c). Lands of which both the right of possession (hukuk tessaruf) as

well as the tithes and taxes have been dedicated and assigned to some
object by the Sultan.

The tithes and such taxes, as the tax on grant or inheritance and the Right of
benefciay "

price of unowned land, belong to the dedication of the first kind. ft ks

Since the rights over the lands of this sort belong to the State, they

are granted as other Arazi Mirie by the State for cultivation.

The lands of the second and third sort are possessed by the vaqf, Rightoidedication im

whether sown, cultivated or rented to others or given on an agreement sond and

to be cultivated in partnership. third sorts.

But the tithes of the second sort are paid to the State, while the tithes
of the third sort are not paid.

Of these three sorts, only the first is regulated by the rules of the

Land Law.

Since the right of the possession of the other two sorts does not belong

to the State, the rules of the Land Law are not applied to them.
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Takhsisat 138. The special acts of dedication (Takhsis) are of two sortsdedications
true and utae. (a). A true Takhsis, which consists in the special dedication of part

of the income belonging to the Beit-ul-mal to some object supported by
the Beit-ul-mal.

(b). An untrue Takhsis, which consists in the special dedication of
part of the income of the Beit-ul-Mal to some object not supported at
the expense of the Beit-ul-mal.

True Takbsisat The income of the first sort, being specially dedicated, is spent on the
dedication
irrevocable, object for which it is dedicated and does not admit of revocation or

being made invalid.
Untrue The second sort can be revoked and made invalid at the will of the
revocable. SutnSultan.

When titheable 139. When someone dedicates a place out of UshriH6 and Kharajie
and Kharajie
lands dedicated, lands, his tithe and Kharaj is not abolished but the payment of them is
tithe and
Kharaie still due to the Beit-ul-mal, as before.
payable. Again if, when a field is granted to someone by the Sultan out of

Arazi Mirie to be held as mulk, the person again dedicate that field by a
deed of dedication judicially sanctioned, the lawful tithes ought to be
paid as before to the Beit-ul-mal

Consequcnly in one and the same subject there may co-exist both a
true vaqf and an untrue vaqf of the Takhsisat sort.

Thus after some land out of the above mentioned mulk lands has
been dedicated by its owner by a true dedication, if the income belong-
ing to the Beit-ul-mal is dedicated and consecrated by the Sultan to
some object, there thus co-exist in the same subject a true dedication
and an untrue dedication of the Takhsisat sort.

TITLE D.

ABOUT THE TERIMS USUALLY EMPLOYED BY DEDICATORS.

See also Art. 371. About the terms of acts of dedication in favour of children, relations
and neighbours.

Children. 140. By the word "children" said once only, "legitimate children "
is meant.

Consequently grandchildren are not included.

E.g. If the dedicator make mention of the word "children" once
only, without repeating it and say "the income of the vaqf I limit in
favour of my children," the vaqf is limited in favour of his legitimate
children alone and not in favour of his grandchildren.
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Takhsisat 138. The special acts of dedication (Takhsis) are of two sortsdedications
true and utae. (a). A true Takhsis, which consists in the special dedication of part

of the income belonging to the Beit-ul-mal to some object supported by
the Beit-ul-mal.

(b). An untrue Takhsis, which consists in the special dedication of
part of the income of the Beit-ul-Mal to some object not supported at
the expense of the Beit-ul-mal.

True Takbsisat The income of the first sort, being specially dedicated, is spent on the
dedication
irrevocable, object for which it is dedicated and does not admit of revocation or

being made invalid.
Untrue The second sort can be revoked and made invalid at the will of the
revocable. SutnSultan.

When titheable 139. When someone dedicates a place out of UshriH6 and Kharajie
and Kharajie
lands dedicated, lands, his tithe and Kharaj is not abolished but the payment of them is
tithe and
Kharaie still due to the Beit-ul-mal, as before.
payable. Again if, when a field is granted to someone by the Sultan out of

Arazi Mirie to be held as mulk, the person again dedicate that field by a
deed of dedication judicially sanctioned, the lawful tithes ought to be
paid as before to the Beit-ul-mal

Consequcnly in one and the same subject there may co-exist both a
true vaqf and an untrue vaqf of the Takhsisat sort.

Thus after some land out of the above mentioned mulk lands has
been dedicated by its owner by a true dedication, if the income belong-
ing to the Beit-ul-mal is dedicated and consecrated by the Sultan to
some object, there thus co-exist in the same subject a true dedication
and an untrue dedication of the Takhsisat sort.

TITLE D.

ABOUT THE TERIMS USUALLY EMPLOYED BY DEDICATORS.

See also Art. 371. About the terms of acts of dedication in favour of children, relations
and neighbours.

Children. 140. By the word "children" said once only, "legitimate children "
is meant.

Consequently grandchildren are not included.

E.g. If the dedicator make mention of the word "children" once
only, without repeating it and say "the income of the vaqf I limit in
favour of my children," the vaqf is limited in favour of his legitimate
children alone and not in favour of his grandchildren.
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But in the case in which, in the expression of the dedicator, there is
an indication that by the word "children" grandchildren are also
intended, then the word "children" includes also grandchildren.

E.g. If the dedicator say that he limits the income from the dedicated
property to his children, from generation to generation, grandchildren
are also included and both the lawful children and posterity of the
dedicator have rights over the income of the vaqf.

141. The word "children" repeated twice includes all generations, Children twice.

whether near or remote. It is not limited to the first and second gene-
ration alone.

Consequently if, while the existing issues of the first and second
generations enjoy the income of the dedicated property, which was
appointed by the dedicator in favour of his children and their descen-
dants, some children of the third generation of the dedicator are born,
such children participate in the income of the dedicated property
together with the issue of the first and second generations.

The children, therefore, of the first and second generations cannot

bar the participation of the children of the third generation on the
ground that, as the dedicator made mention of the word "children"
only twice, the children of the third generation are not included.

Also if the dedicator limit the occupation of a house, which he

dedicated, to his children and the children of his children and when
they become extinct, to the Imam of a certain Mesjid, the turn of
the Imam does not come before the descendants of the dedicator are

entirely extinct. The Imam does not aquire a right to live in that house
after the children of the first and second generation are extinct.

142. If the dedicator of a thing dedicated by him and limited to his Cbiind, grand-children and
children and the children of his children, makes use of any word theiK

indicating the order in which the generations are to take, in such a case descendants.

if the first generation exists, the second does not participate in the
income of the dedicated thing.

If the dedicator say that he limits the income of the dedicated
property to his children, from generation to generation, and to the
children of his children, if there are legitimate children of the first

generation, the children of the second generation do not participate in
the income of the dedicated property.

In the same way, if there are children of the second generation, those
of the third do not participate.

The same rule applies by analogy to the other generations as well.

143. In interpreting the expressions of the dedicator the words of Wordsof

description are to be given effect to. If, therefore, the dedicator, by description.
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some description, designate the persons in whose favour the dedication
is made, such description becomes the means by which the right is ac-
quired, and a person not designated by such a description, does not
acquire any right in the benefit so appointed.

E.g. When the dedicator limits the income of the dedicated property
to his offspring, saying: "Let such of my children and their descen-
dants as are residing in such a town, enjoy the income of the property I
dedicate," any children or descendants of his not residing in that town
do not acquire any right in such benefit.

Also, if he say "Let such of my children and grandchildreni as are
learned (Oulema) enjoy the income of the dedicated property," then do
not all the children and grandchildren of the dedicator acquire any right
in such income of the dedicated property. In the same way, if he say:
"Let my poor children and grandchildren enjoy the income of the dedi-
cated property," the rich children and grandchildren of the dedicator do
not acquire any right in such income.

The same rule applies by analogy to other descriptions as well.
144. The wife of a rich man, although she has no property whatever,

is considered rich.
par- Consequently the wife of a rich man does not participate in the in-

come of the dedicated property, which is limited to the poor.
In opposition to this, the husband of a rich woman who has no pro-

perty, is not considered rich.
Consequently a husband of a rich woman who has no property, par-

ticipates in the income of the dedicated property which is appointed for
the poor.

- 0bldm frm 145. When the dedicator appoints the income of the dedicated pro-gfenterton to

geueri. perty to his children from generation to generation, if a child of the
first generation dies, having said in his lifetime that the share belonging
to him out of the income should be given to his children, and if after-
wards, while some children of the first generation of the dedicator are
enjoying the income of the dedicated property, one of them die leaving
children, then the deceased being regarded as living, the income of the
dedication, is divided between the deceased child of the first generation
and the other living children in equal proportions. And the share al-
lotted to the deceased is given to his children.

The same rule applies when another child of the first generation dies
leaving children, until the first generation is extinct.

When the first generation is entirely extinct, this division is annulled
and the income of the dedicated property is equally divided among the
existing children of the second generation.
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146. The word "children" by custom includes onc child.
Consequently if the dedicator limit the income of the dedicated pro-

perty to his children, while he has only one child, such child acquires a
right to the whole.

Children
includes hI.

147. Sometimes the word "children," metaphorically means "grand- Children maymean

children." grandchildren.

When all the legitimate children of a woman, who has arrived at an

age at which she cannot naturally conceive, die, and if such woman

while only her grandchildren are living, dedicates something, saying
that she limits the income thereof to her children, as it is not possible

that the word "children," should have its literal meaning "legitimate

children," a metaphorical meaning is given to this word and the income
is considered as having been appointed in favour of the grandchildren.

148. In the absence of anything shewing that the pronoun refers to Pronounrefersto nearest noun

a proceeding word, it refers to the nearest noun. generally.

E.g. If the dedicator write, in the deed of dedication by which he

dedicates some property and which is written in Arabic "The dedicator
limits the office of Muteveli to himself, and, after his death, to his son

Yahia and, afterwards to his children," the pronoun "his" in the phrase

"afterwards to his children," refers to Yahia and not to the proceeding
word " himself."

Therefore, if in such a case the dedicator and his son Yahia die and
the office of Muteveli is taken np by the children of Yahia, the children
of another son of the dedicator cannot contend that they are entitled to
participate in the office of Mnteveli together with Yahia's children on the

ground that the pronoun in the proposition aforesaid refers to the
dedicator.

If in the deed of dedication, which is written in Turkish, it is

expressed that the dedicator limits the office of Muteveli, first to his son
Soulciman and, after his death, to his children, the construction is the
same.

149. If there be no term in the deed of dedication providing for an

unequal division, the implied condition is considered to be a division in

equal shares.

Consequently the income of a dedicated property, which is limited
generally to the children of the dedicator, is divided equally among the

male and female children of the dedicator.

No greater share is given to the male children than to the female.

Unless the dedicator directs that the income is to be divided accord-
ing to the right of inheritance. In such a case the income of the

Division is to be
in equal shares
unless the
contrary is
expressed.
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dedicated property is divided among the children and his male children
receive twice as much as the female.

(ale children of 150. If the dedicator say: "I limit the income of the property Ichildren

l male dedicated to my male children and to the male children of my children,"children of
fern in this term the male children of his daughters are included.

oalr 151. When the word "children" is used without restriction in the
che born phrase used by the dedicator, the children born after the dedication are
after the
dedication, also included.

Consequently, if the dedicator say: "I limit the income of the pro-
perty I dedicate, to my children," all the children existing at the time
of the dedication and those born after are included in the term.

But if the dedicator designate the children by the adjective
"existing," or enumerate their names and fix them in this way, in such
a case the children born after the dedication is made, are not included.

E.g. If the dedicator say "I limit the income of the property I
dedicate to those of my children who are existing this day," or if he say,
I limit the office of Muteveli of the property I dedidate to such and
such of my children, the children born after the dedication is made are
not included in the terms.

On this subject, the same rule applies to the grandchildren as well.
Children of 152. The word children of children does not only mean the children
children includes
c ldren of of the male children but those of the female too.femaale children.

Consequently, the income of the dedicated property, which is limited
to the children of the dedicator's children, is divided among the children
of the dedicator's son and the children of his daughter.

The particulars aforesaid are also applied to the office of Muteveli.

Relations does 153. The legitimate children and the parents of a person are not
not include
children and included where the dedication is in favour of his relations.prent& Consequently, the legitimate children and the parents of the dedicator

are not included in the dedication, the benefit of which is limited by the

dedicator in favour of his relations.

Relations 154. If a Mussulman dedicator limits the benefit of the propertyincludes

Mussulman and dedicated by him to his relations without qualification, the non-
non-Rnsubman. Mussulman relations of the dedicator are included.

Also, if a non-Mussulman dedicator limit the benefit of the property
dedicated by him to his relations without qualification, his Mussulman
relations are also included in this term.

But if the dedicator limits the benefit of the property dedicated to his
relations who belong to the same religion, in such a case his relations,
who have a different creed, are not included in the term.
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155. When a man, after he has made a will that the third of his pro- Power given t

perty is to be dedicated, after his death, to some philanthropic purpose, guardin

giving a power to the guardian, whom he appointed by his will, to fix

his terms of the dedication, and die without revoking his will, if the
guardian takes possession of the third part of the inheritance, and dedi-

cates it to that purpose, and limits the office of Muteveli to himself, his
children and his descendants, such dedication and the terms fixed by

the guardian are valid and effect is given to them accordingly.

156. In the dedication, which the dedicator makes in favour of his Near.

nearest relations, the word "nearest" means the nearest relation of the

dedicator both by consanguinity and degree.

It does not mean the nearest relation entitled to inherit or the male
offspring.

Consequently, if one of the relations of the dedicator is nearer to him
by consanguinity and degree than another, who is related according to

the law of inheritance and as male offspring, the one nearest by con-
sanguinity and degree is preferred,

E.g. When the granddaughter by a daughter and the great grandson
by a son co-exist, the granddaughter is preferred.

The great grandson by the son is not preferred, Because the grand-

daughter by the daughter is nearer by consanguinity and degree than

the great grandson of the man by a son, notwithstanding that the
great grandson by a son is an heir and a relative through a male

offspring, and that the granddaughter by a daughter is not heiress,

But when a grandson by a son and a granddaughter by a daughter

co-exist, they both participate in the dedicated property because they
are relations of the same degree.

The same rule applies in the case of an uncle on the mother's side
and an uncle on the father's side.

157. In relationship the nearness of degree is of force and not the

strength of the relationship.

Consequently, if a dedicated property is limited in favour of the

nearest relations, and there are two relations of the dedicator of the

same degree, and of the one of them the relationship is strong and of
the other the relationship is weak, they both participate in the dedicated

property and the relation more strongly related is not preferred nor is
the other precluded.

E.g. If a full blood brother of the dedicator and a half blood brother

by the same mother co-exist, they both participate in the benefit of the

dedicated property.
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A full blood brother is not preferred to a half blood brother by the
same mother by virtue of the full blood relationship.

Dedication in 158. If anyone die, after he has limited the occupation of a house,
favour of wife
wbile she which he dedicated to his wife on the condition that she is not to getremins

.arrd. married after his death, the occupation of the said house by his wife is

interrupted if she afterwards gets married.

In such a case the right to occupy the house does not revert to her
by the death of her husband or by divorce.

Unless the dedicator explicitly direct that the right shall revert to his
wife after the death of her husband or after divorce. In such a case
such right reverts to her.

Poorneighbours. 159. If the dedicator limits the income of the property he dedicated,
in favour of his poor neighbours, such income is spent for the poor
neighbours of the quarter in which the dedicator is residing when the
income is produced.

It does not particularly belong to the neighbours of the quarter in
which he was residing when he made the dedication.

But they are spent for ever for the poor neighbours who belong to
the quarter in which the dedicator wLs residing at his (ea1th.

E.g. If any one dedicates a thing of his, an' limits the inco:ne thereof
to his poor neighbours, while residing in one quarter of Constantinople,
and afterwards he changes his residence to another quarter, and while
he is there the income is produced, such income is expended fo)- his poor
neighbours residing in the second quArter and not for those residing in
the first quarter.

The sime rule is applied also when he leaves the second quarter and
changes his residence to another quarter.

But if the dedicator say anything when making the dedication, by
which he limits the income to the poor neighbours residing in the
quarter in which he resides, then the dedicated thing is limited solely in
favour of the poor neighbonrs residing in the first quarter.

E.g. If the dedicator say at the time of making the dedication, that
he limits the income of the property he dedicates to the poor neighbours
of the quarter in which he resides at the time being, the income of the
dedicated thing is expended for his poor neighbours residing in the first
quarter, although the dedicator may have changed his residence to
another quarter.

Freed slaves. 160. Of the dedicated thing, which is limited to the freed slaves and
their children, the freed female slaves and their children participate as
well.
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CHAPTER II.

ABOUT CHANGING THE TEI tKS OF THE DEDICATION.

161. Even the dedicator himself cannot change the terms made in Obaneof termof dedication

conformity with the Sacred Law of a valid and irrevocable act of dedi- notaowed

cation, and, if he does so, the change is not valid and of force. (subject to 163).

But if the dedicator at the time of the dedication reserve to himself Unless dedicatreserve power

the right to change afterwards the terms of the dedication, in such a fo.rebtselIto

case he can change the terms. clange once.

But when once the change is made this right ceases, and he cannot
any more for the f ature change the terms.

Unless the dedicator insert as a condition at the time of the act of Or more than

dedication that he shall have the right to change tlie terms many times, one.

in such a case, by one change the right does not cease, and it is applied
many times.

If the dedicator make a condition at the time of the dedication that Or for ntevdi

after him the Mutevelis of the dedication shall have this right, even
these also may in the prescribed mannier change the terms.

162. If the dedicator who has reserved for himself at the time of w,,eepoweresserved aha'mge

dedication, the right to change the terms of the dedication, change the durig lat

terms of the dedication during his last illness, the change is valid and l"'sgo'
of force.

163. The dedicator can change the terms about the office of Muteveli, Dedicator,-

even if he did not reserve for himself at the time of dedication the right M,,taee!
to change them, but it is necessary that the judge should give his
approval.

E.g. If the dedicator, after he has appointed some stranger to the
office of Muteveli of the vaqf revoke, with the approval of the judge,
this appointment, and limit the office of Muteveli in favour of his
children, the second limitation is carried out.

164. If a person who dedicates a property say: "Let the change of Constructioi

the vaqf depend on me," the expression is applied to a change of the
terms of the vaqf.

It is never applied to the change of the vaqf property itself.
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CHAPTER III.

ABOUT MATTERS IN WHICH THE BREACH OF THE CONDITIONS

[31POSED BY THE DEDICATOR IS ALLOWED

Breach of 165. In true dedications the breach of a condition imposed by the
oondition in
acordance with dedicator which is in conformity with the Sacred Law is not allowed.
Sacred Law not
allowed exoept But in cases of the greater benefit of the dedicated property, or of
with the approval
of the Judge, necessity, the breach of the condition of the dedicator is permitted with
for the benefit of
dedication, the approval of the judge.

E.g. If the dedicator make a term that the money of the dedicated
property may be lent at 10%, the Muteveli may, with the consent of
the judge, lend the money at 15916, thus transgressing the condition
made by the dedicator.

Again if a dedicator make a condition that some Ijare Vahide vaqf
may not be let for a term exceeding one year, but a tenant is not found
to take it for one year, and a three years lease is asked for, the Muteveli
can, with the approval of the Judge, let it for two or three years, and
thus transgress the condition of the dedicator.

In general, the authority of the Judge in respect of dedicated property
depends on its usefulness.

Consequently, the direction of the Judge which is beneficial under
the circumstances, even if it is opposed to the condition of the dedicator,
is valid and must be carried out.

But the direction of the Judge, which is opposed to what is required
by the circumstances, and hurtful, is not valid and not to be carried out.

E.g. When a tenant is found to take a dedicated property, which is
directed not to be let for a longer term than one year, and no benefit
can accrue to the vaqf by letting it for a longer period, if the Judge
decide that it should be let for longer than a year, this decision is not
valid and is not to be carried out.

Conditions of 166. The conditions of dedicators in the case of untrue dedications of
untrue the Takhsisat category need not be kept.
Takhsisat
dedications need
not be kept, see The Chief of the Mussulmans, taking care for the common benefit, if
Articles 187,188. he thinks just, can alter the conditions of such dedications.
Unless object is But if the objects, in favour of which these dedications exist, are of

a public one, the sort which are supported by the Beit-ul-mal, then it is not allowed

to abolish and annul them.
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E.g. If the objects, in favour of which some dedication, specially

dedicated is made, are the poor students in some school, and they are
limited to the learning of useful sciences, since the said scholars study at

the expense of the Beit-ul-mal, the abolition and annulling of that
dedication cannot be allowed.

167. Any term of a dedication which is not in conformity with the Ter not in

Sacred Law ceases to have force and is not to be carried out. accordance with
the Sacred

E.g. If the dedicator make a condition that the accounts of the vaqf Iw "'ed be,
earried out.

are not to be examined by the judges, even if abuse of his trust on the

part of the Muteveli in the matters of the vaqf is shewn, and that the

Mutevelis who are proved to have committed abuses in contravention
of the terms of the dedication are not to be dismissed, this condition is
not to be carried out.

Therefore, in case of necessity, the judges examine the accounts of that
vaqf.

When abuse of his trust in the matters of the vaqf on the part of the
Muteveli is shewn, the judge dismisses him from his office.

168. In matters in which the expressed intention of the dedicator is Where Intentionof dedicator

not known, ancient custom is to be followed. Is mknow
custom is

Thus, in a case, in which it is not possible to know in a matter relating fonowed.
to a vaqf the provision made by the dedicator, it is necessary that that
should be done in relation to that matter, which, from the beginning,
preceding Mutevelis of that vaqf did.

Consequently, it is not allowed in such a case to act ,contrary to the
ancient custom.

E.g. When a dispute and contention have arisen tabout the office of

Muteveli or the expenses of a vaqf, and there is no executory deed of

dedication recognised by the disputants, and it is not possible to shew
by witnesses, what condition about the Muteveliship and the expenses
the dedicator made, it is necessary that that should be done which was

done and decided upon in the ancient custom.

169. If it is impossib!c to find out the terms or the ancient custom Where
beneficiary not

concerning the object for which the income of an ancient dedication is known benefit Is,by direction of

to be expended, and for this reason the subject for which it is to be the Jge, giv

expended is not known, the income of that dedication, on the decision to the poor.

of the Judge, is to be spent for the benefit of the poor and those

without means. Deed, not
proved and acted170. The contents of a vaqfi are not to be carried out if they are on is not carried

not proved and they have not been acted on from the beginning. out.
Deed of

171. If there are found in the Defter Khaqani written conditions dedication
differing from

opposed to a vaqfi6 which has been acted upon, that is to say, opposed conditions in
Defter Khaqani
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to the terms of the vaqfi4 in accordance with which, from the beginning,
the dedication has been conducted, it is necessary that the said vaqfi6

be carried out as before.
E.g. When in the vaqfi6 of the dedicator which has been acted upon,

it is clearly shewn that the income of the vaqf is limited in favour of
the descendants of the dedicator from generation to generation, if in
the Defter Khaqani there is no registered term "from generation to

generation," but the dedication is limited absolutely in favour of his
children and grandchildren, the writing in the )efter Khaqani is not
to be carried out but the v aqfi6 must be carried out as before.

Consequently, the income of that dedicated property is spent ac-
cording to the vaqfi6 for the benefit of all the offspring of the dedicator
of whatever generation they may be, and not according to the document

in the Defter Khaqani in favour of the children of the dedicator of the
earlier generation.

In the contrary case, if a vaqli5 is produced which has not been acted
upon and of which the contents have not been known, but, on the con-
trary, the Mutevelis have been used from the begrinning to act according
to the document in the Defter Khaqani, then it is necessary that they

should continue to act in conformity with the document in the Defter
Khaqani.

In one word, when in a matter relating to a vaqf, the vqfi6 and the

document in the Defter Khaqani are opposed, in that matter, the docu-
ment which is in accordance with ancient use is to be acted upon and
not the other.

IUstakein deed. 172. The authority of the terms of an act of dedication lies in the

statement of the dedicator and not in the writing of the scribe.

Consequently, when it is shewn in the way prescribed by the Sacred
Law, that the conditions which the scribe wrote in the vaqfi6 as the

declaration of the dedicator are not in accordance with the terms which
the dedicator stated and declared at the time of the dedication, the trust

is carried out in conformity with the declaration of the dedicator and
not according to what the scribe wrote.

E.g. When the dedicator at the time of the dedication declares that he
limits the income of the vaqf in favour of his children and grandchildren,
if the scribe by mistake write children instead of children and grand-

children, the dedicator's grandchildren share in accordance with his
declaration.

The income is not limited in accordance with the writing of the

scribe to his lawful children.

Again if the dedicator at the time of the dedication impose the con-

dition that the change of the terms of the dedication depends upon
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himself, if the scribe did not write this condition in the vaqfi6, the
declaration of the dedicator is carried out and he is empowered to
change the terms of the dedication.

173. If the dedicator records in the vaqfi6 two inconsistent terms, Where terms are
inconsistent,which cannot be carried out together, the second term invalidates the the later one

first. 
prevails.

Consequently, the things required by the second term are carried out
and not the things required by the first term.

E.g. If the dedicator put as a term in his vaqfi that nothing is to
be given out of the income of the property dedicated by him to his
children and relations, and afterwards when fixing certain payments
direct that a fixed sum of money is to be given to his children who have
need and his relations, in the way of a grant for the recipient to offer
up prayers in his behalf: since these two directions are opposed and
the first is invalidated by the second, what is required by the second
direction is carried out, and it is required that the payment fixed for
his children who have need and his relations be given.

Again if the dedicator direct that the income of the vaqf is to be
givelt to his children and grandchildren, but that no share shall be
given to the second generation until the first is exhausted, and after-
wards direct, that when a child of the first generation dies, his share
shall begiven to his children, the s:cond direction is carried out.

Consequently, when one of the dedicator's children of the first gene-
ration dies, leaving children, and the child who died had a right to
share in the income, his share is given to his children. It is not given
according to the first direction in the vaqfi6 to those of the first genera-
tion who together share the income.

174. The possession of a right in respect of the dedicated property Right to benefit0 doesnot ceaso on

does not cease by its abandonment, abandonment.

Thus a person who has according to the terms used by the dedicator
a right out of the dedicated property does not lose that right by saying
that lie abandons it.

Consequently, he is entitled, after his abandonment, to demand that
right.

E.g. If a person in whose favour the income of a dedicated property
is limited, say that he abandons his right in respect of the income of
that property, he can afterwards demand the income from it.

As regards the office of Muteveli and the right of inhabiting a place,
the rules above about income apply.

But if, at the time of the making by the dedicator of the dedication, ceaes if
rejected at thethe person in which favour it is made, be present and reject the thing, tim of

0dedication.
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dedicated, he is deprived of the appointed benefit from the vaqf, because
in this case there was no assent made on his behalf.

In such a case, after the rejection, he cannot demand the appointed
benefit.

Mention of this is made in Art. 47.

Person, not 175. In the case of a valid dedication of a benefit limited in favour
enttled by the

terms of the of some object, another person outside the limitation of the dedicator
dedication,
cannot share the cannot share.
benefit.

E.g. When the dedicator dedicates a house, of which he limits the
occupation in favour of a schoolmaster who according to the direction of
the dedicator is the only one existing in a dedicated school, if another,

contrary to the direction of the dedicator is appointed to the school, as
second master, and take the Berat, he cannot share the occupation of
that house with the first master.

A dedication 176. An absolute dedication relates to the income and not to the
Without right to inh
restriction abit.
confers thencome and not Consequently, when a house is dedicated, if the dedicator at the time
the right towod oent
inhabit of the dedication use unqualified words and does not say whether the

beneficiary shall take the income or inhabit it, that house is let. The

beneficary enjoys the income and not the right to inhabit.

E.g. When one says that he dedicates his house to the master of

such a school, but does not say anything to shew that it is directed that
the schoolmaster should live in that house, or that it should be let and
the income given to the schoolmaster, the Muteveli lets the house and
gives the income to the schoolmaster.

In such a case, the schoolmaster cannot, by reason that it was not
made clear that the house should be let, prevent the letting of the house
by the Muteveli, and live in it.

It no direction 177. If one limit the income of a property dedicated by him in favour
the division is of the servants of one of the holy institutions, such as a school and house
equal. (see Art.1.) of worship, but does not declare in what way the income shall be divided

among the servants, it is divided amongst the servants equally.

There is not given to the higher servants a greater share than is given

to the others.
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TITLE E.

THE DIFFERENT SORTS OF VAQF LANDS AND CERTAIN RULES

RELATING TO PIOUS ESTABLISHMENTS.

178. Land made vaqf is of two categories:-
(a). Dedicated properties which are dedicated upon the condition Non-income-

that their benefit is to be enjoyed without the necessity to make income beari.

out of them or to let them.
These are called pious establishments i(Muessasati Khairiye) (see

Art. 16).
(b). Dedicated properties which are let out and delivered for the Ino.. bearing.

purpose of getting benefit from them, the rent and profit arising there-
from being limited for the benefit of some good object.

''his second category is subdivided into three sorts:
1. Into double rent vaqfs, Ijareteinle -[evquf properties (see Art. 37).
2. Into single rent vaqfs Ijare Vahidelee Mevquf properties

(Art. 38)
3. Into vaqfs called Muqata'alee (Art. 39).

179. Pious establishments are of two sorts :- Pious Establish-
merits.

(a). Pious establishments which are not limited only for the benefit Two ort,

of the poor, but it is allowed for the rich and poor to enjoy the benefit Where rich

of them. Such as a house of worship, library, guest-chamber, fountain, paricipe.

well, bridge and common cemetery.
(b). Pious establishments which are limited for the benefit of the Where rich do

poor alone and it is not allowed that the rich should enjoy their benefit. not participate.

E.g. a poor house and vaqf hospitals for which it is directed that
necessary things, such as food and drugs, should be given to the sick,
and vaqf schools for which it is directed that the things required by the
pupils are to be given from the income of the vaqf.

And in respect of such establishments, even if it is not declared by the
dedicator that they are specially appointed for the benefit of the poor
and this is not inserted in the vaqfie, these belong only to the poor.

But if it is appointed and declared by the dedicator that the rich
shall enjoy the benefit of such establishments with the poor, then the
rich shall enjoy their benefit with the poor.

The dedication is not valid if it directs that the rich alone shall enjoy
their benefits.
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Deeendanta of 180. In the case of the income of dedicated property which is limited
deictor absolutely in favour of the poor, the poor descendants of the dedicatorare preferred to the poor children of others.

Again in the case of the occupation of a house limited in favour of
the poor, the children and the descendants of the dedicator, who have
need of it, are preferred to strangers who are poor.

Mussulman and 181. The income of dedicated property limited to supply the
non-Mussulman
share equally. misfortunes and necessities of quarters and villages occupied by a mixed

population of Mlussulman and non-Mussulman, is expended towards the
misfortunes and necessities of all the inhabitants, Mussulman and other-
wise.

And this, whether the dedicator is Mussulman or not.

The same rule is applied also to the case of a dedicated property
limited towards the misfortunes and needs of artificers, Mussulman and
non-Mussulman.

Repair of pious 182. A person is not prevented, who wishes, out of his beneficence,foundation by
trangr. to repair at his own expense a rained pious foundation, although the

dedication is wealthy.

Division of 183. The persons having a right over a house which is dedicated to
dedicated house
not allowed. them for their occupation cannot divide it among themselves even if it

is capable of division.

Division of 184. If the persons having a right over a house of which the occupa-

house b) turns. tion is dedicated to them are many, and the house is not adapted for
occupation by all of them, they dwell in that house by turn.

Rebuilding. 185. When the Wesjid in a community or village is found small and
not able to hold the people, it is allowed to the inhabitants to pull it
down and build in place of it, at their own expense, a large and firmer
building than the first.

Adding to 186. If a Mesjid is small and not able to hold the people, it is allowed
to enlarge it by the addition of an income-bearing property dedicated
to this Mesjid and adjacent to it.
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TITLE F.

ABOUT MUSSAQAFAT AND MUSTAGHILAT VAQF PROPERTIES HELD

AT DOUBLE RENT (IJARETEINLE).

CHAPTER I.

ABOUT THE GRANT OF MUSSAQAFAT AND MUSTAGHILAT VAQF

PROPERTIES HELD AT DOUBLE RENT, AND THE RULES OF IN-

HERITANCE WITH RESPECT TO THEM.

187. When there is a question of letting and granting dedicated pro- Letting of
Ijareteinle.

perties at a double rent by the vaqf for the first time, to a person
asking for it, a sum is taken in advance from that person on behalf of
the vaqf, a rent payable in advance, called "Ijare Muajeld" approx-
imate to the value of that property, and the property is handed to him
on the ,.ondition that he shall pay at the expiration of each year a small
sum called "Ijare Muejel6."

188. The reversion (riqbe) of Ijaretein Vaqf properties and the Ownership

property itself belong to the vaqf, and the right of using and disposing dedication.

of them to the lessees at double rent.
They possess such Ijaretein vaqfs as long as they live. Right of ueto

lessee.

When they die, they are transferred to their male and female children inheri-eewhen right not

equally, and without payment of the equivalent value. (See Law about extended.

inheritance of Ijaretein vaqfs, 4 Rejeb, 1292, and 15 Zilkade, 1292).

If they die without children, they belong to the vaqf, by reason of
their being left without owner as they are transmissible only to the
children.

But if the dedicator directs in the vaqfid made by him, that Mussa- Inheritacwhen dedicatm

qafat and Mustaghilat Ijaretein properties should be transferred to the directs thatthey shoulb

heirs of the persons possessing them, in the same way as pure mulk pro- inherited e

perties are transferred, in such a case such properties are transferred, Mulk.

after the death of the person possessing them, to his heirs in proportion
to the hereditary share each is entitled to.

Also, in accordance with the Imperial Law issued and published on neawhen right

the second of Zilkade, 1285, the Mussaqafat and Mustaghilat Ijaretein extended.

properties, of which the hereditary right is extended at the request
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and wish of their owner, are transferred first, to his male and female

children in equal shares, as formerly, and second, to the grandchildren,
namely, to the male and female children of the male and female children
of the deceased owner.

That is to say, when a person, being the tenant of an ijaretein
property, of which the hereditary right has been extended, dies without

leaving any children, but leaving only grandchildren, notwithstanding
that such grandchildren were the issue of different children of his,
such properties are transferred to all of them equally.

E.g. If the tenant of an ijaretein property, of which the hereditary

right has been extended dies without children but leaving five children

of a predeceased son and a child of a predeceased daughter, such
property is regarded as consisting of six shares, five of which are transferred
to the five children of the deceased son, and one to the only child of the
deceased daughter.

Or if he leaves two children of a predeceased son, three children of
another predeceased son and four children of a predeceased daughter, such
property is considered as consisting of nine shares and one share is

transferred to each of them.

When extended 189. Ijaretein properties, of which the hereditary right is extended,
preat grand-
children do not pass only to the grandchildren and not to more remote descendants.
inherit. Consequently the great grandchildren are not entitled to inherit any

ijaretein properties of their great grandfather.
-E.g. If the son and the son of the son of the tenant of an ijaretein

property, of which the hereditary right is extended, die, and afterwards
the owner dies leaving a great grandson, such property is not transferred
to the great grandson.

Children of 190. The children of male and female children, who die while theirde, eased
dceidr take father and mother are living, are looked upon as children and the share

ciden tZk
the share of hc rns' hy lvn~fo
their parents. which would pass to their parents if they were living, from their grand-

father and grandmother is transferred to them.
That is to say, if the tenant of an ijaretein property, of which the

hereditary right is extended, die leaving children and grandchildren,
the issue of a predeceased child, then the predeceased children are
supposed to be living and the shares which would have passed to them,
if alive, on the division of the property, pass to their children.

E.g. If the tenant of an Ijaretein property, of which the hereditary,
right is extended, dies leaving two sons, one daughter and three children
of another son who is dead, the three shares of this property pass to the

two sons and the daughter and the other share passes in equal propor-

tions to the three children of the pre-deceased son.
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Or, if he dies leaving a son and a son of a pre-deceased daughter, half
of that property is transferred to the son and the other half to the son
of his daughter. Or, if he dies leaving three sons, one daughter, three
children of another predeceased son and two children of another pre-
deceased daughter, in such a case the property is looked upon as
consisting of six shares, of which four are transferred to the three sons
and the son of the daughter,-each taking one share--one share to the
three children of the deceased son and one share to the two children of
the deceased daughter.

(b). When the person possessing an Ijaretein property of which the Ohidren a. grandchildren

hereditary right is extended, dies leaving children or grandchildren, inherit to
exolusion of

the surviving husband or wife is not entitled to have the property lhband or wile.

transferred to him or her.

(c). It passes to .the parents. entitle whento
Inherit,

That is to say, when the owner of an Ijaretein property, of which the
hereditary right is extended, dies without leaving children or grand-
children, but leaving father and mother, then that property passes in
equal shares to his father and mother.

If he only has a father, the whole property is transferred to him, or
if he only has a mother, it is all transferred to her.

If besides the father and mother, or either of them, a husband or wife
co-exist, then one-fourth of the property is transferred to the husband
or wife, as the case may be.

E.g. When the owner of an Ijaretein property, of which the heredi-
tary right is extended, dies without leaving children and grandchildren,
but leaving wife, father and mother, then one-fourth of that property is
transferred to the wife and three-fourths equally to the parents. Or, if
be leaves wife and father, then one-fourth is transferred to the wife, and
three-fourths to his father. Or, if he leaves wife and mother, one-fourth
is transferred to the wife and three-fourths to his mother.

Or, when a wife, while in possession of an Ijaretein property, of which
the hereditary right is extended dies, without leaving children or grand-
children, but leaving husband, father and mother, then one-fourth of
that property is transferred to the husband and three-fourths to her
parents equally. Or, if she leaves husband and father, then one-fourth
of it is transferred to the husband and three-fourths to her father. Or,
if she leaves husband and mother, then one-fourth is transferred to the
husband and the residue to her mother.

Brother and
sister when(d). It is transferred to brother and sister of the full blood. entitled to
inherit.
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That is to say, if the owner of an Ijaretein property of which the
hereditary right is extended, dies without leaving children, grand-
children or parents, but leaving a full blood brother and a full blood
sister, then that property is transferred to them equally.

If he leaves only a full blood brother, then all that property is trans-

felTed to him.

Or, if he leaves a full blood sister, then that property is all transferred
to her. The transfer is carried out equally, whatever may be the number

Ws brother of the full blood brothers and sisters.
and sister by the (e). It is transferred to a brother and sister having the same father.
same father,
when entitled to When the owner of an Ijaretein property of which the hereditary
inherit.

right is extended, dies without leaving any children, grandchildren,

father, mother and brother of the full blood, but leaving only brothers and
sisters having the same father, then the property is transferred to them
equally.

In such a case, when there is a husband or wife, one-fourth is trans-
ferred to them and the residue to the brother having the same father.

The details set out in respect of fall blood brothers are applied to
those having the same father as well.

Half brothers
and sisters by (f). It passes to the brothers and sisters having the same mother.
te same mother
when entitled to That is to say, if the owner of an Ijaretein property of which the
inherit, hereditary right is extended, dies without leaving children, grand-

children, parents, brothers of full blood and brothers having the same
father only, but leaving brothers and sisters having the same mother,
then that property is transferred to them equally.

In such a case, the husband or wife receives one-fourth share.

The details aforemid also apply to brothers having the same mother.
When husband
md wife may (g). It passes from husband to wife and vice versa.
inherit. That is to say, if the owner of an Ijaretein property, of which the

hereditary right is extended, dies without leaving any heir of any of the
above-mentioned degrees entitled to inherit, but leaving only a wife, then
that property all passes to her.

In case there are many wives, the property passes to all of them
equally.

Or, if a woman, being the possessor of an Ijaretein property, of which
the hereditary right is extended, dies without leaving any heir, within
the degrees of relationship above-mentioned, entitled to inherit that
property, but leaving a husband only, then that property passes to her
husband.

In order that a husband or wife, should be entitled to inherit, as
above stated, it must be proved, that he or she, is entitled to do so.
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That is to say, a husband or wife, who is an heir or heiress, is entitled
to inherit and he or she, who is not an heir or heiress, is not.

Consequently, if after a marriage is contracted, either of the spouses
dies before the consummation of the marriage, the surviving spouse is
entitled to inherit.

Also, if after a person has divorced his wife by a revocable divorce,
either of the spouses dies within the time during which it is not allowed
for them to marry again, (iddet, 130 days), the surviving spouse is en-
titled to inherit.

But if either of the spouses die after the expiration of iddet, (1 .30
days), the surviving spouse is not entitled to inherit.

In case the divorce is final, notwithstanding that either of the spouses
dies within the time of iddet, (130 days), the surviving spouse is not
entitled to inherit. But if a person during an illness, which proves fatal,
divorces a wife by a fiual divorce without application having been made
by her, and dies before the iddet of his wife expires, the wife is entitled
to inherit.

191. The Ijare~ein properties of a person, as to whom it, is not knowni Proof of deathnecessary.

whether he is alive or dead or where he is are not transferred to his heirs

unless his death is either in fact or legally proved.

192. If -the dead bodies of any two relations are discovered in a simutaneous.death of

wrecked ship, drowned, or buried under the ruins of a building which relations,

has fallen down, or in a building which has been burnt and it is not
known which of the two died first, such relations, inasmuch as they
cannot inherit the one from the other, are not entitled to inherit
Ijaretein properties one from the other, but such properties paIss to their
living heirs.

E.g. If the owner of an Ijaretein property dies together with his son
by being drowned, buried alive, or burnt as aforesaid, and it is not
known which of the two died first and the remaining living children of
of the person, so dying with his son, take possession of that property by
virtue of inheritance, the children of the son, who died at the same time
as his father, cannot take any share oat of that property, alleging as a
reason that the said share passed to his father from his grandfather.

If the owner of an Ijaretein property, of which the hereditary right tahiouL

is extended, dies without leaving anybody entitled to any inheritance,
that property belongs to the vaqf as unoccupied.

But if a person has agreed that an Ijaretein property shonld be
granted to him, on the condition that he is to maintain the person so
granting it during his lifetime and such a condition is inserted on the
Land Registry title by leave of the Muteveli and the grantee afterwards
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dies, while the grantor is still living, leaving no heir entitled to inherit,
then that property is not looked upon as unoccupied, but by the consent
of the Muteveli is given to the grantor.

N.B. In the case of non-Mussulman tenants of Ijaretein vaqfs, where
the property does not escheat to the vaqf, the Law of Inheritance
in Cyprus is amended by the Act. XX. of 1895.

CHAPTER II.

ABOUT OBSTACLES TO INHERITANCE.

lifferenno ot 193. The difference of religion which exists between a Mussulman and
reln. a non-Mussulman prevents the transmission by inheritance.

Consequently, at the death of a Mussulman. his Ijaretein Mussaqafat
and Mustaghilat vaqfs do not pass to his non-Mussulaan children and
relations.

Also, at the death of a non-Mussulnian, his 1jaretein . lnssaqafat and
A\ustaghilat vaqfs do not pass to his Mussulinan children and relations.

But the difference of religion, which exists between two non-Mussul-
mans does not prevent the property passing.

E.g. The Ijaretein Mussaqafat and Mustaghilzt vafs pass from a
Christian to a Jew and vice versa.

Consequently, when a Jew being an Ottoman subject while he is the
owner of an Ijaretein property, die leaving two children, who are
Ottoman subjects of whom one is Christian and the other a Jew and
the Christian wishes to take possession of half of that property by right
of inheritance, the Jew cannot contend that he is entitled to possess
that property exclusively for the reason that their father was a Jew and
his brother is a Christian and that, therefore, he is not entitled to inherit
that property. The same rule is applied when the person who dies is a
Christian.

Also, when a Jew, being an Ottoman subject, white he is the owner of
an Ijaretein property, dies leaving a Christian child who is an Ottoman
subject, and that child wishes to take possession of the property by right
of inheritance the Muteveli cannot prevwnt such child from inheriting
for the reason that the father was a Jew and the child a Christian and
that the property does not pass to the child and is unoccupied.
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The same rules apply also in case the deceased is a Christian and the
child a Jew.

194. The fact that people are subjects of different Governments, that Differencet

is to say, difference of nationality, prevents inheritance. Natiomffity.

That is to say, when a Mussulman, who is an Ottoman subject, dies
his Ijaretein property does not pass to his children and relations who
have a foreign nationality.

Also, when a Mussulman, who is a foreign subject, dies while in pos-
session of an Ijaretein property, in conformity with the Law, by which
right of ownership is granted to foreigners, that property does not pass
to the heirs who are Ottoman subjects.

If an Ottoman subject, being the owner of an Ijaretein property ac-
quires a foreign nationality, without obtaining an official permission, the
properties in his name, being unoccupied, belong to the vaqf and do not
pass to his children and relations who wonld otherwise be entitled to
inherit.

But if he acquires a foreign nationality after he has received an
official permission, then the following rules are to be observed:-

If the State of which lie acquires the nationality, has agreed and
signed the protocol dealing with the rights of ownership of foreign sub-
jects, his Ijaretein properties are not looked upon as unoccupied, but
they belong to him as formerly.

But if the State, of which he acquires the nationality, has not agreed
to and signed the protocol dealing with the rights of ownership of foreign
subjects, in such a case the property is looked upon as unoccupied.

195. Homicide is a bar to inheritance. Homiide when
a bar.

E.g. A person, who has killed his own father is barred from inherit-
ing Ijaretein Mussaqafat and Mustaghilat vaqfs which his father possessed
in his lifetime.

Upon this matter, the word "homicide" means and includes a homi-
cide, the consequence of which is deprivation of inheritance.

A homicide, the consequence of which is not the deprivation of in-
heritance, is not a bar to the right of inheritance, (compare Land Law,
Art. 108).

196. Slavery is a bar to inheritance. Slavery.

E.g. If a person, while owner of an Ijaretein property, die leaving
children, who are slaves, that property does not pass to them.

197. If anyone being entitled to inherit is deprived of the inheritance shar wl

by reason of any of the above causes, the share which he would have taoib .

disability.
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inherited but for that obstacle is not looked upon as unoccupied and iA
passes to the other heirs.

E.g. If a non-Mussulman, who is an Ottoman subject, being the owner
of aii Ijaretein property, die leaving two non-Mussulman sons, of whom
one is an Ottoman subject and the other a foreigner, in such a case the
property passes to his son who is an Ottoman subject exclusively.

The half share of that property is not considered as unoccupied be-
cause the other son is a foreigner.

Also, if, for example, one of the three children of someone, who
possesses an Ijaretein property kills him in a way which results in the
deprivation of inheritance, his other two children take possession of that
property by inheritance.

The third of his property is not looked upon as unoccupied for the
reason that one of his children is his murderer.

N.B. In the case of non-Mussulman tenants of Ijaretein vaqfs in Cyprus,
when the property has not escheated to the vaqf, the Law as to dis-
abilities of heirs is amended by the Act. XX. of 1895. See
Sections, 12, 13, 15, 16 and 17.

CHAPTER III.

FINAL ALIENATION (FIRAGH GATI').

Powao 198. The Ijaretein tenants of Mussaqafat and Mustaghilat vaqfs may

aliemate. alienate them to another either on payment of an equivalent value or

gratis.
N.B. As to power to alienate part of an Ijaretein vaqf. See Art. 238,

as to alienation by joint owners, see Art. 240.

Alination how 199. An alienation is made by a proposal and acceptance.

Peromaion of But the permission of the Muteveli of the vaqf to which the propertyMutewei

neesy, alienated belongs is required, in order that the alienation may be valid.
Any alienation made without permission of the Muteveli is not valid or
of force.

Consequently, the alienor and alienee can, if either of them wish, re-
voke an alienation which is made without the permission of the Muteveli

And if the alienee dies, the alienor is owner of the property alienated.

And if the alienor die, the property passes to his heirs who are en-
titled to inherit.
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But if he has no heirs entitled to inherit, the property belongs to the
vaqf as an unoccupied property would.

In one word, an alienation made between the alienor and the alienee
without the permission of the Muteveli is invalid.

209. If the Ijaretein tenant of Mussaqafat and Mustaghilat vaqf pro- Alienationr3 complete though

perty finally alienates it to another, with the permission of the Muteveli, title not
and the title is not prepared, the alienor cannot revoke the alienation repae

for the reason that the title has not yet been prepared.

201. A subsequent condition does not affect a previous transaction. Conditions
subsequently

Consequently, when a person alienates his Ijaretein property to made and
COl temtpora.rT

another with the permission of the Muteveli, fiually and unconditionally, conditions,

for a fixed sum of money paid, if after some time the alienee promise to
the alienor that he will give back and convey that property to him as
soon as the value thereof is repaid to him, and if he gives him even a
document to that effect, the person making such promise is not bound
to carry it out.

That is to say, if the alienee do give and alienate back to him that
property according to his promise, the transaction is good, otherwise no
judge can force him to do so.

But if such an agreement was made between the alienor and the
alience before the alienation, which was made in consequence of that
agreement, in such a case the alienee is bound to give and alienate back
to the alienor the property alienated, according to the agreement.

202. If a person, after he alienate his Ijaretein property to another Giftwihpermission of

gratis and unconditionally, with the permission of the Muteveli, repents, Mtevell final.

he is not entitled to demand the price from the alienee or to ask the
alienee to return that property to him.

Also, if anyone, while in good health, alienates his Ijaretein property
to another gratis, with the permission of the Muteveli, and afterwards
dies without leaving anybody entitled to inherit, the Muteveli is not en-
titled to interfere with the property alienated, or ask for a Muajele rent
from the alienee.

203. The alienor must be of full age and of sound mind. Alienor mustb
of full| age and4

Consequently, an alienation made by an infant, lunatic or a person soundmi

who has reached his second childhood is not valid or of force.
204. In alienating a property, the consent of the alienor is required. Fo,.

Consequently, an alienation made under the influence of force is not
valid.

205. The alienation of Ijaretein Mussaqafat and Mustaghilat vaqfs by lientuon by

exchange for another is allowed.
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E.g. If anyone alienate his Ijaretein house taking in exchange another
Ijaretein house held by another, such an alienation is allowed. But if
the houses exchanged belong to different vaqfs, in order that the ex-
change be valid, it is required that the Muteveli of both the vaqfs should
give permission for that purpose.

Alienation 206. If anyone alienates his Ijareteiu property to another before abefore the

Judge. Judge and the Judge reduce the agreement made for such alienation
into writing, the alienation is not valid or of force unless the Muteveli
of that vaqf property grant permission to alienate.

But in a case in which, after the completion of a trial, it becomes
necessary that the Ijartcin property of one of the litigants should be
alienated to another, if the Judge, in accordance with the articles con-
tained in a special chapter, appoint temporarily an agent of the Muteveli
for that proceeding and the alienation is carried out with his permission,
then snch an alienation is valid and of force.

Revocationof 207. If a person agree to alienate his Ijaretein property to anotheragreement to

aient. and afterwards repent of the agreement and decline to confirm the
alienation in the presence of the Muteveli, he is not forced to carry out
the alienation.

Penalty on 208. If a person agree to alienate his Ijaretein property to another
rescission not
enforceable, and it is agreed between the contracting parties that the party revoking

the agreement is to pay to the other a fixed sun of money in case he
repents of the bargain, such an undertaking is of no value whatever.

Consequently, if one of the contracting parties revokes that agreement,
lie cannot be adjudged to pay to the other that sum of money.

CHAPTER IV.

ALIENATION MADE BY A SICK PERSON.

ution i 209. If a person, during the illness of which he dies, alienates vaqf
during last
ilns. Mustaghilat held in Ijaretein with the permission of the Muteveli and

afterwards lie dies, the following rules are to be observed

If there exist any heirs of the alienor entitled to inherit, the alienation
is valid and of force. But if such heirs do not exist, then the alienation
is not valid and of force, and the alienated Mustaghilat belongs to the
vaqf as unoccupied, (compare Mejelld, Arts, 394 and 877).
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210. If a person suffering from a chronic disease, which lasts for over Salebychronic

a year, after his condition changes and his disease becomes worse, sells
his Ijaretein property to another, by leave of the Muteveli, and after a
few days dies without leaving any heir entitled to inherit, such an aliena-

tion is not valid.

Consequently, that property belongs to the dedication, as unoccupied.
But if he alienates that property before his condition is changed and his
disease gets worse, in such a case the alienation is valid, (Art. 1595,
Mejelld).

211. If a person during his illness of which he dies alienate by leave Alienation0 during last

of the Muteveli his vaqf Mustaghil, held by Ijaretein, to one of his heirs lines, to heir.

entitled to inherit, such an alienation is valid and of force, (compare
Art. 393, Mejell6).

Consequently, in such a case, the other heirs entitled to inherit, can-
not interfere with the property alienated, alleging that they do not
approve of the alienation, on the ground that it was made in the course
of an illness of which the alienor died.

E.g. If a person having three children die after he has alienated to

one of them, by leave of the Muteveli, Ihis vaqf Mustaghil, held by
Ijaretein, during the illness of which lie died, his other two children
cannot interfere with that property.

212. When a sick person wishes to alienate his Ijaretein property to Alienation by

another, his heirs, who are entitled to inherit, caiinoL prevent him from invalid.

making the alienation.

213. When a sick person, who has no heir, desires to alienate his Alienation byivlid who has

Ijaretein property to another, the Muteveli cannot refuse himn the leave no' h e ir.

required for that purpose, saying "his illness may prove fatal and I
don't grant leave for the alienation before lie recovers."

Because the disease is proved to be fatal by the death of the sick
person and it cannot be proved before his death.

But if the sick person die after the alienation is made without

recovering from the illness from which he was suffering, and the disease
is thus ascertained to have been fatal, it is proved that the alienation is

invalid, and then, even if the Muteveli had granted leave for the alien-
ation in writing, such Muteveli takes the property alienated from the
hands of the alienee in order that it should be converted inta Mahlonl
(unoccupied). In such a case, if the alienee had paid the price of the
alienated property to the alienor, he takes the same out of the property
left by the alienor.
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CHAPTER V.

GUARDIANS AND ALIENATIONS BY AND TO 'THE GUARDIANS OF

PERSONS UNDER DISABILITY.

Alienation by 214. The next of kin of an infant, being in good credit, or othernext of kinl or
gowdian, voluntary guardian or a guardian who has been appointed, can, by leave

of a Judge and the permission of the Muteveli, sell the vaqf property of
an infant to another for its value, if the circumstances are such as are
required by the Sheri Law for the permission of such sale (e.g. if the
property is in a state of ruin and the income is not equal to the expenses,
or if there is necessity to raise money for the maintenance of the infant),
provided that it is made clear, by the evidence of persons possessing
competent knowledge, to the satisfaction of a Judge, that the sale of
the property to another will be for good reason and for the benefit of
the infant and for its value.

In such a case, after the property has been so alienated, when the
infant comes of age, he cannot claim that property back.

But if there is no lawful reason, the next of kin and guardian cannot
alienate that property to another and if lie do so the alienation is not
legal or of force.

In such a case, therefore, an infant, after he becomes of age, can, by
leave of the Aluteveli, demand and take back that property from the
alienee.

The same rule applies in the case of a lunatic or a man who has
reached his second childhood.

nrcl se for 215. The next of kin or guardian can agree to buy an Ijaretein
Infant. property on behalf of an infant by leave of a Judge and the consent of

the Muteveli for its value, if it is proved that such a purchase is
beneficial to the infant.

The same rule applies in the case of a lunatic or a person who has
reached his second childhood.

Giadia cannot 216. A guardian cannot buy for himself an Ijaretein property which
property. belongs to an infant of whom he is the guardian.

But a guardian, after he alienates that property to another for reasons
recognised by the Sheri Law and by the approval of a Judge and the
consent of the Muteveli, at a price equal to its value, can buy it for
himself from the person who first bought it.
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Upon this subject, the same rule applies to the next of kin as well.

217. When it is necessary to repair an Ijaretein property belonging Repairs bygwardian for

to an infant, if it is proved that that property will be entirely ruined infant.

and the infant damaged, if it is left in the condition in which it is then,

and not -repaired, and that the repairs to be made out of the estate of the
infant will be beneficial to him, the next of kin or guardian can repair

the same by leave of a Judge out of the estate of the infant.

In such a case, if the infant die, the heirs cannot disapprove of the

expenditure caused to be made by the next of kin or guardian in the

manner aforesaid.

The same rule applies in the case of a lunatic and of a person who

has reached his second childhood.

CHAPTER VI.

CONDITIONAL ALIENATION.

218. The conditions which render an act of sale defective, also render Defective

defective'an agreement for alienation. alienation.

That is to say, when a person wants to alienate his Ijaretein property

in the presence of the Muteveli, if he alienates it under a defective con-

dition which is agreed to by the alienee, and the Muteveli grants leave
under this condition, such an alienation is defective. But if the aliena-

tion is agreed upon between the alienor and the alienee under a defective

condition, and afterwards, without the said condition being mentioned
before the Muteveli, the alienor alienates that property by a final aliena-

tion, and the Muteveli grant his permission for the alienation as final,
such an alienation is not defective.

The agreement entered into between the alienor und the alienee is

looked upon as invalid.

219. A condition providing for the maintenance of the alienor up to Condition to
maintain alienor

his death does not render an alienation, made gratis, defective. does not render
alienation

That is to say, if a person alienates his Ijaretein property on the con- defective.

dition that he is to be maintained up to his death, and the alienee

receive the property under the said condition, and the Muteveli grants
leave for the alienation upon these terms, such an alienation is valid and

the condition of force.

Consequently, in such a case the alienor cannot revoke the alienation,
and claim and recover the alienated property from the alienee, as long
as he is willing to maintain the alienor.
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But if the alienee does not carry out the said condition by maintaining
the alienor, then such alienor is entitled to revoke the alienation and

seek and recover from the alienee, with the approval of the Muteveli, the
property alienated.

CHAPTER VII.

OPTION TO RESCIND FOR DEFECT, ON SIGHT, FOR EXCESSIVE

DAMAGE AND FRAUD.

option to 220. In the alienation of an Ijaretein property the right of option for
to rescind far

defec. defect and option on sight are of force.

That is to say, if anyone, upon dedicated property which is alienated
to him by another, observe an old defect, which would, according to the

Sacred Law, cause the rejection thereof, he can return the same to the
alienor, with the consent of the Muteveli, by virtue of his right of option
from defect.

Until a person has received the dedicated property, which is alienated
to him by another, without his seeing it, he is entitled to the right of
option.

When he sees it he can, if he likes, rescind the sale with the consent of

the Mateveli, or accept it, (Arts. 320 and 336, MejellM).

Option-excessive 221. If at the alienation of vaqf Mussaqafat and Mustaghilat held by
injury without
fraud. Ijaretein excessive damage occurs without fraud, the person who sustains

the loss, whether he is the alienor or the alienee, cannoL rescind the
alienation. (Compare Art. 356, Mejell6).

But if the trustee or guardian of infants alienate such a dedicated pro-
perby at a price excessively low, even if there is no fraud, the alienation
is not valid. (Art. 356, Mejelli).

Consequently, an infant, when he becomes of age, can claim and re-
cover that property.

The same rules apply also in the case of a lunatic and of a person who
has reached his second childhood.

Also if such a dedicated property is alienated by the Muteveli at a
price excessively low, even if there is no fraud, such an alienation is not
valid. (Mejelld, Art. 356).

Also if a mandatory to effect an alienation alienate the property at an
excessively low price, even if there be no fraud, the alienation is not
valid as will be explained in a special chapter. (See Chapter, XII).
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222. If it is proved that the alienor, in alienating a property, de- Excasive ion

frauded the alienee or vice versa, and that there is excessive damage, the by fraud.

person who sustains the damage can dissolve the alienation.

E.g. If a person say to another "my Ijaretein workshop, which is
situated at such a place, is let at a monthly rent of 500 c.p. and the
price thereof fixed by valuation is 100,000 c.p. and I give it you for
that sum," and the other having trusted his words take it, with the
Muteveli's consent, at the price of 100,000, if it is afterwards proved
that that workshop is let for 300 c.p. per mouth and the price thereof
is hardly 70,000 c.p., the person receiving the same, with the Muteveli's
consent, rescinds the alienation and takes back from the alienor the
price which he paid.

Also when a person, addressing himself to an unskilled man, who is
the possessor of an Ijaretein property say that that property is hardly
worth 50,000 c.p. and no more, and thus persuade him to alienate it
to him at that price, and such unskilled man alienate the said property
to the person who persuaded him, with the consent of the Muteveli; if
it is afterwards proved by the evidence of trustworthy and impartial
experts that the value of that property is 80,000 o.p. and that there was
fraud and excessive damage in the alienation, the alienor can, with the
consent of the Muteveli, rescind the alienation and return the price to
the alienee and take the property back.

CHAPTER VIII.

ABOUT PRIOE OF ALIENATION AND RIGHT OF RECOVERY.

223. If a person alienates and delivers vaqf Mussaqafat or Mustaghilat Recovey of

held by Ijaretein to another, by leave of the Muteveli, on the condition price.

that a fixed sum of money be paid, and the purchaser does not pay the
money, the alienor can demand the purchase money from the alienee and
bring an action.

In such a case, if the person, who bought the property die before
paying the purchase money, the alienor can claim and recover the
purchase money from the estate of the alienee.

224. The purchase money is inherited in the same way as other things I'rie-
inheritance of.

are.

That is to say, if 'a person alienate and deliver his Ijaretein property
at a fixed price and he die before receiving from the alienee the price
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thereof, such purchase money is taken from the alienee and, being added
to the estate of the deceased, is divided among the heirs in proportion to
the hereditary share of each.

Consequently, the heirs of the alienor, who are entitled to inherit,
cannot contend that the purchase money of such dedicated properties
goes to them only, as those properties would have gone, and preclude the
heirs not entitled to inherit such properties from receiving their lawful
share out of the purchase money.

In general, the purchase money is looked upon as part of the estate
of the deceased and is governed by the rules of the Sheri Law, which
apply to the rest of the estate.

Return of price 225. If anybody appears and claims part of an Ijaretein property
where ouster which another person has bought, for which he has paid the purchase

money, and, after proving his right lie recovers such part and a
judgment is given for that, the alienee returns the property to the
alienor, with the consent of the Muteveli, and takes back from him the
purchase money.

Where Muteveli 226. If, after a -Muteveli of a vaqf has alienated to some person a
grants and a
third party property, as part of the Mustaghilat of the vaqf of which he is Muteveli
peoerste for a sum paid as Muajele and a sum to be paid as Muejele, a third

person come forward alleging that that property is his and proves his
action, and after taking an oath himself, recovers the property and a
judgment is given then the alienee takes back from the Muteveli the
Muajele rent.

CHAPTER IX.

PARTITION, DIVISION AND DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFIT DERIVED

FROM A DEDICATED PROPERTY.

Partition 227. The partition of an Ijaretein property held in common among
allowd,hen the joint owners is allowed, subject to two conditions (1131 and 1139
property k5W 1A;
divisible and Mej., Art. 183.)
beneficial to
dedication. (a). that, the property should be divisible, that is to say, each joint

owner to be able to enjoy the benefit belonging to him after division.

(b). The division should be more beneficial to the dedication.

Consequently, the partition of Ijaretein properties which ire indivisible

or of which the division is injurious to the dedication, is not valid.

After these conditions have been ascertained and proved, it is also an

indispensable condition that the partition be made by leave of the

Muteveli.
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Consequently, the partition of Ijaretein properties made without the
leave of the Muteveli, is not valid or of force.

228. It is looked upon as damage to the dedicated property caused by nheneficiaL

the division, if after the division a part of a dedicated building site
remains without a way to it, or after the division of a large dedicated
site into small parts, the value of the property is extinguisheJ and the
former income diminished.

229. In case of Ijaretein properties held in common and capable of Prition may
be enforced

division and of which the division is beneficial to the dedication, the
division is carried out compulsorily,

That is to say, if some of the joint owners of such property apply -or
its division, and some of them do not consent, the Judge orders that the
building and building site of that property be locally inspected, and
valued by persons who have full knowledge of buildings, in the presence
of the parties interested and of the Muteveli. If after such inspection
it is proved by the evidence of experts that that property is capable of
division amongst the joint owners, in a way beneficial to the dedication,
then the Judge, without taking into consideration the consent of the
persons not consenting to the division, divides that property, with the
approval of the Muteveli, amongst the joint owners, by lot, in proportion
to their shares, and fixes and separates them by placing distinctive
marks on each share.

230. If some of the joint owners of Ijaretein properties, held in com- Partition may
be made by

mon, are infants, lunatic or persons who have reached their second child- guardian whenbeneficial to

hood, the partition is carried oat through their trustees, guardians or infant,&o.

representatives. (Art. 1128, Mejelld).

But it is required that such partition should be beneficial to the dedi-
cation and still more beneficial to the infant, lunatic or person who has
reached his second childhood.

231. Dedicated gediks held in common and possessed in Ijaretein are When th e e

not capable of partition according to the Civil Law. geds

Also when, within Ijaretein properties, there are gediks dedicated by
a final dedication, the partition of such Ijareteiu properties, within
which such gediks are found is prohibited, unless such gediks are
abolished by an Imperial decree and through the Muteveli, or, unless
they are included in the portion taken of one of the joint owners, by
their consent.

232. A compulsory partition in respect of a number of Ijaretein pro- Propertiescannot be joined

perties held in common, by joining them together for the purpose of forparoiti.

division, is not enforced.
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E.g. While two persons hold some Ijaretein properties in common
and in equal shares, if one of the joint owners ask that such properties
might be partitioned by joining them together for the purposes of divi-
sion and giving one property to one and the other to the other joint
owner, and the other joint owner refuses to agree to such partition, the
Judge cannot compel the dissenting joint owner to agree to such parti-
tion.

Partition 233. The partition must be just. (Mejell6, 1127).
rescinded if

excessiv That is to say, the share to be allotted to each of the joint owners,
whether in a voluntary partition or partition under the order of a Judge,
must be equal to the right which each joint owner has upon the pro-
perty to be partitioned, and not excessively deficient.

Consequently, after the joint owners have divided their Ijaretein pro-
perties, which are held in common, either under the decision of the
Judge or by their mutual consent, and leave of the Muteveli, if one of
them allege and prove that there is excessive damage done to him by the
share allotted him, the division is rescinded.

But if after the division is made the joint owners release each other
from the effect of an action respecting the division, in such a, case an
action about damage is not heard. Nevertheless, when there are persons
under disability amongst the joint owners such as infants, lunatics or
persons who have reached their second childhood, and a partition is
made by their, representatives, guardians or protectors, actions in respect
of damage existing in the share of persons under disability are heard,
even if their representatives, guardians or protectors have given a release
in the manner aforesaid. Because the release given by the representa-
tives, guardians or protectors of persons under disability is not valid.

EquatIzation of 234. Although the partition amongst the joint owners of an Ijaretein
shaes by
yym~ent allowed property held in common, of which the division is impossible without
consent, the addition of a sum of money, is allowed by the consent of the joint

owners and by leave of the Muteveli, yet one cannot be forced if he does
not consent. Thus; when there is a dissent, the property cannot be
divided compulsorily.

When, at the division of an Ijaretein house owned by two persons in
common in undivided and equal shares, the value of one of the shares
of the building is higher than the other, if one of the joint owners,
wishing to take the share having the higher value, propose to the other
to have that house divided and offer a fixed sum of money in order to
make up for the deficiency on the other share, and the other joint owner
agree to it, and the division is beneficial to the dedication, in such a
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case such joint owners call divide that house with the consent of the
Muteveli.

But if one of the joint owners refuses, the Judge cannot force him to
agree to such division.

235. When amongst the joint owners of Ijaretein income-bearing Division ofZ5 profits when

properties which are incapable of division, or of which the division is propety in-

injurious to the dedication, a litigation or dispute arises as to the divisible.

possession of the said properties, while in an undivided condition, and
some of the joint owners claim the division of the benefit derived from

the property and some refuse it, the Judge, without taking into

consideration the dissent of the person refusing, with the Muteveli's
consent, decides that the property should be possessed by a division of*
the benefit.

(See circular 10 Shaban 1296, after the occupatioil of Cyprus,
1. Nicolaides, 1241).

236. The time elapsed, before the division of the benefit, cannot be Time of
oocupatiou

set off against the turn for enjoying it. before division
cannot be taken

E.g. When one of the two joint owners of an Ijaretein house has into account.

lived in it exclusively for a time before the division of the benefit, and

afterwards, with their mutual consent, or by the decision of the .Judge
and the consent of the Muteveli, they agree to divide the benefit, and
the turn of the one who has lived in it exclusively, as aforesaid, comes,
the other cannot count, against his turn, the time for which he
occupied it before the division of the benefit, and prevent him from
possessing it during his turn.

237. In order that the division of the benefits may be irrevocable, it is Divisisn otbenefit not

required that the consent of the Muteveli should be given. irrevcableI unless t~rustee

Therefore a partition of the benefits agreed between the joint owners oneent,

by mutual consent, without the leave of the Muteveli, is not irrevocable,
that is to say, whichever of the joint owners wishes can annul this
division of the benefit at his will, without the consent of the other joint
owner.

238. The separation of Ijaretein vaqf properties is allowed. Powerto'

That is to say, one can -eparate part of an Ijaretein vaqf property alienate part.

and keep it in his possession and grant the rest to another.

The validity of the separation depends on the existence of the two
conditions following:

(a). the possibility of enjoying separately the benefit of each part

separated.

(b). the fact that the separation is more beneficial to the dedication.
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And in separation also the leave of the Muteveli is required.
Consequently, a separation made without the leave of the Muteveli is
invalid and of no force.

Grant of 239. When a joint owner refuses to take, at its assessed Muajele, a
unowned part
by Muteveli. Mahioul share in an Ijaretein vaqf property, and at the same time does

not ask to take it in common with the other owners for the assessed
Muajele, and if the grant to another is beneficial to the dedication, and
the unowned part can be separated, or is separated, in such a case the
Muteveli can separate the unowned part and grant it to another for the
assessed Muajele.

CHAPTER X.

CERTAIN QUESTIONS RELATING TO IJAIRETEIN VAQF PROPERTIES

POSSESSED IN COMMION.

Alenation by 240. If two persons have joint and undivided possession of Ijaretein
joint owner. vaqf property, one cannot compel the other to grant him his share in

the property or to take from him his own share in the property.
But whichever of them wishes can grant his share to anyone he likes.
Tile grant made by one joint owner cannot be prevented.
The same rule is applied when there are more than two joint owners.

No pre-emption 241. In respect of Ijaretein vaqf properties, there is no right of pre-
by Sacred Law. emption.

Consequently, one joint owner of Ijaretein vaqf properties can grant
his share to another person without the permission of the other joint
owner.

After the grant, the other.joint owner cannot, on payment to the
grantee of the price which he .has paid, take that share, without the
consent of the grantee, on the ground that he is joint owner of the
property.

Again if two possess in common and in undivided shares an Ijaretein
vaqf property, and one of them dies, leaving no one having the right to
inherit, and the Mateveli grant his share, which became mahloul by his
death to another for the Muajele assessed, the other co-owners cannot,
on payment of the said Muajele to the person who took that share, take
the share from him without his consent.

lBght of By the Civil Law however it is required with reference to Ijaretein vaqfpre-emption.

over now dwellings and houses, which belong to the sort which does not produce
share by Civil
law. income, that they should not be granted to another when a co-owner
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seeks an unowned share, and that there should be a reduction for the
benefit of the co-owners.

242. If one of the co-owners of an Ijareteih vaqf property voluntarily No right ofcontribution for
repairs it at his own expense, he cannot seek from his co-owner a pro- repairs.
portional part of the expence.

But if be repair it by the order of the co-owner under the condition
that he should have a right of bringing it into account, then he can
demand from him a sum proportional to his share.

243. If an Ijaretein vaqf property held in common which is not necovey of
to t e repair o ruinedl

capable of division, or of which the division will cause damage to the waqhen made
by order of

dedication, is destroyed, and one of the co-owners wishes to repair it at judge.

his own expense, setting off the expense against the Muajele, but the
rest do not agree to such repair, the co-owner, seeking to make the repair,
applies to the Judge, who, if the Muteveli approve, gives him leave to
repair that property, on condition that he repair it as aforesaid and take
the part of the expenses, falling proportionally on the co-owners, out of
the rent of that property.

The co-owner having repaired as aforesaid that property and having
expended a reasonable sum out of his own estate, after leave given, lets
that property and takes the rent, until he has received a sum equal to

the amount of the expenses, which should be paid by the other co-owners.

CHAPTER XI.

ABOUT FIRAGH BIL VEFA, (ART. 19) AND ISTIGLAL, (ART. 20).

244. The owner of an Ijaretein vaqf property can sell it, with power Sale with power
of redemption, for a debt due from him. (See Mejell6, Art. 396). of redemption.

For such a sale the leave of the Muteveli is required, and if it is made
without the leave of the Muteveli it has no validity or force.

245. Firagh bil vefa, or istiglal of an undivided part of an Ijaretein MortgIge of

property is allowed, whether the property is susceptible of division or no.

Consequently, a man is allowed to grant to his creditor by firagh bil

vefa or istiglal, a known undivided part, such as a half or a third of an
Ijaretein property.

Also it is allowed for one to grant to his creditor, by firagh bil vefa
or istiglal, his undivided share in a property which he possesses in Ijare-
tein in common with another.
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Mortgage of 246. A person, who has let his Ijaretein vaqf property to another and
leased property, given possession, may grant it to his creditor, with power of redemption,

by leave of the Muteveli.

on payment 247. When one pays his debt to the person who took his property
grant annulled
by leave of under a grant with power of redemption, he takes back the property
Muteveli. from the grantee, the grant being annulled by leave of the Muteveli.

Mortgagee can If the grantor, before his debt is paid to the grantee, dies leaving
hold agaist heir
until payment. heirs entitled to inherit, the grantee can retain and hold the property

until he receives his debt.
Consequently, the heirs, having the right to inherit, cannot interfere

with the property granted, b6fore the debt of the deceased is paid to the
grantee.

Where property 248. If the grantor, leaving no one entitled to inherit, die before he

Mahioul, the has paid his debt to the grantee, his debt is not secured by the property
security rems. granted. The property belonging as mahlul to the vaqf. (23 Ramazan,

1286).
When debt But if the property granted is a lawful vaqf gedik held in Ijaretein,
payable out of
the Muajele. or vaqf Mussaqafat or Mustaghilat, in respect of which the extension of

the right of inheritance has been effected according to the law, then, if
the grantor die, leaving no one entitled to inherit, and there is not suffi-
cient estate to pay his debt, the person who has taken the grant, subject
to a power of redemption, when the property has been let by the vaqf
for a rent payable in advance (muajele) and possession delivered, may
take out of this rent payable in advance (maajele) the sum he is entitled
to claim from the deceased.

Destruction of 249. If Ijaretein mussaqafat mevquf6 granted by firagh bil vefa or
mortgagedroperty does istiglal are burnt in a conflagration, the debt of the grantee is not extin-
not extinguishdebt. guished, even if he was in possession.

In such a case the grantee can demand his debt from the grantor.
(Compare Mejelo, 399).

stipulation 250. If someone grant his Ijaretein vaqf property to his creditor foragainst power
of redemption his debt, subject to a power of. redemption, and say -that the sale. shall be

l A changed into a final sale if he do not pay the debt within a fixed time,
and afterwards, when the time passes, the grantor caiumot pay th debt,
in such a case that grant is'not considered to be turned into a final
grant by reason only of what was said by the grantor. .

In such a case, the grantor, if he pays his debt to the grantee,: can
take back from him that property if the Muteveli think fit. ,

Mortgagor pus 251. The deferred rent (muejele) for Ijaretein vaqf property, granted,
the Muejele. subject to a power of redemption, to a creditor, is payable, as. be fore,.::by

the grantor and not by the grantee. . . .
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The same rule applies to grants by istiglal.
252. The benefits of Ijaretein vaqf property, granted by firagh bil Mortgagor ha,the benefit

vefa, belong to the grantor and not to the grantee. deri ed from
0 the property

Consequently, if one grant to his creditor his Ijaretein vaqf property mortgaged.

by firagh bil vefa, he can let the property to another, taking the rent for
himself.

The person taking the property by firagh bil vefa, has no right to
interfere in respect of the rent.

253. By the death of the person, to whom an estate is granted by Death of
mortgaget does

firagh bil vefa, the property granted does not become ownerless (mahiul). not render the

That is to say, if someone has, with the leave of the Muteveli, con- roperty Mahlal.

veyed his Ijaretein vaqf property to his creditor by firagh bil vefa, and
afterwards the creditor dies without children, the property does not be-
come mahlul.

But if the grantor pays his debt to the heirs of the deceased creditor,
he rescinds, if the Muteveli approve, the grant by firagh bil vefa and
possesses that property as before.

The grant by istiglal is similar to the grant by firagh bil vefa.
254. The lease of Ijaretein vaqf property, granted by istiglal, made Lease by ranteo

to grantor of
by the grantee to the grantor, is not valid unless the property has been property gmnteaby istiglal to

previously quitted by the grantor and delivered to the grantee. inval ule,grantor firet

Consequently, the letting of the property is invalid if the grantee let quit the

it to the grantor before the quitting and delivery has been effected as property.

above-mentioned.

In such a case, if the grantee by virtue of such letting receive any
money as rent from the grantor, the grantee can set this sum off against
the debt of the grantor.

N.B. As to powers of sale in mortgages, See Art. 261.

CHAPTER XII.

QUESTIONS RELATING TO A MANDATE TO MAKE AND A MANDATE

TO ACCEPT A GRANT.

255. A person who has a mandate to sell Ijaretein vaqf property can- Age, annot

not sell it at a price excessively less than its value. (Compare Mejelld :: ,eoresseaively low

Art. 1494). pr

If he do so, the grant of the property is subject to the approval of the
person who gave the mandate.
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Consequently, if the person who gave the mandate approves of the
sale, it is valid.

In case the mandator reject the grant, it is invalid, and the mandator
takes back the property granted from the grantee with the approval of
the Muteveli.

eannt toby.en 256. A mandatary to convey Ijaretein vaqf property cannot take the

property for himself,

gent to sen 257. A mandatary to convey Ijaretein vaqf property cannot grant iteaatsenl to

hi relations, to persons whose evidence is not admissible on his behalf, such as his

children, relatives and wife.

But if the mandator appoint a mandatary to convey the property to
one of those persons, or make general the mandate by saying, "grant it
to whomsoever you wish," in such a case the mandatary can convey the

property to such relations of his. (See Mejell Art. 1497).

Agent cannot 258. If a mandatary to accept a grant of Ijaretein vaqf property, no
buy for an ex-
oesively h1gb price being fixed by the mandator, take the property for the mandator
prie, at a price excessively above its value, the conveyance is not to be carried

out as regards the mandator.

Revocation of 259. In case of dismissal by the act of the mandator, it is required
zuihority by
principal-notioe that the mandat-ary should have knowledge of the dismissal. (Mejell6
necessary. Art. 1523).

Consequently, if the mandator dismiss a mandatary appointed to sell
Ijaretein vaqf property, and the latter sell the property with the leave of
the Muteveli before notice of his dismissal has reached him, the sale is

valid and of force.
But if he grant it after notice of his dismissal has reached him, the

sale has no force or validity.

Revocation of 260. In the case of dismissal by act of law, that is to say where it
authority by
law, no notie arises in consequence of the death of the mandator, it is not required
necessary. that the mandatary should have knowledge of it. (See Mejell6, Art.

1527).

Consequently, if the mandator die before the mandatary grant the
Ijaretein vaqf property, which he has a mandate to grant, and after-

wards the mandatary grant it to another, in every case the grant has no

force and is not to be carried out, whether at the time of the grant
notice of the death of the mandator had reached the mandatary or not.

In such a case, if the mandator has left heirs with the right to inherit,
they can disapprove of the grant and take back the property from the
grantee, by virtue of their succession to the property alone.
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If the grantor leave no heirs having the right to inherit, that property

belongs to the vaqf as Mahlul, and the grantee takes back the price if

he has paid it.

261. When a man grants his Ijaretein vaqf property to his creditor Manat tfor banefto

by firagh bil vefa, and gives a mandate to the creditor to sell the pro- creditor.

perty at its value and take his debt out of the price, if he cannot pay

the debt within a fixed period, and the debtor cannot pay his debt with-

in the time fixed, the creditor by virtue of the mandate can convey the

property, so mortgaged, to another and take his debt out of the price.

(Mejell6, Art. 760).

Again, when one grants to his creditor Ijaretein vaqf property by

firagh bil vefa, if he give a mandate to a third person to sell this
property for its value, ahd pay his creditor out of the price in case he

cannot discharge his debt within a fixed time, and he is not able to

discharged his debt at the expiration of the time fixed. In such a case

the mandatary sells this property for its value, pays the debt out of the

price, and returns to the mandator any surplus which may remain after

payment of the debt.

In such a case, if, at the expiration of the period, the mandatary

refuses to sell the property and pay the debt, the judge orders him to

execute the transfer and pay the debt.

262. If someone has appointed another his mandatary to purchase a Agent to pm-chase buying

specified Ijaretein vaqf property for a certain price, and the mandatary for h f

purchase that property for himself for the said price, and take out a

title deed in his own name, by the permission of the Muteveli, the

mandator can, with the approval of the Mateveli, take that property

from the mandatary, cause the title deed to be set aside, and take a
title deed in his own name (see Mejel1N, Arts. 1485, 1486).

CHAPTER XIII.

MISC ELLANEOUS QUESTIONS.

263. The possessor of Ijaretein vaqf property is the owner of the Trustee can
recover for

benefits derived from the property, but is not the owner of the property. Waste.

Consequently, if one pulls down a building on a Mussaqafat Ijaretein

vaqf property and sell and deliver the materials to another, and consume

them, the Muteveli demands and recovers from him, as damages, the

worth of the property as it stood.
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Lesee not liable 264. When the possessor of Ijaretein vaqf property lets it to another
10rMuejele. and puts him in possession, and goes to another country, the jabi vaqf

(collector of the rents of the vaqf) has no right to demand from the
lessee the Muejele which is-in arrear.

Grant of plo' 265. When it is published that the possesor of Ijaretein vaqf propertypeaty as mahlnl
by mise. hits died in a foreign country where he has gone, and the Muteveli, there

being no person who has a right to inherit, thinking that the property
has become Mahlul, grants it to another for a Muajele fixed by valuation,
if afterwards the possessor, being alive, appears, he takes from the
grantee the property, and the grantee takes back from the Muteveli the
Muajele.

But he, whose death was given out, can approve of the grant made by
the Muteveli and take from the M\uteveli for himself the Muajele.

266. If, when the possessor of Ijaretein vaqf property dies, the

Muteveli, thinking that he has left no heirs to inherit, grant the property
to another and afterwards heirs of the dead man, having a right to
inherit, appear, the provisions of the preceding article are applied.

Ohange of condi- 267. It is not allowed to change the ancient state of Mussaqafat vaqf.
tion of roofed
vaqfs by permis- But when the necessity for a change, and, that it will be beneficial to
sion of Judge. the vaqf, is sbewn, then a change is allowed with the approval of the

Judge and the permission of the Muteveli.

E.g. When there is an Ijaretein vaqf bath, and it is shewn that on
account of its size it costs a large expenditure to warm it, and benefit is
not derived from it, because the inhabitants in the neighbourhood are
few, and it is shewn that if it is preserved in its existing state it will
remain useless, and from this the dedication will sustain great loss, and
it is at the same time shewn that the separation of a part of the bath
and the building on that part of another small bath, and on the
remaining portion, a property such as a workshop or inn on account of
the vaqf will be beneficial to the vaqf ; if the Muteveli with the approval
of the Judge give leave to the possessor of the said bath, to build in the
manner above stated, this permission is lawful and of force.

]Buildingon 268. if the owner of an ijaritein vaif site wish to erect a hn1 -0
land . on it, with the intention that it shall be his own property, the Muteveli

can prevent him.
In such a case, if the possessor without the leave of the Muteveli,

erect a building on the site, in order that it may be his own property,
the following rules are observed :

If the pulling down of that building will not damage the site, it is
pulled down.
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If the pulling down is hurtful, the value of the building and materials
is given to the person who built it, from the vaqf, and by his consent it
is bought for the vaqf.

In such a case, the Muteveli of that site, cannot contend that that
building is the property of the vaqf by reason only that in the title
deed of the land a condition is inserted that whatever the possessor
builds on it should be given to the vaqf.

269. The rent taken from the lessee, on account of the vaqf, under Mu-eleilincome not-"

the name "Muajele," at the granting of the lease, is not considered as corpus..

belonging to the corpus but to the income of the vaqf.

Therefore, the Muajele is expended for the needs of the dedication
in accordance with the direction of the dedicator.

TITLE G.

ABOUT IJARE VAHIDE VAQF PROPERTIES.

270. Ijare Vahide vaqfs are those let by their Mutevelis, at a rack Vhide vaqfs,

rent, to those who propose to take them for a time, such as a month what they are..

or a year, the rents being expended for the purposes appointed by the
dedicator.

In such Vahide vaqfs, the rules, such as those which deal with the

possession for life and transmission to the children have no force, but
immediately on the expiration of the term of the letting, the Muteveli
of the vaqf can let them to another.

271. It is necessary to observe the condition, which the dedicator The term for
which the

should have imposed, about the term for which the Vahide vaqf -may Mutevei may
let.•be let.

E.g. If the dedicator impose a condition that the property which
he dedicated is to be let for 8 or 5 years, the letting is to be carried out
in accordance with this condition.

272. If the dedicator has not made mention of any.-condition about Where the
dedicator has

-the time of letting, if the thing let is a chiftlik, or lands, it cannot be let given no dlre*-

for more than three years, or if it be other property, for more than one tions.

year.

But when by a lease for a longer term than the said, periods, there
arises benefit and use to the' dedication, the letting of the dedicated
property for a longer period may be allowed with the consent of the
Judge.. .
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If the pulling down is hurtful, the value of the building and materials
is given to the person who built it, from the vaqf, and by his consent it
is bought for the vaqf.

In such a case, the Muteveli of that site, cannot contend that that
building is the property of the vaqf by reason only that in the title
deed of the land a condition is inserted that whatever the possessor
builds on it should be given to the vaqf.

269. The rent taken from the lessee, on account of the vaqf, under Mu-eleilincome not-"

the name "Muajele," at the granting of the lease, is not considered as corpus..

belonging to the corpus but to the income of the vaqf.

Therefore, the Muajele is expended for the needs of the dedication
in accordance with the direction of the dedicator.

TITLE G.

ABOUT IJARE VAHIDE VAQF PROPERTIES.

270. Ijare Vahide vaqfs are those let by their Mutevelis, at a rack Vhide vaqfs,

rent, to those who propose to take them for a time, such as a month what they are..

or a year, the rents being expended for the purposes appointed by the
dedicator.

In such Vahide vaqfs, the rules, such as those which deal with the

possession for life and transmission to the children have no force, but
immediately on the expiration of the term of the letting, the Muteveli
of the vaqf can let them to another.

271. It is necessary to observe the condition, which the dedicator The term for
which the

should have imposed, about the term for which the Vahide vaqf -may Mutevei may
let.•be let.

E.g. If the dedicator impose a condition that the property which
he dedicated is to be let for 8 or 5 years, the letting is to be carried out
in accordance with this condition.

272. If the dedicator has not made mention of any.-condition about Where the
dedicator has

-the time of letting, if the thing let is a chiftlik, or lands, it cannot be let given no dlre*-

for more than three years, or if it be other property, for more than one tions.

year.

But when by a lease for a longer term than the said, periods, there
arises benefit and use to the' dedication, the letting of the dedicated
property for a longer period may be allowed with the consent of the
Judge.. .
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f see has no 273. When the Muteveli of the dedication has let and delivered a
Eight to renewal. vahide vaqf until the completion of the period fixed, and after the

expiration of the term of the lease, having received the property from
the lessee, wishes to let it to another, the lessee cannot oppose the
Muteveli and refuse to deliver up that property on the ground that he has
a prior right over the other to a lease, and that if he offers the same
rent it ought to be let again to him.

As to letttng 274. The Muteveli cannot let and deliver a vahide vaqf property at
ubidele at
xuqata'a rent. a Muqata'a (Art. 39) rent. If he does so, the letting is not valid and

of force.

But when the building of a vahide Mussaqafat vaqf is burnt or falls

into decay and thus a bare building site remains, if there is no one will-
ing to rent it at a vahide rent, on the condition that he shall set off the
expenses against the rent, and there is not sufficient income from the
dedicated property to rebuild, in such a case the Muteveli can let the
land at a Muqata'a rent.

This must be done by the permission of the Judge and the leave of

the Sultan.

Consequently, if the Muteveli let that land at a Muqata'a rent of his
own motion and without the permission of the Judge and the leave of
the Sultan, the lease is of no force or validity.

When vahidele 275. The Muteveli cannot, contrary to the condition of the dedicator,may be let as

1etetule let property as Ijaretein which has been dedicated under the condition
(Ad. 37). that it shall be let at a vahide rent.

But in case Mussaqafat vaqf property, directed to be let at a vahide
rent, falls down, and the property of the dedication has not sufficient
income to repair it, and no one can be found to rent it at a vahide rent
and repair it, setting off the expenses against the rent, then the Muteveli
may, with the approval of the Judge and the permission of the Sultan,
let that Mussaqafat as Ijaretein.

But if the Muteveli of his own motion let it as. Ijaretein without the
decision of the Judge and the leave of the Sultan, such letting has no

IuLUU un v- .. uj.

If the Muteveli letting it of his own motion as Ijaretein deliver to
the lessee a title to say that he possesses it as such, then that title has
no force and is not to be given effect to.

The other laws and questions relating to vahide vaqfs are set out iu
the Chapter about letting vaqfs. (See Arts. 383, 401).
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TITLE H.

ABOUT THE LAWS RELATING TO MUQATA'ALU VAQFS.

276. The land of vaqfs let at Muaqa'ata rent is vaqf, but buildings In Muqataalu
lands are vaqf

on them or trees or vines are the pure mulk property of the person houe, &c.,

poisessing them. Hulk-.

Sometimes, however, when these buildings or trees or vines are Sometimeshouses' &o., are

dedicated by their owner to a vaqf, the land is attached to one vaqf, dedicatei

and the buildings, trees or vines upon it to another, so therefore the eParately.

Muqata'a rent ought to be given by the vaqf in favour of which the
buildings, trees or vines are dedicated, to the vaqf in whose favour the
land is dedicated.

277. The land of vaqfs let at a Muqata'a rent is subject to the Lnd subject to

buildings, trees or vines upon it. building, &o.

Consequently, into whosoever's ownership the buildings, trees or vines
may come, the vaqf land in subjection to them comes also into his
possession.

E.g. If someone sell to another a house, of which the site is
Muqata'alu vaqf and the buldings pure mnlk, or trees of which the site
is Mitqata'alu vaqf but the trees niulk, or vines of which the site is
Muqata'alu vaqf but the vines are mulk, the site also comes into the
possession of the buyer.

Consequently, there is no necessity for a special grant of the site with
the permission of the Muteveli of the vaqf.

However if the seller declare clearly at the time of the sale that he House, &c., may
keeps possession of the site, the site does not come into the possession of se oeld

the purchaser.

But if he grant, by leave of the Muteveli, the land to another, he Land may besold and houe

does not include in the sale the mulk property upon it, buildings, trees sl., kept.

or vines, since he grants only the site, it is not considered that he has
sold to the person, to whom he made the grant, the buildings, trees and
vines upon it.

Again, when the owner of mulk buildings, trees or vines, situated on When owner
aMuqata'alu vaqf site dies and either the persons entitled to a share of oows the

his property or the heirs in the male and female line inherit the build- buaing&

ings, treef or vines, the land also comes into the possession of the said
heirs gratis, without payment, as subject to the buildings, trees and
vines.
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when owner 278. When one is owner of buildings on a 5Muqata'alu vaqf site anddies, buildings,

c, do not of trees and vines planted on it, and possesses the site at a Muqata'a
belong to the
dedication, rent, and dies without children, and his heirs wish to take the buildings,

trees and vines by virtue of their right of inheritance, and the site as
subject to them, without payment, the Muteveli cannot prevent the heirs
occupying it, on the ground that, since the site is vaqf, the buildings,
trees and vines on it also belong to the dedication

Leave of 279. When one possesses Muqata'alu vaqf which has no buildings,
Muteveli
required for trees or vines upon it, and grants it to another, in order that the grant
grant of site.

may be valid the leave of the Muteveli is required.

Consequently, in such a case, if he grant the site without the leave of
the Muteveli, the grant has no force or validity.

Whence if one possesses the Muqata'alu vaqf site of a property, and
another owns the buildings, trees or vines, when the person in possession
grants that site, lie must obtain the leave of the Muteveli.

In the same way, if there are mulk buildings, trees or vines on a
Muqata'alu site, but their owner grants only the site, not selling the
buildings, trees or vines, in order thai the grant may be valid, the leave
of the Mluteveli is required.

Gift of Mulk 280. If one wish to give to another the buildings, trees and vines of
property on
Muqata'alu. an estate of which the land is Muqata'alu vaqf, but the appurtenances,

such as the house, workshop, vineyard and garden are mulk, in order
that the gift may be valid, it is necessary that before the gift, the site
should be granted to the donee, by leave of the Muteveli.

Consequently the gift is not valid, unless the grant of the site of the
mulk property is made to the donee, with the leave of the Mutevei.

Neverthelsss, however, where the donee is an infant, and the donor is
his guardian, then it is not necessary that the site should be granted in
order that the gift may be valid.

Partition of 281. When joint owners divide the buildings, trees and vines, being
Mnqata'alu s
vlfqs. muik, but situated on a a Mluqata'aiu vaqf site, then the site also is

considered as divided, in subjection to them.

Consequently, the division does not require the leave of the Muteveli
in order that it may be valid.

But if Muqata'alu vaqf land, having no buildings, trees or vines upon
it, is divided between the joint owners, then the leave of the Muteveli
is required.
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282. As long as there are traces of buildings, trees or vines on a owner entitledto site a long as
Muqata'alu vaqf site, the owner of the buildings, trees or vines keeps bildings,, &-,

exist, or he pay.

possession of the site. rent.

Bat if, when no traces of buildings, trees or vines exist, the possessor

of the site does not re-erect buildings, or plant anew trees or vines, and
does not pay to the vaqf the original Muqata'a rent, then the Muteveli
puts a stop to the rent, takes the site out of the hands of the person
who possesses it and grants it to another.

But as long as the person who possesses the site duly pays the rent
at the right time, the Muteveli cannot cancel this rent and take the site

out of the hands of the possessor, even if no trace of buildings, trees or
vines remain.

283. If the MAuqata'a rent originally fixed in respect of a property of If asessed0 value rises,

which the site is Muqata'aiu vaqf but the buildings, trees or vines mulk, thl rent isZD raised.

is below the rent of the site valued according to the time and the condi-
tion of the property, this rent is raised so as to be equal to the rent

at a valuation. (Sec also 3 Zilkade, 1295, after the occupation of Cyprus).

284. Since the buildings, trees and vines situated on a Muqata'alu Buildings, &e,on Muqata'ala

vaqf site are looked upon as moveables, with regard to them the regula- lookd onan "mioveable.'"

tions about moveables are of force.

Consequently, in respect of these, no right of pre-emption exists, that No right of0 pre-emption.

is to say, these things cannot be property over which a person has a

right of pre-emption, or proporty by virtue of the possession of which a
person has a right of pre-emption. (See Mejelld, 952, 953 and 1008).

285. If a person, possessing at a Mluqata'a rent, a plot of land out of 1nheletane-

real vaqf lands, which has no buildings, trees or vines upon it, dies, that daughtern only;
0 entitled if real

piece of land passes by inheritance in equal shares to the sons and ,aqf.

daughters only of the dead mail and not to his other heirs.

But if the Mfuqata'alu vaqf plot is of the unreal vaqfs which are of IfTahksist,Land.Law

the Takhsisat category, then, since, in regard to it, the rules of the law apPiies.

of public lands is applied, it passes, like Arazi-mirie to eight degrees of
relations.

286. When a place dedicated originally as Ijaretein is converted into When ijareteia
vaqf Ip turned

a public establishment, such as a hospital and school, whether by tbli

Ottoman subjects or foreigners, then that place ought with the consent the place ought
to be turned

of the Muteveli and the permission of the Sultan to be turned into into Muqatalu

MIuqata'alu vaqf, (as to compensation to the vaqf 16 Ramazan, 1299, vaqf.

after the occupation of Cyprus).
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MUTE VERL-APPOTNTMENT

TITLE I.

ABOUT MATTERS RELATING TO THE OFFICE OF THE MUTEVELI.

CHAPTER I.

ABOUT THE APPOINTMENT OF THE MUTEVE[I.

Who may be 287. The Muteveli must be of sound mind, of age, trustworthy and
Muteveli. able to direct the affairs of the vaqf.

Consequently, a person who combines all these qualities can be ap-

pointed Muteveli.
Substitute 288. If the person, in whose favour the office of Muteveli is created,
during minority.

Qaimaqam is a minor, a substitute is appointed by the Judge to manage the affairs
3.uteveli, Art. 10. of the Muteveliship until the Muteveli is of age and able to direct them.

When afterwards the minor becomes of age and competent to dis-

charge the duties of the Muteveliship, he takes upon himself its direction,

and the substitute is withdrawn.

A woman may 289. It is iot required that the Muteveli should be a male. There-
be.Muteveli. fore a woman can be Muteveli.

Pluralities- 290. One and the same person can be Muteveli of many vaqfs. So
joint'uteeis. also many persons can be Muteveli of one vaqf.

Appointee of 291. The office of Muteveli is not given to the person applying for
dedicator alone
can demand it. Unless the 'Muteveliship was appointed to him by the dedicator, in
Mtevelisbip. that case it is given to him.

On ceeation, 292. When the Muteveli of a vaqf dies or is dismissed, it is required
Judge toappoint new that a Muteveli be immediately appointed by the Judge, in order that
Muteveli. the affairs of the vaqf may not remain without direction.

The Judge cannot refuse to appoint a Muteveli until the accounts of

the preceding Muteveli have been examined.

[f no Mutevel 293. The dedicator himself directs the affairs of a vaqf of which the
dedicator is Muteveliship is not appointed in favour of anyone.
Mutevel for
life. When the dedicator dies, the office of Muteveli must be conferred by
After death of
dedicator, a the Judge.
Muteveli is
appointed by Consequently, the children of the dedicator, even if there are any
Judge. capable of acting, cannot of their own will without an appointment by

the Judge, become Mutevelis of a vaqf of which no Muteveli has been

appointed.
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But the vacant office of Muteveli not appointed to anyone as above Faiy of

stated, is given to the children and family of the dedicator in preference prefere

to strangers.

Consequently, when there are children and relations capable of direct-

ing the business of the Muteveliship and entitled to it, the Judge cannot

grant it to a stranger.

If he do so, the Muteveliship is given to one of the children or family,

and the stranger is dispensed with.

But by law, it is not allowed to interfere with the management of the

Muteveliship which is appointed by the dedicator to a stranger, and

give it to one of the children or family of the dedicator. (See Art. 165).

294. The duties of the Muteveli, appointed by the dedicator to obtain
the judicial declaration of irrevocability alone terminate from the time

of the completion of that declaration.

Consequently, that Muteveli has no authority, after the judicial decision

has been given, to mix himself up in the affairs of the Muteveliship.

E.g. Suppose one dedicates certain things, and, having obtained the

judicial decision, die after he has directed for some time the affairs of

the dedication, without appointing the Muteveliship in favour of anyone,

in such a case, the Muteveli previously appointed by the dedicator for

the purposes of the judicial decision cannot, solely on the ground that

he was so appointed, contend that he is Muteveli of that vaqf and

dispute the lawfulness of the appointment of the Muteveli appointed to
that vaqf by the Judge.

295. When someone, after he has dedicated a property and appointed

a Muteveli to it founds another vaqf and does not appoint a Afuteveli to

it, the Muteveli appointed for the administration of the first vaqf is not

looked upon as the Muteveli of the second vaqf by reason only of his

appointment to the first vaqf.

As regards the Muteveliship of the second vaqf, the rules contained in

the preceding article are complied with.

296. If someone, not having appointed a Muteveli to a vaqf which he

has consecrated, die leaving a will in force by which he had appointed a

guardian for the execution of the will, this guardian is looked upon as

Muteveli of the dedication.

297. The grant of the Muteveliship made on a false representation is

not valid, even if the grant of a Berat has been obtained.

E.g. If, while there are children of the testator living, in favour of

whom it is directed that they should manage the affairs of the Muteveli-

ship, the person in whose favour the Mutevelisbip is appointed on failure

Nuteveli
appointed to
obtain
judicial
sanction (se
Arts. IIl and
121).

Muteveli of one
foundation not
ipso facto Mete.
veli of another
made by the
same dedicator.

It no Muteveli
is appointed,
executor of
dedicator is
Muteveli.

Appointment
obtained by
false
rpre- etation
is invalid.
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of the children of the testator, by means of untrue representations, obtain
his own appointment by the Judge to the Muteveliship, his appointment
is invalid and of no force.

Again, the appointmem, ol a Muteveli is invalid, if he asserts before
the Judge, contrary to Lle truth, that the office of Muteveli to a vaqf is
vacant, and so is apl)ointed Muteveli while a Muteveli exists and is alive.

The more 298. In the ease of a .'d uteveliship granted to the more orthodox of
orthodox of
dedlcator'e the children of the dedicator, the son or daughter who is more orthodox
cilden. acquires the right and it is limited in favour of him or her.

If several of the chihdcn of the dedicator claim the MAuteveliship,
,ach seeking that it shd! he granted to him, it is granted to the one
;hewing himself to he dhe more orthodox ; when it is shewn that some of

the children of the delicator are equal as regards being orthodox, it is
granted to them equally.

Males are not preferred to females.

Elder child of 299. If the office of Mateveli, limited in favour of the elder child of
dedicator. the dedicator, is vacant, and there are two elder children of the same age,

the office is given to the i.e best acquainted with the affairs of the dedi-
cation.

If both have the sam kimwledge, the Muteveliship is given equally
to both.

Muteveii must 300. It is not allowed for one anld the same person to be Muteveli
not be overseer. and overseer (Naziri vaqfI).

Consequently, if the Muteveli of a vaqf is appointed also to the over-

seership (Nazaret) or the overseer to the Muteveliship and the Berat is
given, lie is removed frout the Muteveliship or overseership, as the case

may be and it is given io the person who has a right to it.

Successor under 301. If the person to ilt a vacant Muteveliship is defined so that there
trust deed, when
doubt Judge is no difficulty inl knoving him, he becomes Muteveli of the vaqf with-
decides. out being appointed by the Judge.

E.g. If the M.Huteveliship of a vaqf situated in Constantinople, is
limited in favour of tie person holding the office of Fetva Emani
(keeper of a ), later, is ,uteveli of that vaq. without any Judi-

cial appointment and he manages its affairs.
Again, when the Muteveliship of a vaqf limited in favour of the elder

son of the dedicator becomes vacant, the elder in age becomes Muteveli
without judicial'appointraent.

But if the person to be Aluteveli is not defined so as to be easily
known, the appointment of the Muteveli depends on the decision of the

Judge.
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E.g. If the vacant post is given to the more orthodox of the children

of the dedicator, and there are several of them. each asserting that he is

* the more orthodox, none of them can take up thel duties of the MNuteveli-

ship, until, first, it has been shewn, in the way required by law, that he

is more orthodox than the rest, and his appoinrirnte has been decided

on by the judge.

302. If a dedicator, who dwells iii a city, where bhe word "inspector- When Mutevelicalled Inspector

ship (Nazaret)," is customarily used instead of ' ,fitevcliship," appoint (See Art, 11.)

for his dedicated property. a Nazir alone, he is also looked upon as

Muteveli. There is no necessity for the appointniean of another.

CHAPTER f 1.

ABOUT THE APPOINTMENT OF A QAIMAQAMo MUTEVEL1 AND 'iTiE

GRANT OF THE MUTEVELISHIP BY Ti'i: MUTEVELI.

303. The Judge cannot appoint a Qaimaqani Muteveli to a vaqf, When Jndge
can appoint

which has its Muteveli, where there is no necessity for it. person to act a a
Muteveii.

If he does so, the appointment has no validity or force. That is to

say, the management of the affairs of the vaqf by the substitute ap-

pointed, is not executory or of force.

When, however, there is necessity for it, wh, Judge can appoint a

Qaimaqam Muteveli.

E,g. The Judge appoints temporarily a Qaimaqarn AIfnteveli to carry

on the affairs of the dedication in order to prevent their remaining un-

executed, if, after the Muteveli has been looked for, lie cannot be found,

or if without appointing someone with the necessary powers, he has gone

away to another city situated at a year's distance away, or if the Mute-

veli appointed by the dedicator is a minor.

Again if, although there is a Muteveli of a vaqf the appointment of a

Qaimaqam is required for a law suit, or some act requiring a Qaimaqam,

then a Qaimaqam is appointed by the Judge.

E.g. If those possessing two adjacent Ijaretein properties, each of

which depends on its own dedication, bring a lawsuit against each other

and the Muteveli of the two vaqfs is one and the same person, then the

Judge appoints a Qaimaqam Muteveli to one of the vaqfs for the pur-

poses of the lawsuit.

Again, if when the office of Muteveli appointed by the dedicator is

vacant before the person in whose favour the Muteveliship is limited
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is determined, there are persons who assert that each of them is the ap-
pointed Muteveli, the Judge appoints a Qaimaqam Muteveli until the
end of the law suit, that lie may be useful to him as a suitor, and he
hears the action of the contending parties in his presence and gives
judgment.

Whenever a Muteveli is accused of bad faith or abuse of trust, a
Qaimaqam is appointed by the Judge to bring an action against the
Muteveli.

Again if a person possessing an Ijareteiti vaqf property is appointed
Muteveli of that vaqf, and afterwards wishes to grant that property to
another, or if a Muteveli out of the estate, of which he is Muteveli,
wishes to take an Ijaretein vaqf from the person who possesses it for
the equivalent value, a Muteveli can be appointed to give permission for
the transfer.

Also if a Muteveli of dedicated money, who wishes to borrow
money out of it, applies to the Judge, the Judge appoints temporarily
a Qaimaqam Muteveli to that vaqf in order that he may lend to the
Muteveli.

Incapable 304. If it is shewn that a Muteveli, although lie is honest, is unable
Mutovelf. to manage the affairs of the vaqf, the Judge can appoint a Qaimaqam to

help him.

Judge nast 305. In the above articles, the Judge is required to have authority
have authority
from the Sultan. from the Sultan to appoint Qaimaqam Mutevelis.

Consequently, a Judge who has no authority from the Sultan to
appoint Qaimaqam Mutevelis, cannot appoint a Muteveli. If he do so,
the appointment is invalid and of no force,

Grant of office to 306. The Muteveli appointed by the dedicator can grant his Muteveli-
another, seo
AR. 780, so. ship to another during the time of his administration.

But this grant is not an irrevocable agreement, but a commission
given by the Muteveli to another for the discharge of the Muteveli's
duties. For this reason, the grantor can revoke his grant when he
wishes.

When the grantor dies, the grant, being looked upon as a commission,
ceases to have any force.

The Muteveliship belongs to the person in whose favour it is limited.

The person, to whom the grant was made, has no longer any right as
regards the management of the affairs of the vaqf.

These rules also are complied with in respect of other posts appointed
by the dedicator.
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307. If a person occupying a Muteveli's post, not limited by the Irrevocable

dedicator in favour of anyone, grant it to another in the presence of grant.

the Judge, and the Judge, by the reason of his fitness shewn, bestow the
Muteveliship on the person in whose favour the grant is made, the
grantor can no longer revoke the grant.

CHAPTER III.

AOUT QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE ACCOUNTS OF THE MUTEVELI.

308. When there is a Muteveli of a vaqf, the Judge cannot interfere Right of Judge
-in the management of that vaqf. to examine

ifl"~ace On t S.

But the Judges are entitled to watch over and examine the vaqf
properties.

That is to say, when the Judge from certain evidence suspects bad
faith or abuse of trust by the Muteveli, he immediately examines the
acts of the Muteveli in respect of the vaqf and looks into his accounts.

If at the examination, bad faith calling for the dismissal of the Mute- Dismissal of
Muteveli for bad

veli is shewn, the Judge dismisses him, even if he be the dedicator him- faith.
self.

309. The Muteveli cannot refuse to submit his accounts to the Judge, Muteveli must

when, in case of need, he wishes to see them. ubitheaccounts to the

If he refuses, lie is compelled to submit, his accounts. Judge.

310. The accounts of any years of a Mateveli which have been cx- ne-opening

amined, cannot be re-examined if there is no cause at all for suspicion. "counts,

But if there is any suspision in the matter of the accounts, the Muteveli
is interrogated and in case of necessity the accounts are again examined
to clear away the suspicion.

311. When the Muteveli of a vaqf submits his accounts for the time Accounts of
preceding

of his administration, the Judge, if he is not satisfied with them, can- MutcvelL

not demand from the Muteveli the accounts of the preceding Muteveli.

If the preceding Muteveli is alive, the accounts must be gone into
with him himself. If he is dead, with his heirs. The successor is not
responsible for the accounts of his predecessor.

312. If the dedicator direct that the accounts of the Muteveli are to Where dedicatordrtsthat the

be examined, if the vaqf officials think fit, the Judge cannot of his own dicot tr to

motion, without taking the opinion of the officials, look into the accounts b exined,fthe officials

of the Muteveli. If he do so, it has no effect, and the accounts of the think fit,
Judge cannot

Muteveli are again examined if the officials think fit. examine of his
own motion.
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CHAPTER IV.

FoR WHAT CAUSES A MUTEVELI MAY BE DISMISSED.

So dismisl 313. A Muteveli, who has committed no fault, and who is legallywithout fault,
WAth. 37. appointed, cannot be dismissed even by the Judge who appointed him.

If the Judge do so, the Muteveli is not considered as dismissed.
Dismissal for Nevertheless when bad faith on the part of the Muteveli, in the
bad faith.
aS 3, S0O management of the vaqf, is proved according to law in his presence, he

must be dismissed from the Muteveliship even if he be the dedicator him-
self.

A act y 314. It is looked upon as a breach of trust against the dedication ifto the Sacred

lwisa breach the Muteveli proceed intentionally to an act relating to the management
of trust, of the dedicated property which is not allowed by the Sacred Law.

E.g. It is looked upon as an act of bad faith against the vaqf, if the
Muteveli knowingly and withont inevitable necessity let the property
for a rent excessively less than the estimated rent, or if he sell the vaqf
property to another as his own, or if he spend and lay out the income
derived from the vaqf property on his own wants, contrary to the
condition of the dedicator.

UJIucsCOfUl 315. It is considered a breach of trust on the part of the Muteveli
action against ifbbin
the dedication. if be brings aini action about the ownership of the property against the

vaqf.
That is to say, if the Muteveli of a vaqf property biings an action,

contending that certain property of that vaqf belongs to him, and he is
not able to prove his contention, he is discharged from the Mluteveliship
of that vaqf.

But if he proves his assertion he is not discharged from his Muteveli-
ship.

Wrongfal 316. The denial by the Muteveli that property belongs to the vaqf is
clamt property
.f dto aont considered a breach of trust.

That is to say, when an action is brought about a property found in
the possession of the Muteveli of a vaqf, on the ground that it belongs
to the vaqf, if the Muteveli declare that that property is his own private
property, and denies the ownership of the vaqf, he is discharged from
his Muteveliship when it is legally proved and adjudged that that pro-
perty belongs to the vaqf. If this is not shewn, he is not discharged
from the Muteveliship.
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317. Breach of trust is indivisible. Muteveli
dismis ed F

Consequently, when a breach of trust against one vaqf is legally proved one dedicatim

against a Muteveli, who is Muteveli of many vaqfs, he is discharged from Krom
the Muteveliship of all the vaqfs. He is not discharged from the
Muteveliship of that vaqf alone against which he is shewn to have been
guilty of breach of trust.

318. The Muteveli is not discharged from the Mutevelisbip, ipso facto, Aots ofMenWeore disrainag

by the breach of trust and fault, but lie is rendered liable to be dismissed. "Judge are1alid.

Consequently, if the Muteveli perpetrate a breach of trust and fault
against the vaqf, but, before he is dismissed by the Judge, direct its
affairs and effect during that time certain lawful acts of the vaqf, those
acts are to be carried out and are of force.

319. A Muteveli is not discharged upon an accusation only. Mntevell VA

That is to say, if the officials and beneficiaries of a vaqf denounce the rnere accuUt.

Muteveli to the Judge, but do not declare any lawful ground for his dis-
missal, or if they state that there is lawful ground for his dismissal but
are not able to prove it, the Judge cannot dismiss the Muteveli, acting
on the accusation alone.

320. The Muteveli's being given up to wickedness and extravagance Disisaordepravity and

results in his dismissal. exravaganc

Consequently, even if breach of trust is not shewn, if the Muteveli
leads a life of depravity and extravagance the Judge can dismiss him
from his office.

321. Idleness and carelessness of a Muteveli in the affairs of the trust Idleness andcarelessness.

are cause for his dismissal. See Art. 381. SO.

322. A Muteveli is discharged from his office, who is struck by mental Mental

derangement lasting more than a year. derangemeat.

If in such a case, after he is discharged, he gets well, the following
rules are observed:-

If he is a Muteveli appointed by the dedicator, he takes up his duties
again, otherwise not.

323. The Muteveli who becomes blind, is not discharged from his jinnes

duties.

324. The Muteveli can resign his office by himself. Muteveli ca

But he is not discharged from his Muteveliship until he has made reign

known his renunciation to the Judge or the dedicator.

Consequently, until his resignation is known to the Judge or the dedi-

cator, he preserves his office and his acts are to be carried out and are

valid.
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Re-instalment of 325. After a Muteveli has been dismissed for depravity and exttava-depravedl

Muteelf. gance or for breach of trust, it is not allowed that the Muteveliship
should be given to him again before a long time has elapsed, and it is
shewn that he is improved.

But when, his improvement is shewn he can be appointed to the Muoe-
veliship.

TITLE J.

THE DUTIES, POWERS AND RIGHTS OF MUTEVELI.

CHAPTER I.

ABOUT ACTS FOR WHICH TRE MUTEVELI IS LIABLE TO MAKE INDEMNITY.

When he mut 826. The Muteveli transacts by himself the affairs which are within
consult judge. his jurisdiction and authority.

But he addresses himself to the Judge for matters which are not With!
in his jurisdiction and authority and of which the validity at law depends

on the Judge. If he manages such things by himself, his acts are of no

force or validity.

Itmorethbanone, 327. If there are two Mutevelis, one of them cannot transact business
ai must onsent. alone without the consent of the other

If he do so and the other Muteveli does not approve of the action and

refuses to ratify it, the action is invalid.

The same rule applies when there are more than two Mutevelis.

Muteveli must 328. The Muteveli cannot transact alone the affairs of the trust, if
et the consent there is an overseer (Nazir) as well as a Muteveli, unless he gets the

of tbe overseer.

consent of the overseer. If he do so, his action is not to be carried out.
Muteveli ay 329. The Muteveli is allowed in case of necessity to appoint an agent
appoint agent.

to transact the business of the trust.

Consequently, the Muteveli is not liable to make good any loss whicg

shall have resulted on account of his having appointed an agent to

transact the affairs of the vaqf.

Because a man is not responsible for doing what is allowed by law,
(Mejell], 91).

E.g. If the Muteveli of a vaqf give a commission to a person, whom

he thinks trustworthy, to collect from the debtors the amount due to the

vaqf, and the agent collect the debts but spend what he collects on his

own needs, the Muteveli is not liable to make compensation.
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Re-instalment of 325. After a Muteveli has been dismissed for depravity and exttava-depravedl

Muteelf. gance or for breach of trust, it is not allowed that the Muteveliship
should be given to him again before a long time has elapsed, and it is
shewn that he is improved.

But when, his improvement is shewn he can be appointed to the Muoe-
veliship.

TITLE J.

THE DUTIES, POWERS AND RIGHTS OF MUTEVELI.

CHAPTER I.

ABOUT ACTS FOR WHICH TRE MUTEVELI IS LIABLE TO MAKE INDEMNITY.

When he mut 826. The Muteveli transacts by himself the affairs which are within
consult judge. his jurisdiction and authority.

But he addresses himself to the Judge for matters which are not With!
in his jurisdiction and authority and of which the validity at law depends

on the Judge. If he manages such things by himself, his acts are of no

force or validity.

Itmorethbanone, 327. If there are two Mutevelis, one of them cannot transact business
ai must onsent. alone without the consent of the other

If he do so and the other Muteveli does not approve of the action and

refuses to ratify it, the action is invalid.

The same rule applies when there are more than two Mutevelis.

Muteveli must 328. The Muteveli cannot transact alone the affairs of the trust, if
et the consent there is an overseer (Nazir) as well as a Muteveli, unless he gets the

of tbe overseer.

consent of the overseer. If he do so, his action is not to be carried out.
Muteveli ay 329. The Muteveli is allowed in case of necessity to appoint an agent
appoint agent.

to transact the business of the trust.

Consequently, the Muteveli is not liable to make good any loss whicg

shall have resulted on account of his having appointed an agent to

transact the affairs of the vaqf.

Because a man is not responsible for doing what is allowed by law,
(Mejell], 91).

E.g. If the Muteveli of a vaqf give a commission to a person, whom

he thinks trustworthy, to collect from the debtors the amount due to the

vaqf, and the agent collect the debts but spend what he collects on his

own needs, the Muteveli is not liable to make compensation.
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But if the Muteveli deposit and give the substance of the dedication Liabuity of
MUnteveli

to a person whom he does not trust and this person consume it, the .ppointing
Muteveli must make compensation. improper agent.

330. The Muteveli of a vaqf, cannot by use of the property of the mauie to• aoquire ft'the "- .

vaqf acquire Arazi-ririe, or a part of vaqf properties, or an Ijaretein dedifotan ft#'-

property in order that revenues may be obtained for the vaqf.

If be do so, he makes compensation for the property of the dedication,
which he gave for the thing acquired and is liable to be dismissed.

331. The Muteveli is bound to make compensation for any loss, which For- acg'beyond. powera.

he has occasioned to the vaqf through his acting beyond the powers

given by the vaqfi6, in a case in which the Sacred Law does not
sanction it.

E.g. If a Muteveli has dedicated money which the dedicator has

directed to be let at interest on pledges or security by surety, and lets it

without pledge or security, and afterwards the debtor becomes bankrupt

and the money cannot be recovered, the Muteveli is bound to make
indemnity.

Again, if the Muteveli has money which the dedicator directed should

be lent at interest on the security of a surety of credit :-That is to say
a rich man-And contrary to the conditions lend it to another on the

security of a surety unworthy of credit and afterwards cannot collect
the money from the principal debtor or surety, he is liable to make good

the loss.

But if at the time of the lending the surety was worthy of credit and
afterwards failed, then the Muteveli is not liable to make good any loss.

Again, if a Muteveli is authorized, by the conditions of the dedicator,
to lend dedicated money on the security of a pledge greater in value

than the loan, and take as security things of a less value, and the debtor
die before he pay his debt, leaving no property except the things pledged.

If when the pledge is sold the price is not sufficient to pay the debt, the
Muteveli makes good the loss by payment of the remainder of the debt.

But if at the time the loan is made, the value of the pledge is equal
to the amount advanced and afterwards falls, then the Muteveli is not

bound to make good the loss.

.In the same way if a Muteveli lend dedicated money, which the dedi-

cator has directed to be lent on a hujjet being drawn up, contrary to

the direction of the dedicator, without applying to the Court, when the

debt is not proved, and the debtor denies it on oath, and dedicated
money is lost, the Muteveli is liable to make good the loss.
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So, if the Muteveli keep money, which the dedicator has directed

should be kept in a safe place, such as the bezestan, in his own house,

and it is stolen therefrom, the Mnteveli it liable to make good the loss.

For expenditure 332. Expenses incurred by the Muteveli not sanctioned by the condi-
not snotioned
by the defcator. tions imposed by the dedicator are not allowed.

E.g. If grants from the income of a true Mustaghilat vaqfl con-

trary to the conditions of the dedicator are introduced and a Berat is

obtained, and the Muteveli by virtue of that Berat, pay money out of the

income of the vaqf towards those grants, those expenses are not allowed,

the Muteveli is liable to make compensation for the money given by him.

For unusual 333. The expenditure of the Muteveli which is above the customary
cipenditure. sum is not allowed.

CHAPTER II.

ABOUT COMPROMISE AND RELEASE OF DEBT BY A MUTEVELL.

Compromise of 334. If after diligent enquiry it is shewn, that in an action about a
=o,when,,ioWhe. thing belonging to the vaqf it is impossible to bring proofs and the

defendant is willing to take an oath, a compromise for the benefit of the

vaqf is allowed.

E.g. If a Muteveli of a vaqf bring an action about a property held

by someone. asserting that it belongs to the vaqf, and, when the defen-
dant denies is not able to bring proofs, but it is certain that the defendant
will take an oath, the compromise made by the Muteveli with the defen-
dant, whether for a small or large sum is valid. After the agreement of

compromise, the Muteveli can no longer impose an oath on the defendant.

Nevertheless, if a Muteveli after the compromise find proofs supporting
his action and produce them, then the compromise is set aside.

compromise by 336. If it is certain that one, who is bringing an action about pro-
payment. perty against the vaqf has proofs, and that judgment will be riven

against the vaqf, a compromise made by the Muteveli by payment of a

sum out of the property of the vaqf is valid.

Rs of .336. If the Muteveli of a vaqf agree with its debtor for a part of the

of a debt. debt by a release of the balance, the following conditions are observed:

If the debt has its origin in an agreement made by the Muteveli

himself, the agreement and release of debt are valid. But for the

balance of the sum due under the agreement the Muteveli must
indemnify the, dedication.
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If the debt did not arise from an agreement made by the Muteveli
himself, then the agreement and release of debt are invalid.

Consequently, in the case of such an agreement and release of debt as
aforesaid, the Muteveli recovers from the debtor the whole of the debt
fully.

A compromise is looked upon as invalid, if the debtoi confesses his
debt, or if, although the debtor denies i4, the Muteveli has proofs.

In default however of confession and proofs, the validity of the
compromise is determined as above stated.

CHAPTER III.

LIABILITY OF A MUTEVELI FOR THINGS IN HIS POSSESSION AND

ABOUT MATTERS CONFIRMED BY THE OATH OF THE MUTIEVELI.

337. The Muteveli holds as a bailee and not as an insurer. Muteveu a

Consequently, if property of the dedication in his possession is damaged bUee.

or destroyed, without fault or neglect oi his part, he is not liable to
make compensation, (Mejell6 768, 777, 813).

338. When, on the death of a Muteveli of dedicated money, Recovery from
estate (terike)

the money, which as principal lie received in his lifetime in his of Muteve

character of Muteveli, is found existing in the estate he leaves, it is after death.

handed to his successor. In the case, in which, this money is not found
in the estate he leaves, the following rules are observed:

If the dead Muteveli, while he was alive, said that with that money
he had bought such an estate for the vaqf or that lie had lent such
monies to such a person, or that they were lost in his hands without any
fault of his, and so it is shewn in some way that he declared something
about the fate of that money, indemnification is not due from his estate.

But if he did not declare anything about the fate of that money
but died concealing it, then indemnification must be made from his
estate.

But if the money which the Muteveli received when he was alive was
not the principal money of the dedication, but interest and income, and
he died concealing them, his estate is not bound to make indem-
nification.

339. The Muteveli of a vaqf authenticates by his oath the fact that Proof of
he spent out of the income of the dedication a customary sum. He has acounta.

no need of proof.
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Proof of claim. But when it is a question of paying back money out of dedicated

property, his oath is not received, and proofs are required.

E.g. When a Muteveli of a vaqf is discharged and another is ap-
pointed in his place, if the former Muteveli assert that during his Mute-

veliship he spent out of his own property, for the affairs of the vaqf, a

fixed customary sum of money, on the condition that the same should be

returned to him, and with the advice of the Judge, and bring ail action

against the Muteveli then acting, his word does not authenticate his

statement. Proof is required from him.

CHAPTER IV.

ABOUT WHEN THE MONEY OF ONE VAQF MAY BE EXPENDEIIN ANOTHER.

Papenditure on 340. It is not lawful, nor is it allowed, that the income of one vaqf,
other foundation
not allowed. which is fimited to a certain object, should be spent for the expenses of

another vaqf limited to another object, even if the dedicator should be one
and the same person. If the Muteveli so spend it, he is liable to make
good the amount.

E.g. If a man build two schools and dedicate them, and assign to

each of them its own properties, it is not permitted to expend money out
of the income of the properties of one of the schools on the expenses of

the other school.

When surplus 341. It is allowed by the Sacred Law to spend money out of the sur-
monies may be
spent. plus of the profits of one vaqf for the necessities of another if both the

founder of the two vaqfs is one person and the objects of the vaqfs are

the same, and the income of one of the vaqfs has diminished.

E.g. If a man dedicates a property and directs that its income is to

be spent on the repairs of a school which he has built and dedicated, and
dedicates another property appointing that its income should be spent on

the pay of the schoolmasters of that school, after a time when the income

of the property appointed for the payment of the schoolmasters dimi-

nishes, and is not sufficient for their pay, it is allowed to expend on their

pay a sum out of the property limited to the repairs of the school.

ncome of 342. It is allowed, with the permission of the Judge, that the incomeruined

foundation of a ruined and useless vaqf should be spent on another vaqf, whether
spent on another
by leave of the the dedicators are the same or different. (See next Chapter).
Judge.
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CIAPTER V.

ABOUT cHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS WHICH HAVE BECOME USELESS.

343. When a vaqf which is a charitable establishment is rained and '"' of
rendered useless, it is allowed by the law that its income may, with the foundatonspeu

leave of the Judge, be expended on the expenses of another vaqf of the smesor, ner
and poor.

same sort, nearer in locality and having small income.

E.g. If a school built in a place and dedicated by irrevocable dedica-
tion is wholly destroyed by the lapse of time, and the inhabitants of that
place are scattered and so the school is rendered useless, its income can
be spent, with the leave of the Judge, on the necessary expenses -of an-
other dedicated school near to it, having small income.

It is not allowed however to spend the income of a vaqf which has
become useless on another vaqf of a different sort.

E.g. It is not permitted to spend the income of a hospital which has
become useless on schools, or the income of a school which has been
destroyed and rendered useless on a hospital.

344. If the inhabitants of a village are entirely dispersed and thus Memjid.

the Mesjid in that village is rendered useless, the inhabitants of another
village, in which there is no Mesjid and which is nea' the first, can pull
down the Mesjid in the first village, tke its material and re-erect it in
their own village, and furnish a Mesjid there.

In such a case, the income of the Meijid pulled down is spent, with

the leave of the Judge, on the necessities of the Afesjid in the second
village.

In the above case, the heirs of the dedicator cannot contend that,
since the Mesjid was pulled down, its income belongs to them, and that
eousequently they can take its income and not expend it for the benefit
of the Mesjid erected in the other village.

Again, if a Mesjid is dedicated by someone and another person

dedicates a sum of money for its wants, and after a lapse of time all the
inhabitants of the village are entirely dispersed and the Mesjid falls
down, but the Muteveli wishes to expend the interest of this money,
with the leave of the Judge, on another Mesjid, in a near village, and
having small income, the heirs of the person who dedicated the money,
cannot, by reason that the Mesjid, for the benefit of which the money
was dedicated, has been destroyed and rendered useless, and that
consequently the money is come to them as inheritance, interfere with
the Muteveli.
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CHAPTER VI.

BORROWING POWERS OF MUTEVELL

Borrowing, 345. Borrowing is effected either by the receipt of a loan or the pur-
What 1. chase of a thing on credit.

We 'to 346. If the property of a vaqf has need of repair and the vaqf has no
borrowing. income, the following rules are observed:-

If the dedicator put a term in the deed of dedication that, in necessity,
the Muteveli might borrow for the vaqf, then the Muteveli of his own

motion may borrow to spend on the repairs.

If the dedicator has not inserted such a term, the taking of a loan for
the vaqf is dependent on the leave of the Judge, consequently in such a
case, the Muteveli cannot of his own motion without the leave of the
Judge, borrow for the vaqf.

Borrowing at 347. If, when repairs are necessary for the property of a vaqf which
nterest.

has no income to expend, it is not possible to borrow without paying
interest, the Muteveli, by order of the Judge, borrows the money at in-
terest in a lawful way, and spends the reasonable sum on the repairs.

In such a case the Iviuteveli receives both the -principal and interest
out of the income of the dedication.

Avancesby 34S. If a Muteveli, with the leave of the Judge, for the repair of a
Mluteveli. vaqf property, spend a reasonable sum out of his own money, upon the

condition that he is to take again from the vaqf, he takes his expenses
from the income of the vaqf.

If he die before he receives it, his heirs take the money expended, on
production of proof, from the income of the vaqf and from the Muteveli
appointed in the place of the dead man.

Imans and 349. It is not allowed to take a loan to be used in grants to the offi-
advances for
saizzes. cials and beneficiaries.

Consequently, if 1he uteveli borrow money and spend it on grants
for the beneficiaries, he ought to repay the creditor the sum which he
borrowed out of his own money, he cannot take it from the income of
the vaqf.

But if the Muteveli spend out of his own money sums for grants to
the beneficiaries, upon the condition that he was to receive it from the
vaqf by the order of the Judge, then he can receive his money so ex-
pended from the vaqf,
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CHAPTER VII.

ABOUT DEDICATED MONEY.

350. If money is dedicated on the condition that it is to be lent to
those in need, without interest being charged, the Muteveli cannot lend
it out at interest.

351. If the Muteveli lend money, dedicated with the condition that it
shall be let out at interest, and does not stipulate for interest, he cannot
take anything as interest from the person to whom it is lent. If in such
a case the debtor gives a sum to the Muteveli as interest, he may calcu-
late it as payment of the principal.

-But nevertheless, if the debtor give a sum of money to the Muteveli
and tell him that it is the produce of the money. and that he can spend
it for the needs of the dedication, and the Muteveli expend it for that
purpose, then the debtor cannot calculate that money towards payment
of the principal.

352. Interest runs as long as the debt is unpaid.
Therefore as long as the debtor owes the debt, interest also is due.
E.g. If the Muteveli of dedicated money lend a certain sum of money

and agree for interest for five years and after one year the debtor dies, and
two years pass without the principal sum being paid to the Muteveli out
of the estate of the debtor, when the Muteveli takes the said sum from
the estate, he is entitled to take in addition to the principal the interest
earned for the time past up to the time of payment.

Moteveli cannot
lend at interest
money dedicated
to be lent to
needy without
interest.
If Muteveli
lend money
without interest,
debtor need not
pay interest.

Interest runs
while the debt is
unpa4d.

In such a case, the heirs of the deceased cannot contend, that by the
death of the debtor the interest ceased, and that consequently they are
not bound to pay interest for the time which has elapsed after the death
of the person from whom they inherit.

353. If the Muteveli of money dedicated to be let out at interest, lend Suooeding

some of it, and, before he receives the money from the debtor, is can sue.
discharged or dies, when another person is appointed in his place, the
Muteveli, for the time being, can take the said money from the debtors.

354. The debt due to a vaqf from a deceased person, who leaves debts Dedication has

in excess of his estate, cannot be preferred to the rest of the debts. no Preference
over other

The Muteveli of the vaqf ranks as other creditors towards the body creitor.

of creditors.

355. Debts are paid by money similar to that which is lent. Payment Of
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Consequently if a man is lent a fixed sum of Turkish pounds out of
dedicated money, and expends and consumes them on his necessities,
when the Muteveli of the vaqf claims for the debtor similar pounds,
the latter cannot say that he does not give pounds and offer silver
Mejidies or inetaliqs of equal worth with the pounds.

And on the other hand, if the debtor is lent silver Mejidies or metaliqs
the trustee cannot cannot claim Turkish pounds of equal value with the
sum lent.

Nevertheless, in such a case, after the debtor has voluntarily paid his
debt to the Muteveli in Turkish pounds, lie cannot change his mind and
demand the return of the Turkish ponuds and pay the debt in coins
like those lent to him.

TITLE K.

ABOUT GRANTS (VAZAIF, SEE ART. 21.)

Grants, two 356. Grants made as directed by the dedicator out of the income of
ots the dedicated property are divided into two categories:

(a) grants made for work done.
(b) grants made not for work done.

Grant for work 357. A grant made for work done is looked upon as a wage.
done. •Consequently, if the person, entitled to a grant out of the dedication

for work done, forsake that work without lawful reason for a time, he is
not entitled to take the grant for that time.

Again, if after the person, entitled to a grant for work of some office
connected with the dedication, has performed for some years the duties
of that office, and taken from the income of the dedication the grant to
which he was entitled, another person appears, who asserts that tha&
office was appointed for his benefit, and brings an action and proves his
contention, and consequently the office is given to him, the latter cannot
recover back the grant for the years during which he did not discharge
the duties, which the preceding occupier of the office took, on the
ground only that the office belongs to him.

Grant not for 358. For the grant given not against work, the circumstances of the
work. person, in whose favour it was limited, are considered.
Gift or al .s. If he is rich, the grant is looked upon as a gift.

If he is poor, the grant is looked upon as alms.

Arrears not 359. The grants of each year are paid out of the income of that year.payable out of

subsequent year. The grants of one year cannot be paid out of the income of another
year.
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Consequently if a man is lent a fixed sum of Turkish pounds out of
dedicated money, and expends and consumes them on his necessities,
when the Muteveli of the vaqf claims for the debtor similar pounds,
the latter cannot say that he does not give pounds and offer silver
Mejidies or inetaliqs of equal worth with the pounds.

And on the other hand, if the debtor is lent silver Mejidies or metaliqs
the trustee cannot cannot claim Turkish pounds of equal value with the
sum lent.

Nevertheless, in such a case, after the debtor has voluntarily paid his
debt to the Muteveli in Turkish pounds, lie cannot change his mind and
demand the return of the Turkish ponuds and pay the debt in coins
like those lent to him.

TITLE K.

ABOUT GRANTS (VAZAIF, SEE ART. 21.)

Grants, two 356. Grants made as directed by the dedicator out of the income of
ots the dedicated property are divided into two categories:

(a) grants made for work done.
(b) grants made not for work done.

Grant for work 357. A grant made for work done is looked upon as a wage.
done. •Consequently, if the person, entitled to a grant out of the dedication

for work done, forsake that work without lawful reason for a time, he is
not entitled to take the grant for that time.

Again, if after the person, entitled to a grant for work of some office
connected with the dedication, has performed for some years the duties
of that office, and taken from the income of the dedication the grant to
which he was entitled, another person appears, who asserts that tha&
office was appointed for his benefit, and brings an action and proves his
contention, and consequently the office is given to him, the latter cannot
recover back the grant for the years during which he did not discharge
the duties, which the preceding occupier of the office took, on the
ground only that the office belongs to him.

Grant not for 358. For the grant given not against work, the circumstances of the
work. person, in whose favour it was limited, are considered.
Gift or al .s. If he is rich, the grant is looked upon as a gift.

If he is poor, the grant is looked upon as alms.

Arrears not 359. The grants of each year are paid out of the income of that year.payable out of

subsequent year. The grants of one year cannot be paid out of the income of another
year.
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That is to say, if no income is derived from the dedicated property for

one year and for this reason the grants of that year are not paid, but the
second year abundant income is derived, the beneficiaries, after taking
the grant for the second year, cannot demand out of the surplus the
grant also for the first year.

If in such a case the Muteveli, thinking that payment of the grant for
the first year ought to be made out of the income of the second year,

pay a sum to the beneficiaries out of the income of the second year on
account of the grants of the first year, he takes it back from the benefi-
ciaries.

But if the dedicator insert a stipulation that the grants of one year
nr' to be paid out of the income of another year, it is allowed to pay the

grants out of the income of another year.

360. The Muteveli pays away the income of the dedication in the P~ayments made: at the same ratu

same way as he receives it. as the money
was receive .

E.g. If the Muteveli collect the rents of dedicated houses, at the cur-
rent rate in the city of the Turkish pounds at 108 piastres, he will pay

to the beneficiaries at the same rate, the beneficiaries cannot demand
pyment of their grants at the rate of 100 piastres the pound.

And, o the other hand, in this case, the Mateveli cannot give the

beneficiaries the Turkish pound at 110 or 120 piastres.

361. If the dedicator of money impose as a condition that in case the coditicn to

dedicated money diminishes, the grants are not to be given to the bene- princia sum.

ficiaries until the principal is raised by the accumulation of interest, if
the principal becomes diminished, the Muteveli cannot give the grant to

the beneficiaries, until the full principal is raised by the interest. If he
do so, lie is liable to make good the amount.

362. If the Muteveli of a vaqf do not lend the money at interest, and muteeni to
make good

expend on grants to the beneficiaries a sum out of the principal, he is payment out of

liable to make good the amount. rincipal.

In such a case, the Muteveli after payment of the indemnification

cannot make a demand upon the beneficiaries for the monies which he
paid.

363. If the income of the vaqf does not cover the expenses, the coo- Whcre income
does not cover

omies possible are practised by the leave of the Judge. xpenses.

That is to say, if the income of the dedication is much reduced and is
not sufficient for its expenses, the Muteveli applies to the Judge.

The Judge abolishes altogether out of the grants of the dedication
those which are not important, and diminishes those which are im-
portant as far as they admit of it.
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In such a case, the Muteveli acts according to the decision of the
Judge until the pecuniary condition of the dedication is bettered, and
after that he pays the grants strictly according to the conditions made
by the dedicator.

Additions to 364. If the grant, limited originally by the dedicator, for the servants
wages when
neCeSSary, of the dedication, is not sufficient, according to the circumstances of the

time, for their support, and they are of good conduct and apply them-
selves to their work, and it is clear that if their pay is not increased
they will resign, and that if these resign others will not be found to do
their work for the same pay, and that so the work of the vaqf will re-
main undone, with the leave of the Judge a sufficient sum is added to
the grant of the servant out of the surplus. (Art. 165).

Dismissed 365. A person dismissed from his place but performing the duties of
person entitled

to unti the place until his dismissal is made known to him, is entitled to take
the grant for that place until the time when his dismissal is made known
to him.

Prom surplus, a 366. From the surplus which is directed to be given to any persons,
sum is set aside
for repair. certain sums are kept as a reserve for the repair of the dedicated pro-

perty.
E.g. Even if the property of the vaqf has no need of repair at present,

and the surplus of dedication, beyond the fixed expenses, is limited in
favour of the children of the dedicator, the Muteveli keeps out of the
surplus a suitable sum as a reserve, that, in case of necessity, he may ex-
pend it on the repair of the dedicated property, and gives the rest
according to the conditions made by the dedicator to his children.

Mutuveli cannot 367. After the Muteveli of a vaqf, of which the surplus is limited inrecover back

money paid to favour of the children of the dedicator, has paid to the children a sum
beneficiaries. of money as surplus of the dedication, he cannot afterwards, on the al-

legation that he paid that sum out of his own money, with the intention
of taking it out of the surplus, and that no surplus income was derived,
take back those monies from the children.

Year, bow 368. The beginning of the year, as regards dedications whose profits
calenlat'd. are annual, is calculated from the ripening of the fruits, and the first

day of the second year from the end of the first year.

Grants accrue 369. If the possessor of a grant out of a dedication whose profits are
daly. annual, die in the middle of a year, the time elapsed from the beginning

of the year till the date of his death is calculated and there is given to
his heirs a proportional grant.

Riht of 370. The children of the dedicator, born after half the year is past,children born

ubseque,,tly. and in favour of whom there is limited the profits of a dedication pro-

ducing annual profits, have no right to the profits of that year.
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But the children of a dedicator born before the lapse of the half year
are entitled to take a proportional part of the profits from the day of
their birth.

The same rule applies to grandchildren

371. If the dedicator limit the income of his dedicated property in Poor, meanspoor when

favour of his poor descendants or his relations, it is paid to those who mcome is made.

happen to be poor when the income arises, whether they were poor
before it was made or not.

Consequently, if one of the descendants or relations of the dedicator
happens, to be poor as aforesaid before the income arises, and is in
good circumstances at the time when the income is made, he takes no
share out of the income of the dedication.

On the other hand, a share of the income is given to one who is rich
before the income arises, if he has become poor at the time when it is
made.

If, however, for some reason the income is not divided for a year, and
is going to be divided afterwards, it is expended for those remaining
poor at the time of division. Whether they were poor at the time when
the income of those years was made or not.

TITLE L.

ABOUT APPOINTMENTS (DZIRET).

CHAPTER 1.

ABOUT THE GIVING OF APPOINTMENTS.

372. Every place of service in a philanthropic establishment, such as Dzihet

the post of Imam, Khatib, Teacher, Preacher, is called "Dzihet."
P1. "Dzehat."

373. It is not allowed to appoint an unfit person to a post. Appointee mnsb

Consequently, if a person is unfit to discharge the duties of a post, he be a fit person.

is dismissed from the post and it is granted to a fit person.

374. It is not allowed that a post, limited for the benefit of men who Mst be granted

belong to one class, should be granted to men of another class. to peon of theclass directed.
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But the children of a dedicator born before the lapse of the half year
are entitled to take a proportional part of the profits from the day of
their birth.

The same rule applies to grandchildren

371. If the dedicator limit the income of his dedicated property in Poor, meanspoor when

favour of his poor descendants or his relations, it is paid to those who mcome is made.

happen to be poor when the income arises, whether they were poor
before it was made or not.

Consequently, if one of the descendants or relations of the dedicator
happens, to be poor as aforesaid before the income arises, and is in
good circumstances at the time when the income is made, he takes no
share out of the income of the dedication.

On the other hand, a share of the income is given to one who is rich
before the income arises, if he has become poor at the time when it is
made.

If, however, for some reason the income is not divided for a year, and
is going to be divided afterwards, it is expended for those remaining
poor at the time of division. Whether they were poor at the time when
the income of those years was made or not.

TITLE L.

ABOUT APPOINTMENTS (DZIRET).

CHAPTER 1.

ABOUT THE GIVING OF APPOINTMENTS.

372. Every place of service in a philanthropic establishment, such as Dzihet

the post of Imam, Khatib, Teacher, Preacher, is called "Dzihet."
P1. "Dzehat."

373. It is not allowed to appoint an unfit person to a post. Appointee mnsb

Consequently, if a person is unfit to discharge the duties of a post, he be a fit person.

is dismissed from the post and it is granted to a fit person.

374. It is not allowed that a post, limited for the benefit of men who Mst be granted

belong to one class, should be granted to men of another class. to peon of theclass directed.
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E.g. A place, appointed to be granted to the Ulemas of the Hanefi
doctrine, cannot be given to one of the Shafi'i, nor can a place
appointed for the Shafi'i be given to a Hanefi.

Again a place, limited to a Sheykh of the class Naqshbendi, cannot
be given to a Sheykh of the class Shazilliyye, and on the other hand, a
place lirmiited to one of the class Shazilliyye cannot be given to one of
the class Naqshbendi.

If such an appointment is made by any chance, it is revoked and the
place is granted according to the condition of the dedicator.

Death ot 375. If the occupier of a place die, leaving a child of full age and• ppointee.

able to discharge the duties of the post, this child is appointed to it
and not another.

But if the child of the dead man is not competent to discharge the
duties of that post, and his unfitness is proved before the Judge in-his
presence, then this post is not given to him, but to another, who is
competent.

In such a case, the incompetent child of the dead man cannot
interfere with this post by reason that it is his paternal bread.

Transferof 376. The transfer of posts is allowed, but their grant must be made
a e by the Judge.

See Art. That is to say, if the ability of the man to whom the transfer is
6,307. made, is proved, and it is not granted to him by the Judge at the time

of the transfer, the transfer has no force.

Lpereon cannot 377. It is not allowed for one person to hold two places the duties of
hold two posts
of which the which have to be performed at the same time.
duties are to be
performed at the Consequently if two places are granted to one person which according
sane time to the above rule cannot be held together, that person keeps at his will

one of the places and he is made to resign the other.
Where Muteveli 378. If the dedicator direct that the Muteveli shall appoint and
h3 power to
appoint and dismiss the officials of the dedication, the Judge cannot interfere in the
dismiss.

grant of the offices of that dedication, unless the Mateveli proceed to do

some act contrary to law, such as the appointment of an incompetent
person, or the dismissal of a percon from his office without lawful cause.

In such a case, the Judge interferes.

Second appoint. 379. If after the grant of an office to one person, it is granted to an-
ment. other, without there being any reason for the dismissal of the first, the

office belongs to the person first appointed and not to the second.
But if when there is cause to dismiss the first person appointed, he is

dismissed from the office and another person is appointed, then the
second appointment is good.
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CHAPTER II.

ABOUT THE DEPUTATION OF THE OFFICE AND DISCONTINUANCE

FROM ACTING.

380. In respect to a vaqf office, it is allowed to depute the office and Power of office
bolder to

appoint a proxy. bppot prox.

But it must be done with the approval of the Judge.

Consequently one is able, without justifying cause, to appoint, with
the sanction of the Judge, a proxy competent to carry out the duties of
the office which he holds.

The person, who appoints a proxy, acquires a right in respect of the
pay, as long as the proxy receives pay from him during the time of his
appointment.

But if it is directed by the dedicator or by the Judge at the time of
the appointment to an office, that its possessor should discharge its duties
personally, then he cannot appoint a proxy unless there is a justifying
cause.

If he does so, he cannot acquire a right to the pay during the time
the appointment lasts.

381. Those who, without reason, forsake or neglect vaqf offices to Neglect of offLeo

which they are appointed, are dismissed. see A 321.

382 If the occupier of an appointment go away to another country Absence of

and thus interrupt his service for more than three months, the following appointee.

rules are observed.

If his journey to the other place is with the object of performing a
duty incumbent on him, such as a Hajj and the return to his country,
he does not lose his post, but the pay during the time of his business is
deducted.

But if his going away is not for a necessary journey then he is dis-
missed.
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TITLE M.

ABOUT THE RENTING OF VAQFS

Property may be 383. The letting of a vaqf at a rent to a beneficiary under the dedica-
let to beneficiary
under the trust. tion is valid.

E.g. If the Muteveli let a house or workshop, the income derived
from which is settled in favour of the children of the dedicator, to one
of the dedicator's children, the letting is valid.

Muteveli cannot 384. It is not allowed for the Muteveli of a vaqf to let it, of his own
let to himself
without the motion, to himself, even for a rent equal to the value.
leave of the
Judge. But if the Muteveli obtain leave from the Judge, and the Judge let

him that property for a rent equal to the value, then the letting is
valid.

Muteveli cannot 385. If the Muteveli let a property of which he is Muteveli to rela-
let to a relation. tions of his of so near a degree that their evidence would not be admis-

sible in his behalf, even if the letting is for a rent equal to the value,

the letting is not valid.

Consequently, if the Muteveli let the property of such vaqf to one
of his or her relations, ascending or descending, or to her husband or
his wife, the letting is not valid.

Lowe not 386. The contract of letting i3 not dissolved by the death of the
dissolved by Mateveli who agreed to it.
death of
Muteveli. E.g. If the Muteveli let, at a rack rent, for one year, property of

the vaqf for which he is Muteveli and give possession, and die in the
middle of the year, the contract of letting is not dissolved.

On change of 387. If the Muteveli of a vaqf let and give possession of properties of
Muteveli the vaqf for which he is Muteveli, but is dismissed or dies before he re-
during a lease,
'the ne. ceives the rents due from the lessees, and another is appointed in his place,
Muteveli,
entitled to take the right of recovery of the rents belongs to the Muteveli then acting.
the rent.: -

It does not belong to the Muteveli who has ceased to act, nor to the
heirs of the deceased Muteveli.

It rent prepaid, 388. If the Muteveli let the property of the vaqf until the expiration
new Mutevelith lesead fer rd
cannot demand of a fixed term and take the whole rent from the lessee, and afterwards
any. is dismissed or dies before the expiration of the term, and another Mute-

veli is appointed to his post, the Muteveli for the time being, when it is
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proved that the prcceding Muteveli received the whole rent as afore-
said, is not able to demand again rent from the lessor for thetime falling
within the period of his Muteveliship.

Because by the receipt of the former Muteveli, the lessee is released
from the obligation to pay.

389. The dedicated property must be let at a rent equal to its Rent mbstbe
a rack rent.

value.

If the Muteveli let it at a rent less than the value, the following
rules are observed:-

If the deficiency is excessive, the lcase s invalid.

If the deficiepcy is small, the lease is valid.

390. In the letting, the deficiency of the rent is considered excessive W.ru deficiencyofren

if it is one fifth or more less than the value, it is small if it is less oxfesve.

than one fifth below the value.

391. When there is necessity to hire something on account of the vaqf Muteveli must0 hire at fair

it must be hired at the rent equal to the value, rent.

Consequently, if the Muteveli hires something on account of the vaqf,

for a rent excessively above the value, the hiring is not valid.

But the validity of the hiring is not prejudiced by a small excess.

In hiring a rent which is one fifth or more above the value is
considered excessive.

The excess is considered small which is less than one fifth above the
value.

392. If the Muteveli let the dedicated property for a rent excessively How the
difference

below the value, it is required that the value be made good. between the
agreed rent and

If the lessee refuse to make it good, then the Muteveli dissolves isIf te lsse reuseto akeit oodthe th Muevei dssovesrecovered.

the lease and lets the property to another for the rent aecording to
its value. If the lessee has possessed the property for some time before
the lease has been put an end to, the rent according to its value is taken

from him for that time.

393. If the Muteveli of a vaqf let it for a fixed time for a rent equal After lease
granted higher

to its value, and, afterwards, third persons, for some object offer a sum offernot to beaccupted.

above that rent and seek to hire it, their offer is not taken into Con- If rent
increases 50 per

aideration, cent. rent to be
raised.

But if in the course of the term, by common demand, the value of

that property to let has increased to an excessive extent, the hirer is
bound to pay the additional rent for the remainder of the term.
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With reference to the above matter, an increase of the sum up to the
half of the agreed rent is considered an excessive increase.

If in the manner prescribed, the lessee does not consent to pay the
additional rent, the Muteveli dissolves the contract of letting, takes the
property out of the hands of the lessee and lets it to the person offering
to take it at that rent.

[n such a case, if the Muteveli does not dissolve the contract, and the
lessee keeps possession of the property until the expiration of his term,
the lessee must pay the rent named for the whole time of the letting.

The Muteveli cannot ask more from him.

Property in 394. Neither the Aluteveli nor the beneficiary can let to a third
trust for

bitatione party a property the rignt to inhabit which is dedicated.
cannot be let.

Unless necessity. The cases are excepted in which there is absolute necessity for the
vaqf.

Where income 395. When there is a question of a property being let by the Mutevelidedicated,

beneftciai has to a third person for an equivalent rent, and the income from that
ocutyo property is dedicated, the persons, in whose favour the income is settled,

cannot stop the Muteveli from letting that property, relying on the
argument that its income is settled on them and that consequently they
can possess and prevent the letting of it to a third person.

Repairs by 396. If the lessee of a dedicated property, which has need of repair inlessee when

reoverble. any part, and of which the Muteveli is abroad, repair by the order of the
Judge the part having need of repair, expending out of his own money
a reasonable sum, on the condition of taking it back from the vaqf, he
can set off those expenses against the rent.

Where lease 397. In every case, whether the letting of dedicated property isdefective

&mewed rent to defective by reason that the rent is unknown, or it is defective because
be paid. the other conditions constituting a valid letting do not exist, the lessee

must pay a sum equal to the equivalent rent.

There is no indispensable condition (as there is in the case of
properties of pure ownership) in the second case, that the rent must
not exceed the rent agreed upon (Mej. 462).

Where lease 398. The equivalent rent is due, if the lessee possess the dedicatedinvalid, rack

rent to beW property, even if the property is let under a letting which is invalid.
(Mej. 459).

Mateveli can let 899. If a person dedicating a property direct that it shall not be letfor rack rent

although for a sum exceeding a fixed sum, the Muteveli can let it for the equivalentdedicator direct

afnt rent even if this is greater than the fixed sum.
lnt.
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400. If a person, who dedicates houses, direct that the poor shall live I

in them without paying rent, the Muteveli cannot, contrary to the direct that thepoor a to

direction of the dedicator, demand rent from the poor living in those iohabit withoutpaig he

houses by the direction of the Judge. telni rento
demand rent.

In suich a case, if the Muteveli demand rent from the poor living
in those houses, and they pay it to the Muteveli for any time, thinking
that they are bound to do this, they can demand and take it back
from the Muteveli.

401. After the Muteveli has let dedicated property, he cannot dissolve Muteveu caufot

and upset the letting, if the dissolution of the contract is not more bene- revke lease.

ficial to the dedication.

If he do so, the dissolution of the contract is not valid.

TITLE N.

ABOUT WRONGFUL APPROPRIATION OF DEDIATED PROPERTY.

402. The benefits derived from dedicated property must be refunded. Trespasser to

make good leas

Consequently, if one by force seize and for a time take possession of o true ,qr.

a dedicated property, whether it is dedicated to be let at rent or not, in
every case he must pay to the vaqf the equivalent rent for the time lie
possesses it.

E.g. If one wrongfully appropriates or take possession for a time of a
dedicated school or college not dedicated to be let at rent, he must
pay the equivalent rent of that school or college for that time.

But if a man wrongfully appropriates and seizes for a time land which True .qi land.

is true vaqf and cultivates it and diminishes the productiveness of the
field, then the following rules are observed

If the diminution in the productiveness of the field is greater than the
equivalent rent, the wrongful appropriator is condemned to pay the
diminution in productiveness.

If the equivalent rent is greater than the diminution in productiveness,
then he is condemned to pay the equivalent rent.

But since vaqf lands of the Takhsisat category are looked upon as Takllst vaqf

State Lands, and as the wrongful appropriator of State Lands, is not land.

compelled to pay an equivalent rent, and lass of productiveness.
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400. If a person, who dedicates houses, direct that the poor shall live I

in them without paying rent, the Muteveli cannot, contrary to the direct that thepoor a to

direction of the dedicator, demand rent from the poor living in those iohabit withoutpaig he

houses by the direction of the Judge. telni rento
demand rent.

In suich a case, if the Muteveli demand rent from the poor living
in those houses, and they pay it to the Muteveli for any time, thinking
that they are bound to do this, they can demand and take it back
from the Muteveli.

401. After the Muteveli has let dedicated property, he cannot dissolve Muteveu caufot

and upset the letting, if the dissolution of the contract is not more bene- revke lease.

ficial to the dedication.

If he do so, the dissolution of the contract is not valid.

TITLE N.

ABOUT WRONGFUL APPROPRIATION OF DEDIATED PROPERTY.

402. The benefits derived from dedicated property must be refunded. Trespasser to

make good leas

Consequently, if one by force seize and for a time take possession of o true ,qr.

a dedicated property, whether it is dedicated to be let at rent or not, in
every case he must pay to the vaqf the equivalent rent for the time lie
possesses it.

E.g. If one wrongfully appropriates or take possession for a time of a
dedicated school or college not dedicated to be let at rent, he must
pay the equivalent rent of that school or college for that time.

But if a man wrongfully appropriates and seizes for a time land which True .qi land.

is true vaqf and cultivates it and diminishes the productiveness of the
field, then the following rules are observed

If the diminution in the productiveness of the field is greater than the
equivalent rent, the wrongful appropriator is condemned to pay the
diminution in productiveness.

If the equivalent rent is greater than the diminution in productiveness,
then he is condemned to pay the equivalent rent.

But since vaqf lands of the Takhsisat category are looked upon as Takllst vaqf

State Lands, and as the wrongful appropriator of State Lands, is not land.

compelled to pay an equivalent rent, and lass of productiveness.
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So also in respect of vaqf lands of this category he is not compelled to
pay them. (Land Law, Art. 21).

Borrower of 403. It is not allowed to give income bearing vaqf properties as a
waqf properties
is a treapasser. loan for use.

Consequently, if the Muteveli give to another as a loan for use any.
thing out of the Mustaghilat of a vaqf, and the person to whom it is
lent uses it for a time, the latter is looked upon as a wrongful ap-
propriator and is bound to lay to the vaqf rent for that time.

Person entitled 404. If the person, in whose favour a right to dwell in a dedicated
to occupy may
let. house is exclusively given, let that house to another, the rent belongs to

him and not to the vaqf.

Consequently, the Muteveli cannot demand the rent as belonging to
the vaqf.

Person ejected 405. If one possess a dedicated thing wrongfully, although he claims
must pay rent
for time of such possession nnder an agreement or as owner, he must pay the
occupation. equivalent rent.

E.g. If one buy from another for a known price a property and take
and possess it for a time, and afterwards the Muteveli of some vaqf
bring an action and prove that the property belongs to the vaqf of which
he is Muteveli, and, according to the Sacred Law, judgment is given in
favour of the vaqf, the purchaser must pay the equivalent rent for the
time he possessed the property,

In such a case, the purchaser cannot refuse payment of the equivalent
rent, for the reason that he possessed that property under a claim of
ownership, because he had bought it.

Also, if a person take exclusive possession of a property by force, for a
time, and half of it b3longs to him and the other half to the vaqf, he
must pay an equivalent rent for the half share belonging to the vaqf
during the time he possessed it.

Rent to be paid 406. The wrongful appropriator must pay the equivalent rent, even if
.o pofit he did not enjoy the benefits of the thing appropriated.

E.g. If a man wrongfully appropriates, for a time, dedicated land, but
gets no profit from it, leaving it unemployed, he must pay the equivalent
rent for that land to the vaqf for the time he held it as a wrongful ap-
propriator.

Again if one get no benefit from a dedicated house or workshop which
he has appropriated, leaving them closed, he must pay to the vaqf the
equivalent rent of the house or workshop for as long as the appropriation
lasted.
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407. If one without right and by force destroy a property constituting Dernuction of
a charitable establishment, such as a school or place of worship. he must aq pr "

rebuild it as before.

But if he forcibly pull down a building of vaqf Mustaghilat, he is
condemned to mako compensation according to its value when standing.
He is not compelled to build the house as before.

408. If one of those to whom the right of occupying dedicated pro- Tresp- by0 joint beneficiary.
perty is given, by force and to the exclusion of others dwell in it for a
time without the leave of the others, the latter take from the person, ex-
clusively occupying the house, rent according to their shares.

TITLE 0.

OF REPAIRS AND BUILDINGS IN RELATION TO DEDICATED PROPERTY.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE REPAIRS OF DEDICATED PROPERTY VADE BY THI BEGE-

FICIARY WHEN THE RIGHT TO.. INHABIT THE PROPERTY IS

SETTLED ON HIlM.

409. If the person, in whose favour the occupation of a dedicated Additions by
persons entitled

house is limited, execute at his own expense such works as can be to occupy not
given to

separated from the house (see Art. 30) without giving them to the dedIcation.

dedication, these arc looked upon as his property.

Consequently, if in the case of a dedicated house the occupation of
which is limited in favour of the Ulema, the person, who by judicial
grant dwells in it, builds and at his own expense adds certain bnildings
for himself, and after this dies, the building belongs to his heirs.

In such a case, if this house is granted to another of the Ulema, he
becomes owner of that building and pays its value to the heirs of the
deceased.

In the case in which he refuses to pay the value of that building, the
Judge lets the house to another until its value is derived from the rent.

As soon as its value is fully and completely made from the rent, the
house belongs to the person to whom the house was granted.
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407. If one without right and by force destroy a property constituting Dernuction of
a charitable establishment, such as a school or place of worship. he must aq pr "

rebuild it as before.

But if he forcibly pull down a building of vaqf Mustaghilat, he is
condemned to mako compensation according to its value when standing.
He is not compelled to build the house as before.

408. If one of those to whom the right of occupying dedicated pro- Tresp- by0 joint beneficiary.
perty is given, by force and to the exclusion of others dwell in it for a
time without the leave of the others, the latter take from the person, ex-
clusively occupying the house, rent according to their shares.

TITLE 0.

OF REPAIRS AND BUILDINGS IN RELATION TO DEDICATED PROPERTY.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE REPAIRS OF DEDICATED PROPERTY VADE BY THI BEGE-

FICIARY WHEN THE RIGHT TO.. INHABIT THE PROPERTY IS

SETTLED ON HIlM.

409. If the person, in whose favour the occupation of a dedicated Additions by
persons entitled

house is limited, execute at his own expense such works as can be to occupy not
given to

separated from the house (see Art. 30) without giving them to the dedIcation.

dedication, these arc looked upon as his property.

Consequently, if in the case of a dedicated house the occupation of
which is limited in favour of the Ulema, the person, who by judicial
grant dwells in it, builds and at his own expense adds certain bnildings
for himself, and after this dies, the building belongs to his heirs.

In such a case, if this house is granted to another of the Ulema, he
becomes owner of that building and pays its value to the heirs of the
deceased.

In the case in which he refuses to pay the value of that building, the
Judge lets the house to another until its value is derived from the rent.

As soon as its value is fully and completely made from the rent, the
house belongs to the person to whom the house was granted.
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Additions given 410. If the person, in whose favour the occupation of a dedicated
to ,t f. house is limited while he is in a state of good health, erect buildings at

his own expense in addition to that house, and it is attested by witnesses
that he builds it as a gift for the vaqf and he afterwards dies, his heirs
cannot claim those buildings on the alleged reason that they passed to
them by inheritance.

-erso entitled If the person in whose favour the occupation of a house is limited
to occupy, effect in respect of it certain work of the sort which cannot be

separated (see Art. 29), at his own expense, in every case he is considered
to have given it to the vaqf.

Repairs take 411. The expenses of repairs take precedence of grants (see Title K).
precedence of
grants. Consequently, when there is need to repair a dedicated property, the

income which there is cannot be spent on grants.

In such a case, if the Muteveli spent what income there is on grants
and nothing remains for repairs, he is liable to make good the sum
which he expended on grants.

Houe dedicated 412. If a house, the right of occupying which is dedicated, is ruined,to be occupied,

ruined, the following rules are observed:

If the dedicator has imposed a term, that the house is to be repaired
out of the income of the vaqf, then it is repaired, in accordance with
that term, out of such income of the vaqf as there is.

But if the dedicator has not imposed any such term, or if he has
imposed such a term, but there is no income, then the beneficiary repairs
the house ab his own expense.

But if the beneficiary cannot pay the cost of the repair, or refuses to
pay it, although he is able, the house, with the approval of the Judge, is
let by the Muteveli to another, in order that it may be repaired out of
the rents received.

=ai" 413. If a vaqf building, of which the income is settled on the children

,hich the of the dedicator, fall into ruin and have need of repair, the Muteveliincme is

dedicte will spend the income derived on the repairs. The children cannot
refuse e ir assent to this and demand the division of the income among
themselves.
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CHAPTER II.

Anorr BUILDINGS ER.ECTED ON DEDICATED LAN).

414. If the Muteveli erect a building on the land of the vaqf, the fol- Building by

lowing rules are observed :- tuteveli.

If the money spent on the building belongs to the vaqf, the building
in every case belongs to the vaqf, whether the Muteveli has declared and
had it witnessed when the building was erected that he built for him-
self or for the va(jf or not.

If the money expended does not belong to the vaqf but to the Mute-
yeli, then, if at the time of the erection, he has declared and it has been
witnessed that it is built for himself, the building belongs to the M;1uteveli.

But if when the building is being erected, the Muteveli does not de-
clare and cause it to be witnessed that lie is building for himself, and
keeps silence, then the building belongs to the vaqf.

But when the Muteveli who has raised a building at his own expense
is himself the dedicator, even if, while it was being built, he did not de-
clare and cause it to be witnessed that he built it for himself and kept
silence, that building becomes his property.

415. If a person, not being the Muteveli, erect a building on vaqf Buildiwg byperson other

land at his own expense, in every case the building is his property, ne

whether he declares and causes it to be witnessed at the time of the Mutevel.

building that he was building for himself or keep silence.

TITLE P.

EXCHANGE OF DEDICATED 'RflOPERTY.

416. The exchange of a vaqf property is not allowed if the dedicator Exchane whea
has not inserted a term authorising its exchange. allowed.

But if that property does not produce any income for the vaqil', or its
income does not cover its expenses, and so it is shewn that a change will
benefit the vaqf, then, even, if the dedicator has expressly forbidden a

c9hange, the change is allowed with the approval of the Judge and the
leave of the Sultaln.
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CHAPTER II.

Anorr BUILDINGS ER.ECTED ON DEDICATED LAN).

414. If the Muteveli erect a building on the land of the vaqf, the fol- Building by

lowing rules are observed :- tuteveli.

If the money spent on the building belongs to the vaqf, the building
in every case belongs to the vaqf, whether the Muteveli has declared and
had it witnessed when the building was erected that he built for him-
self or for the va(jf or not.

If the money expended does not belong to the vaqf but to the Mute-
yeli, then, if at the time of the erection, he has declared and it has been
witnessed that it is built for himself, the building belongs to the M;1uteveli.

But if when the building is being erected, the Muteveli does not de-
clare and cause it to be witnessed that lie is building for himself, and
keeps silence, then the building belongs to the vaqf.

But when the Muteveli who has raised a building at his own expense
is himself the dedicator, even if, while it was being built, he did not de-
clare and cause it to be witnessed that he built it for himself and kept
silence, that building becomes his property.

415. If a person, not being the Muteveli, erect a building on vaqf Buildiwg byperson other

land at his own expense, in every case the building is his property, ne

whether he declares and causes it to be witnessed at the time of the Mutevel.

building that he was building for himself or keep silence.

TITLE P.

EXCHANGE OF DEDICATED 'RflOPERTY.

416. The exchange of a vaqf property is not allowed if the dedicator Exchane whea
has not inserted a term authorising its exchange. allowed.

But if that property does not produce any income for the vaqil', or its
income does not cover its expenses, and so it is shewn that a change will
benefit the vaqf, then, even, if the dedicator has expressly forbidden a

c9hange, the change is allowed with the approval of the Judge and the
leave of the Sultaln.
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Property taken 417. The mulk property taken as the price, must not be inferior to
in exchangemust have a the vaqf property as regards situation and reputation.
stuation of
equal reputation. Consequently, the situation of the mulk property must, as regards re

putation, be equal to or better than that of the vaqf property.
If it is worse, the exchange is not valid.
E.g. An exchange of vaqf property situated in Diwan Yol for mulk

property situated in Qasm Pasha or in Yene Baghcha is invalid even if
the latter be greater in extent and produces a greater income than the
vaqf property.

Need not be in 418. In order that an exchange may be valid, it is not an indispensa-
the sm city. ble condition, that the mulk property taken in exchange and the vaqf

property should be situated in the same city.

Consequently, the exchange of vaqf property situated in one city for
mulk property in another is valid.

E.g. A valid exchange can be ioaie of vaqf property situated iu Con-
stantinople for inulk property in Snyrna, which has a better reputation
and greater value.

Hxchuge for 419. It is allowed to change dedicated property for cash.

Exchange when 420. It is not allowed to retract from an exchange judicially declared
irrevocable. valid.

That is to say, if a vaqf property is exchanged by the leave of the
Judge and by the order of the Sultan, the conditions required for an ex-
change being in existence, and after the Judge has decided after a
hearing about the validity and irrevocability of the exchange, it is not
allowed to retract from this exchange.

TITlI, E Q.

ABOUT ACTIONS RELATING TO VAQFS CONTAINS TWO CHAPTERS.

CHAPTER I.

WHEN AN ACTION WILL LIE.

An action w'il 421. An action will lie for the price of the grant of vaqf property
e for thle price held in Ijaretein.

of Ijareteinle.

A on 422. If a person brings an action claiming to be a descendant or
elimig relation of the dedicator, he must set out the ties of relationship between
dd-t' r himself and the dedicator. If he is unable to do so, his action is
must eot out h dismissed.
dscent from
the dedicator.
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Property taken 417. The mulk property taken as the price, must not be inferior to
in exchangemust have a the vaqf property as regards situation and reputation.
stuation of
equal reputation. Consequently, the situation of the mulk property must, as regards re

putation, be equal to or better than that of the vaqf property.
If it is worse, the exchange is not valid.
E.g. An exchange of vaqf property situated in Diwan Yol for mulk

property situated in Qasm Pasha or in Yene Baghcha is invalid even if
the latter be greater in extent and produces a greater income than the
vaqf property.

Need not be in 418. In order that an exchange may be valid, it is not an indispensa-
the sm city. ble condition, that the mulk property taken in exchange and the vaqf

property should be situated in the same city.

Consequently, the exchange of vaqf property situated in one city for
mulk property in another is valid.

E.g. A valid exchange can be ioaie of vaqf property situated iu Con-
stantinople for inulk property in Snyrna, which has a better reputation
and greater value.

Hxchuge for 419. It is allowed to change dedicated property for cash.

Exchange when 420. It is not allowed to retract from an exchange judicially declared
irrevocable. valid.

That is to say, if a vaqf property is exchanged by the leave of the
Judge and by the order of the Sultan, the conditions required for an ex-
change being in existence, and after the Judge has decided after a
hearing about the validity and irrevocability of the exchange, it is not
allowed to retract from this exchange.

TITlI, E Q.

ABOUT ACTIONS RELATING TO VAQFS CONTAINS TWO CHAPTERS.

CHAPTER I.

WHEN AN ACTION WILL LIE.

An action w'il 421. An action will lie for the price of the grant of vaqf property
e for thle price held in Ijaretein.

of Ijareteinle.

A on 422. If a person brings an action claiming to be a descendant or
elimig relation of the dedicator, he must set out the ties of relationship between
dd-t' r himself and the dedicator. If he is unable to do so, his action is
must eot out h dismissed.
dscent from
the dedicator.
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423. If a Muteveliship, limited in favour of the descendants of a

dedicator, becomes vacant, and someone appears and claims that lie is a

descendant of the dedicator, and consequently brings an action about the
Muteveliship, his action is dismissed, unless he can shew the ties of

relationship between himself and the dedicator.

That is to say, his action is dismissed if he do not say, "such a one

is my father, and such a one his father, and such a dedicator his father,"

and so trace the genealogical relationship which he holds to the

dedicator, shewing and enumerating the names of the persons
intervening between himself and the dedicator, and allege that he

belon-gs to the family of the dedicator.

When however an action is brought about the descent from a Or fro- ome-
one clearly

relationship to a person, who is clearly proved to be a descendant of the proved to be a
descendant of

dedicator, it is not necessary to prove his ties of relationship to the the dedicator.

dedicator.

E.g. When the Muteveliship of an ancient vaqf is limited in favour

of the descendants of the dedicator, and on their failure, in favour of the
Masters of some school, and the person in possession of the Muteveliship

dies, he being clearly proved to be a descendant of the dedicator, and the
Master aforesaid, thinking that the heirs of the dedicator have failed,
take the office of Muteveli of this vaqf, and afterwards another person
appears alleging that he is a son of the deceased Muteveli, and so bring
an action and offers to prove that he is a son of the deceased, wishing to

take this Muteveliship, the Master of the school cannot refuse to retire
from the Muteveliship until the plaintiff has declared and proved the
ties of relationship subsisting between himself and the dedicator.

Again, if one person, proved to be the child of the dedicator, holds
a post of Muteveli, which is limited in favour of children of children,

and another person appears asserting that he is a son of his full
blood brother (nephew) and consequently a descendant of the dedicator,
and bring an action and prove it in the manner prescribed by law and
desire on this account to share the post of Muteveli, the defendant

cannot refuse to allow him to share on the ground that it is necessary

for the plaintiff to declare and prove the ties of relationships between
himself and the dedicator.

Again, if one proved to be, e.g. a descendant of the fifth generation,

holds the post of Muteveli of a vaqf of which the Muteveliship and

income are limited in favour of the descendants of the dedicator,
and another person appears asserting that he is his cousin, and
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consequently a descendant of the dedicator of tile same generation and

in the same degree, and he brings an action and proves that he is

cousin of the defendant, he shares the Muteveliship and the income.

[n such a case he is not required to declare and prove the bonds oif

relationship subsisting between the dedicator and himself.

Itis not 424. In an action about a va(qf it is not necessary to make mention of
necessary that
thenameof the the Une Of he dedicator.
dedicator should
beknown. That is to say, when ani action is brought about a place as va(If

property, the action lies, even if the name of the dedicator is no longer

remembered.

Grant-collateral 425. If' someone grant finally to another, by tile leave of the
document.

Mutevli, a vaqf property held in Ijaretein, and it is agreed between the

grantor and the grantee that the grant is fictitious and to be lookf,d

upon as istiglal (Art. 20) and afterwards the grantor sues the grantee.

who denies that the grant was fictitious and asserts that in the prese (e

of the Muteveli the grantor had made a final grant of the property, the

action is heard, if the plantiff produce a document bearing the signature

or seal of the grantee, shewing that the grant was fictitious.

But if lie cannot produce such a writing, the Judges are forbidden by

Imperial Order to hear such action.

Consequently if a Judge bear such an action, when no document

exists, and receive the plaintiff's witnesses to prove that the grant was

istiglal (Art. 20) and decide that the grant was istiglal (Art. 20) his

decision is not to be executed.

Parol evidence 426. When a person has, by leave of the Muteveli, finally sold a vL,lf
inadmissible to
contradict property which he held in Ijaretein, and the grant has been put into
'wriing. writing, if he afterwards assert that he conveyed it gratis upon the

condition that the grantee should support him until his death, and

demand the return of the property on the ground that the condition of

maintelauice has not been performed, and when the grantee refuses,

brings an action, it is forbidden to the Judges by Imperial decree to
hear snch actions.

Consequently, if the Judge hear the action and give judgment that

the property is to be returned to the plaintiff, his decision is not to he

carried out.

(The Imperial Order cited in this article was issued on the 28 Rejcb,

1296, and is after the date of the occupation of Cyprus.)

Admiusiou of 427. If one grant ta another, by the leave of the Muteveli, his
antor estopl. property held in Ijaretein, and afterwards admit before the Judge that.
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he validly granted that property by the leave of the 11uteveli, and
the Judge give to the grantee a valid title of grant, the action of the
grantor will not be heard, if he subsequently repent and sue the grantee
on the ground that he conveyed the property upon a defective condition.

428. If one grant to another, by the leave of rhe "Muteveli, his conatmea

property held in Ijaretein, and afterwards assert that the grant was oeummt.

fictitious, and when the grantee denies this, the grantor brings an action
and produces a written document, admissible in evidence, bearing the
signature or seal of the grantee and s;hewing that the grant is fictitious,
the aeion is heard.

If after the death of the grantor, his heirs having the right of
inheritance in the way above mentioned bring an action and produce a
document, their action is heard. I

Again, if after the death of the grantee, his heirs having the right of
inheritance, take possession of the*, property, the action of the grantor
against the heirs of the grantee is heard, if he produce a document
bearing the signature or seal of the grantee.

If both, the grantor and grantee die, leaving heirs having the right or
inheritance, the action of the heirs of the grantor against the heirs of
the grantee is heard, if they bring an action and produce such a
document.

But if the grantee die and le-ave no heirs with the right of inheritance
and the property belongs, as being without owner, to the vaqf, an action
to prove that the grant was fititious is not heard, even if the grantor
produce such a document.

429. If one rent and receive from the Muteveli vaqf property held in EstopplaJof
Ijaretein, and afterwards bring an action alleging that the property was les se.

his own property prior to the letting, his action is not heard.

430. If a person after he has paid rent for a time to a Muteveli for a Estovppeby

property in his possession, on the ground that it belongs to some vaqf, . of

brings an action asserting that the property is his own, his action is not
heard.

431. If one grant a vaqf property held in Ijaretein, for a fixed price, S~topp. by

by leave of the Muteveli, to another and confess that he received that o
price in full, his action brought after this to recover the price is not
heard.

432. If tih children of a dead person sell for a known price and de- 9ppal of
liver to another a property as being their mulk property coming to them endor.

from their father's inheritance, and afterwards bring an action, alleging
that that property is part of the Mustaghilat of a certain vaqf, that their
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father during his lifetime possessed it in Ijaretein, that after his death
it simply passed to them as inheritance, and that consequently the sale
of that property as inulk was not lawful, their action is not heard.

433. When a mal, appointed Muteveli confesses that he has received a
certain sum of money from the vaqf property, and afterwards after tme
lapse of some time, when the accounts are examined, asserts that he did
not receive such moncy, and that his previous confession is false, if lie
bring an action about this it is not heard.

elease abar. 434. After one has granted to another vaqf property held in Ijaretein,
by the leave of the Muteveli, and has by release freed the grantee from
all actions relating to that property if he afterwards allege that lie
granted th itproperty with power of redemption and bring an action
for this against the grantee, his action is not heard.

CHAPTER 11.

ABOUT PRESCRIPTION.

In actions 435. The time of prescription in actions relating to the originalrelating to

orginl dedication of property is 36 years (Mejelld, 1661).
dedication.

Consequently an action relating to the original dedication is not heard,
if it has been omitted to be brought for 36 years.

E.g. If one possess a property for 36 years as his mulk property, with
the knowledge of the Muteveli of a vaqf, and the Muteveli has kept
silence during that time, without any reason recognised by the law, the
action of the Muteveli is not heard, if he allege that that property is
part of the Mustaghilat of the vaqf of which he was Muteveli during
those years.

Again, if the Mluteveli of one vaq- let for 36 years, with the knowledge
of the Muteveli of another vaqf, a property as belonging to the Musta-
ghilat of his vaqf, and the Muteveli of the second vaqf was silent, with-
out an excuse recognised by the law during that time, the action of the
Muteveli of the second vaqf is not heard, if he afterwards brings one
against the Muteveli of the first vaqf alleging that that property is part
of the Mustaghilat of the vaqf of which he has been Mnteveli for more
than 36 years.
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Again, if someone possess for 36 years a field as Arazi-miri6, with the
knowledge of the Muteveli of a vaqf, who, without excuse recognised by
law, kept silence during this tfme, the action of the Muteveli against the
owner of the land by which the Muteveli claims that the field is part of
the Mustaghilat of the vaqf of which he has been Muteveli for those
years is not heard.

Likewise, if the Muteveli of dedicated monies, who livees in one and the

same city with another person for 35 years, and keeps silence without
excuse during that time and brings no action against him, afterwards
brings air action alleging that he has to receive a fixed sum of the monies
of the vaqf due before those years, and the person sued defends the
action, this action is not heard.

436. The prescription in respect of property dedicated in favour of WherepropertyWhndedlicated In

children from generation to generation commences from the time when f8~oU ofchildren froin
the first generation fails, generation to

generation.

E.g. If a property of which the Muteveliship and the income is dedi-

cated in favour of the children of the dedicator from generation to gene-
ration, is sold by a child of the first generation and delivered to another,

and the purchaser receive and possess it for 35 years, and afterwards when
the first generation is wholly extinct, the children of the second genera-

tion are appointed Mutevelis, and after the lapse of a year they bring an
action against the purchaser, alleging that die property is vaqf, this

action is heard.

Because one year scarcely has passed since the first generation became
extinct.

The time passed before this epoch is not counted in the time of pre-
scription.

Again, if, with the knowledge of the children of the lirst generation, a
stranger take for 14 years the Muteveliship, which the dedicator limited

to his children and descendants from generation to getneration, and after-
wards, when the first generation is extinct, the childreni of the second
generation after the lapse of one year bring an action against the stranger
claiming the Muteveliship, the stranger cannot demand the dismissal of
the action on the ground that it is not heard after the lapse of 15 Years.

437. The time of prescription for actions relating to the possession losseuonof
(tessaruf) of vaqf properties extends to 15 years (MejellS, 1660). vnqf properties.

Consequently, actions about possession are dismissed if they are

omitted to be brought without reason for 15 years.

E.g. If someone possesses for 15 years an Ijaretein vaqf property with
the knowledge of another person, who keeps silence during the said time
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without legal excuse, when the latter person brings an action, alleging
that he possessed that property in Ijaretein before that time, his action
is dismissed.

Again, if two persons possess in common for 15 years Ijaretein vaqf
property and during this period neither of them has brought an action
against the other, if at any time afterwards one of them brings en action
alleging that before that time he possessed the property in Ijaretein as
sole owner, his action is dismissed.

Likewise when someone has taken and possessed, with the knowledge
of the Muteveli, as Ijaretein ;t vaqf property for 15 years, and the Mute-
veli during this period has kept silence without legal excuse, if afterwards
he brings an action, alleging, that that property was not rented to this
man and that he seized it without authority, the action of the Mnuteveli
is dismissed (Mejelhk, 1660).

VAqf noney. 438. The time of prescription for actions relating to the corlun of
moniPs made vaqf extonds to 36 years (Mejel16, 1661).

But the time of prescription in actions relating to the interest of such
monies extends to 15 years (Mejell6, 1660).

Posmssion by 439. The time of possession of' the grantor and that of the grantee are
Mifferent
prsongrator added together and calculated together.
snd grutee.Mn

That is to say, if the grantor possess M ustaghilat vaqf property for a
time, and the grantee possesses it for a time, and the sum of the two times
completes the period of prescription, the action of a plaintiff who has
omitted to bring it during those times without legal excuse is dismissed.

E.g. When someone has seized iaqf Mustaghilat and held it as Ija-
retein tenant for 15 ears with the knowledge of a second person, and after-
wards has conveyed it to another, who again has possessed it for 5 years
with the knowledge of the person aforesaid, and that person has kept
silence d tring both these periods without legal excuse, if afterwards that
person brings an action asserting that he possessed that property before
those times as Ijaretein tenant, his action is dismissed because there is
prescription.

Ametor ayd 440. The times of possession of the heir and the person from whoim
he inherits are added together and calculated together (Mejelld, 1670).

That is to say, if somone die after he has possessed vaqf property by
Ijaretein for a certain time, and his heirs having the right of inheritance,
take and possess that property in Ijaretein relying simply on their
rights of succession, and the aggregate of these two periods completes the
time of prescription, the action of the plaintiff is dismissed, if he has
kept silence during those times without legal excuse.
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441. The fact that the defendant proceeds to other defences does not Presriptios,
interfere with the objection of prescription tW the action of the plaintiff. althoghother

defence raised.

E.g. When someone has possessed property on an Ijaretein tenure
without dispute for 15 years to the knowledge of another j:erson, and
afterwards that person brings an action, asserting that he possessed that
property before those years and that the posses.ior has taken it by wrong-
ful appropriation, the objection of the defendant on ac(ount of prescrip-
tion is not rejected if he say that in fact that property was possessed
formerly by the plaintiff, on an Ijaretein tenure, but that 15 yeaars before
with the leave of the Muteveli, he made a final conveyance of ihe pro-
perty to him.

Consequently, proof of the defence of the defendant is not required
but the property is preserved in his possession.

442. When someone, after he has possessed property for 36 years aud Where MutevoUasserts owner Is
more, is sued by the Muteveli of a vaqf who asserts that that property lesses.

is part of the Mustaghilat of the vaqf of which he is Muteveli and that
he let it to the defendant during that time. And if the defendant deny
the action of the Muteveli and assert that that property is his own mnlk
property, the~following rules are observed:

If it is known to the world that the vaqf had leased that property
during that time, the action of the Muteveli is heard.

If it is not known, then the action is dismissed.

44:3. The time of prescription, to cause the dismissal of actions, must Prescriptton

pass without action brought (Mejell6, 1666). runs to time ofaction brought.

Consequently, if one sue another, for a certain matter, before the Judge,
but the action is not decided and so the time of prescription is
completed, this prescription does not prevent the action being heard.

It is required, nevertheless, that the time intervening between the two
eactions should not complete the time of prescription.

If the intervening time completes the time of prescription, the action
is dismissed.

E.g. If one sue another before the Judge, alleging that the defendant
a year before granted him a certain vaqf property, which tie before
owned as Ijaretein, by the leave of the Muteveli, and claim the delivery
of the property, and the defeudant disputes the claim, but when the
action is not adjudicated upon, afterwards after the lapse of 10 years, he
bring another action before the Judge for the same matter, and again it
is not adjudicated upon as also before, and then 7 other years pass, an
action brought after this for the same matter is heard.
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But if, in the first case, he bring an action after the lapse of 15 years
from the first action, the action is dismissed. because the time elapsed
between the two actions, completes the time of prescription.

IFnoranoe of 444. In prescription, ig norn! n :e is not looked up: n :, a %8lid
title no excmse. justification for silence.

E.g. If one hold the Muteveliship of a vaqf for 15 years, with the
knowledge of another, who keeps silence without legal excuse during
that time, and the latter person afterwards brings an action alleging
that before those years the post of M uteveli according to the direction of
the dedicator belonged to him, hut that he was not able to bring his
action for this, because he did not know the direction of the dedicator
and that now he proceeds to the action, this action is dismissed.

A Muteveli 445. The admission of the Muteveli of a vaqf against that vaqf is not
cannot make an
adsion - valid and no effect is to be given to it.
agantth vaqf. Consequently, prescription is not :prevented by the admission of the

Mnteveli against the vaqf.

That is to say, if the Muteveli of a vaqf take and possess a property,

as Mstaghilat of the \,aqf for 15 years, with the knowledge of another
person, who keeps silence during this time without legal excuse, and,
when that person afterwards brings an action, asserting that that
properlty was before those years his mulk property, the Muteveli admits
the contention of the plaintiff, the prescription in respect o1 that action
is not prevented. Consequently the action of the plaintiff is dismissed.

Again, if the Muteveli of a vaqf take and possess for 36 years a
property as part of the Mustaghilat of the vaqf, with the knowledge of
the Mateveli of another vaqf, who keeps silence during that time,

without legal excuse, when afterwards the latter brings an action against
the Muteveli of the first vaqf, alleging that that property is part of the

Mustaghilat of the vaqf of which he is Muteveli, if the Muteveli of the
first vaqf admit that the property, the subject of the litigation, belongs

to the Mustaghilat of the second vaqf, this does not prevent the action
of the Muteveli of the second vaIf being barred by prescription.

Consequently, the action of the Mnteveti of the second vaqf is

dismissed.

Pretoription in 446. The time of the prescription of actions for interest and income
action for
interest or is 15 years.
income. Consequently an action for interest or income, which, without legal

excuse, the Muteveli has omitted to bring for 15 years, is dismissed.

Possemion of 447. The time of prescription in action relating to the possession of
"aLq land of
Takhsisat vaqf lands of the Tahksisat category is 10 years.
category0-0-t)
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But the time in actions relating to the reversion in them is 36 years. Reverst-n (riqbe).

448. in prescription the lunar year is in force, and not the sobar LnAr year.

year.

Consequently the time of prescription ought to be calculated according
to the lunar year.

449. Iu actions about philantheopic establishments appointed for the Common

common benefit, there is no prescription (Mej. 1675). no prscrpton

N.-B.-As to prescription in actions to recover iinmoveable property
in Cyprus see Acts IV. of 1886, and V. of 1887.

TjTLri, Lt

Anonr PA RTIES TO AOTIONS.

450. In every action relating to the ownership (riqbe) or to the When premce
possession (tessaruf) of Ijaretein vaqf properties, the presence of the orquited.

required.

Muteveli is required. Whether the lessee of the estate is plaintiff or
defendant.

But in the case of wrongful appropriation of ljaretein vaqf property,
the lessee can bring an action against the wrongful appropriator,
without the presence of the Muteveli being required.

E.g. If one bring an action against another, alleging that he is
entitled to the possession (tessaruf) as tenant by Ijaretein of certain
vaqf property, part of the Mustaghilat of a vaqf, which is in the

possession of the other person, in order that the action may be valid,
the presence of the Muteveli of the vaqf is required.

Again, if one bring an action about a property, held by another on
an Ijaretein tenure as M{ussaqafat of some vaqf, alleging that that
property is his own mulk property, or, that he is Ijaretein tenant, such
action is invalid, if the Muteveli is not present.

Consequently, if the J udge hear this action, contrary to the above
prohibition, in the absence of the Muteveli, and give a decision about it
his judgment is not to be carried out.

But if someone bring an action about Ijaretein vaqf property held by
another, alleging that the defendant wrongfully appropriated- and took
it, whilst he, the plaintiff, was Ijaretein tenant, the action coming on
in the ab~ense of the Muteveli, is heard.
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TjTLri, Lt

Anonr PA RTIES TO AOTIONS.
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possession (tessaruf) of Ijaretein vaqf properties, the presence of the orquited.

required.

Muteveli is required. Whether the lessee of the estate is plaintiff or
defendant.

But in the case of wrongful appropriation of ljaretein vaqf property,
the lessee can bring an action against the wrongful appropriator,
without the presence of the Muteveli being required.

E.g. If one bring an action against another, alleging that he is
entitled to the possession (tessaruf) as tenant by Ijaretein of certain
vaqf property, part of the Mustaghilat of a vaqf, which is in the

possession of the other person, in order that the action may be valid,
the presence of the Muteveli of the vaqf is required.

Again, if one bring an action about a property, held by another on
an Ijaretein tenure as M{ussaqafat of some vaqf, alleging that that
property is his own mulk property, or, that he is Ijaretein tenant, such
action is invalid, if the Muteveli is not present.

Consequently, if the J udge hear this action, contrary to the above
prohibition, in the absence of the Muteveli, and give a decision about it
his judgment is not to be carried out.
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another, alleging that the defendant wrongfully appropriated- and took
it, whilst he, the plaintiff, was Ijaretein tenant, the action coming on
in the ab~ense of the Muteveli, is heard.
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Where more 451. If the vaqf property, the subject matter of the action, is mixedAhan the vatif

conoerned. with other vaqfs, the presence of all the Mutevelis of those vaqfs is
required. The presence of some only of them is not sufficient.

Muqata'a vaqf. 452. The presence of the Muteveli of the vaqf is not required in actions
about the buildings and trees comprised in properties of which the land
is MAuqata'a vaq f and the buildings and trees upon it pure mulk.

But the presence of the Muteveli is required in an action relating to
the land of the vaqf.

Us.ee of 453. If one lets to another his Ijaretein vaqf property and sue the
Ilaretein vaqf.
can sue without lessee for arrears of rent the presence of the Muteveli of the vaqf is notMuteveli. required in action.

Actions for price 454. T'lhe presence of the Muteveli is iot required in actions to re-
cover the price on alienation.

That is to say, if someone bring an action against another alleging
that he has to recover from him a fixed sum of money, as the price of
such a property, which lie has granted to him by the leave of the Mute-
veli and which is a Mastaghilat vaqf possessed in Ijaretein, the presence
of the Muteveli is not required in the action.

Action to settle 455. When one of the holders of two adjacent Ijaretein properties,boundaries

between two which belong to different vaqf, brings an action against the other owner
vaqfs. for trespassing beyond the boundaries of the property held by him, the

presence of the Mutevelis of both vaqfs is required.

Action for 456. In an action to recover payment of the equivalent rent due by a
damages against
wrongful wrongful appropriator, who has taken possession by force, of a land held
appropriator, in Ijaretein, the litigant is the Muteveli of the vaqf and not the Ijare-

tein tenant.

Unless the Muteveli has appointed the Ijaretein tenant to represent
him in this action.

Action about 457. In actions about the benefit of a dedication brought by those in
benefit whose favour the dedication was made, one of these can be a litigant.

Claim to 458. If someone claims that he also by the terms used by the dedi-
cator has a right to the office of Muteveli held by certain persons as
joint owners, one only of those who possess the Muteveliship is made
defendant, the presence of the rest is not required.

Consequently, the judgment given against one of them is of force
against tle rest.

But in order that the judgment given should bind the rest of the heirs,
it is necessary that the claim of the plaintiff should be proved.
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E.g. If while certain of the descendants of the dedicator are in pos-

session of the Muteveliship of a vaqf limited in favour of the children of

the dedicator, someone appears and brings an action, in the presence of

one only of the possessors of the office, and alleges that he also is a des-

cendant of the dedicator, and proves his claim by evidence, and judgment

is given accordingly, this judgment binds also the rest of those who

hold the office.

Again, if while certain descendants of the dedicator of the second

generation hold the Muteveliship of the vaqf, limited in favour of the

descendants of the dedicator from generation to generation, someone

appears and brings an action in the presence of one only of those who

hold the office and asserts that he is a child of the dedicator of the first

generation and proves his claim in the manner required by law, the

judgment given in his favour binds also the rest of those who hold the

office.

Consequently, in such a case, all those who hold the Muteveliship are

dismissed and it is awarded to the plaintiff.

459. If two persons claim a Muteveliship which is vacant, while the Ooinglain

person in whose favour it is given by the terms used by the dedicator to MuevellslL

is not yet fixed, the claim cannot be tried in an action between these two

persons.

Consequently, a representative of the vaqf is appointed by the Judge

in whose presence action is brought.

460. In action about vaqf properties of which the rent or right of Muteveli to me

occupation is dedicated, the Muteveli of the vaqf must be a party to the not beneficiary.

action and not the person in whose favour the rent or benefit is limited.

E.g. If one bring an action alleging that the rent or profit of a certain

house tenanted by another is limited in his favour, this action is not

heard merely on the ground that the vaqf is limited in favour of that

person if the Muteveli of the vaqf is not the plaintiff.

But if the Judge give leave to the beneficiary to sue and pernit his Unless judge

suit, then the beneficiary also may bring or defend an action. gives leave.

461. In actions about philanthropic establishments limited and be- One of the
publi tay be alonging to the public benefit, one of the public call sue (Mejelld, 1644). nitignut in cage

0of public vacif.
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1 1 EVIDENCE.

TITLE S.

ABOUT EVIDENCE IMLATING TO VAQFS.

CHAPTER 1.

WHAT EVIDENCE IS ADMISSIBLE.

Evidenceof 462. The evidence of a beneficiary in favour of a vaqf is admissible
beneficiary in
favour of in a matter relatiug to the dedicated property itself.
vaqf admissible,
in an action
about the E.g. Jf the Muteveli of money made vaqf brings an action against
property. someone who owes a fixed sum of money out of the capital monies of the

vaqf, the evidence of the beneficiaries of that vaqf in favour of the Mute-
veli is admissible.

Again if the Muteveli of a vaqf bring anl action against the possesst,r
of a property, alleging that it is part of the Mustaghilat of the vaqf, but
the possessor of the property defends the action and alleges that the pro-
perty is his private property, the evidence of the beneficiaries of the vaqf
in favour of the iluteveli is admissible.

463. If in a case in which in an action about a vaqf the Muteveli is
required to produce witnesses, he says he has no witnesses and after-
wards produces some, these are rcceived.

Evidence of 464. The evidence of a beneficiary in favour of the vaqf when it is a
beneficiary not
admissibleln question about the interest or income due to the vaqf is not admissible.
action for
income. E.g. If the Muteveli of vaqf money bring an action against someone,

alleging that he has to receive a fixed sum of money as interest of money
which he lent to him out of the vaqf monies, and the defendant disputes
the claim, the evidence of the beneficiaries of the dedication in favour of
the Muteveli is not admissible.

Again, if the Muteveli of a vaqf brings an action against someone,
alleging that he had let to him such a property out of the vaqf propertis,
and that he has to receive from him on account of deferred rent (Muejele)
a fixed sum of money, and the person sued disputes the claim, the evi-
dence of the beneficiaries of that vaqf in favour of the Muteveli is not
admissible.

As to anient 465. The evidence of witnesses that a place is ancient vaqf is adinki-
vaqf. sible, although they do not mention the name of the dedicator.
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466. Witnesses deposing that a person is a descendant of the dedicator Evidenue ot

ought to declare the bonds of relationship -existing between him and the descent.

dedicator.

Consequently, the evidence of witnesses declaring absolutely that

someone is a descendant of the dedicator is not admissible if they do not

declare the ties of relationship between them.

But when the plaintiff asserbs that he is the descendant or relation of

someoue, who is proved to be a descendant of the dedicator and witnesses

depose agreeably to this allegation, this evidence is considered sufficient,

and there is no need to prove the ties of relationship between the plaintiff

and the dedicator.

467. The decision of a Judge in favour of himself about vaqf property Beneficiary

or its income of which the benefit is appointed for hiinself is not to be Caot bejudge,

executed.

E.g. If the Mateveli of a vaqf, the income of which is dedicated for

the benefit of the Judge of a certain city, bring an action before the

Judge, alleging that a property possessed by someone as pure nnmlk and

situated in that city is part of the Mustaghilat of that vaqf, and when

the person sued denies the truth of his allegation, proves his claim by

witnesses, the decision in respect of this given by that Judge is not to

be into execution.

The trial of such cases is taken before another Judge to whom is coin-
mitted the trial in that city of such vaqf cases, if there is such a Judge,

but if there is no such Judge, the procedure required by Art. 1809 of

the Mejell is followed.

N.B. Many of these sections would not now be in force in Cyprus

Courts other than the Sheri' Court.
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CHAPTER IJ.

ABOUT ifARSAY EVIDENCE.

About orginal
sQ. 468. Hearsay evidence about "original dedication" (asl vaqf) is

admissible, if the ownership of the possessor is not based on some ground
regarded by law as a means of ownership,

In this matter, by "asl vaqf" is meant the things relating to the
dedication, on which the validity of the dedication depends.

E.g. If the Muteveli of a vaqf brings an action about a property pos-
sessed by someone, alleging that it is the property of the vaqf, and the
person sued alleges that that property is his absolute mulk without
shewing the reason of his ownership and so disputes the claim of the
Muteveli, without declaring any reason regarded as a means of acquiring
ownership, the hearsay evidence of persons deposing in favour of the
claim of the Muteveli is admissible.

But if the ownership of the possessor is based on a ground regarded in
law as a means of acquiring ownership, such as purchase, gift and inher-
itance, then hearsay evidence about the original dedication is not admis-
sible, but the proof of the judicial sanction (tesjil vaqf) is required and,
in respect of that, hearsay evidence is not admissible.

E.g. If someone has bought a property from another and possesses it
as pure mulk, and the Muteveli of a vaqf brings an action, alleging that
that property belongs to the Mustaghilat of that vaqf, hearsay evidence
in support of the Muteveli's. claim is not admissible.

469. Hearsay evidence which relates only to the terms of the dedica-
44c,tion. tion is not admissible.

E.g. If one of the descendants of the dedicator bring an action, alleging
that the dedicator directed that the income of a property, held as dedi-
cated for the benefit of a certain object, should be applied for the benefit
of his children and their descendants, hearsay evidence in support of the
plaintiff's claim is not admissible.

Hearsay evidence about the terms of the dedication is admissible how-
ever, when on the defendant denying that a place is original vaqf, the
witnesses who give hearsay evidence about its being original vaqf give
evidence also about its terms.
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CHAPTER Il.

As TO BURDEN OF PROOF (M j. 1756).

470. Evidence of health is preferred to that of mortal sickness. E.idenceof
health.

E.g. If, after someone has dedicated a mnlk property of his, and put

the Muteveli in possession, and obtained the judicial decision that the

property is irrevocably dedicated, he dies, and his heirs bring an action
alleging that he dedicated that property when lie was in a state of

mortal sickness, but the Muteveli defends the action and says that the

act of dedication was made when the dedicator was in good health, and

both the litigants bring evidence of their allegations, the evidence of the

Muteveli is preferred.

Again, if someone has no heirs at all entitled to inherit, and after lie
has granted to another, with the leave of the Muteveli, an Ijaretein vaqf
in his possession, he dies, and the Muteveli bring. an action, alleging

that the grantor made a grant of that property during the time of his
mortal illness, and that on this account the grant is invalid, and that

the property as Mahlonl belongs to the vaqf but the grantee alleges that

the grant was made when the grantor was in a state of health, and that
consequently it is valid, the evidence of the grantee is preferred, if
both the litigants are willing to bring evidence in support of their
allegation.

471. If, after someone has erected at his own expense a building on a Buildingon

vaqf site possessed by him at a rent, the Muteveli brings an action Va land.

alleging that the defendant erected the building by his order on the

condition that he should bring the expense into account against the rent,

but the defendant asserts that he erected it for himself, if both parties
are willing to call evidence, the evidence of the Muteveli is preferred.

472. The proof a particular thing is preferred to proof of a general Gene aland
particularthing (Mej. Art. 64). propositona.

That is to say, when the children of the first geaeration of the

dedicator are the possessors of the income of a vaqf, if the children of
the second generation of tile dedicator bring an action alleging that the

iWcome of that vaqf had been appointed in favour of the descendants of

the dedicator generally, and the children of the first generation of the
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dedicator allege that the income was dedicated in favour of the children
and descendants of the dedicator from generation to generation, if both
parties are willing to bring evidence in support of their contention the
evidence of the children of the first generation is preferred.

The same thing applies to the Muteveliship.

Common 473. If the Xteveli of a vaqf contends that certain lands, situated
at a place belong to the vaqf, whilst the owner of the land alleges that

they are Arazi-Mirie, if they both wish to prove their contention, the

evidence of the person who relies on common talk is preferred.

That is to say, if there is a common talk that the lands are vaqf, the

evidence of the Muteveli is preferred.

On the other hand if the common talk is that the lands are Arazi

Miric then the evidence of the owners of the land, is preferred.

h'lere being no common talk in favour of anyone the following rules

will be observed.

If the lands are in the possession of the vaqf the evidence of the

owner of tlhe land is preferred because he is not the possessor. (Mej.

Art. 1757).

But if they are possessed by the Beit-ul-inal then the evidence of the

Muteveli who is not the possessor is preferred.

Aotion for 474. An action, the subject matter of which is a vaqf property, is
,aqfproperty. looked upon as an action for unconditional ownership,

Consequently if each of the Mutevelis of two vaqfs alleges that a

certain place belongs to the vaqf of which he is the Muteveli and one of
them is in possession of it, the evidence of the one who is not in

possession is preferred (Mej. Art. 1757).

Also if someone claims the unconditional ownership of a place,

without fixing the time when his right first arose, and the Muteveli
of a vaqf alleges that such place is vaqf, the evidence of the person not
in possession is preferred, if one is in possession and the other is not.

That is to say, if suclt place is in possession of the person claiming

the unconditional ownership, the evidence of the Muteveli is preferred.

But if it is in possession of the Muteveli the evidence of the person
claiming the unconditional ownership, is preferred.

Ownership f 475. In an action about ownership acquired at a fixed date, the evi-

fted date. dence of the person claiming the ownership from the earlier date is

preferred (Mejeiid, Art. i 760).
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That is to say, if each of the Muteveli's of two vaqfs alleges that a
certain place belong to the vaqf for which he is Muteveli and they both
fix the date when the right of ownership first arose and the date fixed by
one of them is prior to that fixed by the other, the evidence of the
Muteveli relying on the earlier date is preferred.

TITLE T.

CIRcuMsrAxCES UNDER WHICHOI THE HUT.EVEL[ IS REQUIRED TO

TAKE AN OATH AND VICE VERSA.

476. In an action regarding a vaqf, the Muteveli of such vaqf is When -Mte-,li
called ia total:Q

not called upon to take an oath unless he be a party to the contract sued an oath.

upon (MejellM, Art. 1748).

E.g. If a person brings an action and alleges that a vaqf property in
the possession of the Muteveli is his mulk property and fails to prove
his contention he is not entitled to call upon the Muteveli to take an
oath.

Also, if the Muteveli of vaqf money brings an action against someone
claiming a fixed sun of money due for money lent by his predecessor,
and the defendant denies the claim setting up as a defence that he paid
the amount in f tll to the predecessor while he was in office, and fails to
prove his allegation, he cannot call upon the Muteveli at the time being
to deny it on oath.

Also, if, after someone has admitted that he owes a fixed sum of
mloney to such a vaqf, he afterwards retracts his admission and alleges
that lie does not owe so much and that his admission was false, he can-
not call upon the Muteveli to swear that his admission was not false.

But a Muteveli who is a party to a contract is liable to take an oath.

E.g. If someone alleges that he has let to the Muteveli for a limited
term, a Mustaghilat vaqf, which is in the possession of the Muteveli,
and the Muteveli denies; if such person brings an action claiming deli-
very of the property, he can, in case he fails to prove his contention, call
upon the Muteveli to state on oath that he did not let such property to
him.

In the same way, if someone alleges that the Muteveli of a vaqf has
bought from him and receive delivery of certain things for the neces-
sities of the vaqf, and brings an action claiming the purchase money,
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BURDEN OF PROOF. 123

That is to say, if each of the Muteveli's of two vaqfs alleges that a
certain place belong to the vaqf for which he is Muteveli and they both
fix the date when the right of ownership first arose and the date fixed by
one of them is prior to that fixed by the other, the evidence of the
Muteveli relying on the earlier date is preferred.

TITLE T.

CIRcuMsrAxCES UNDER WHICHOI THE HUT.EVEL[ IS REQUIRED TO

TAKE AN OATH AND VICE VERSA.

476. In an action regarding a vaqf, the Muteveli of such vaqf is When -Mte-,li
called ia total:Q

not called upon to take an oath unless he be a party to the contract sued an oath.

upon (MejellM, Art. 1748).

E.g. If a person brings an action and alleges that a vaqf property in
the possession of the Muteveli is his mulk property and fails to prove
his contention he is not entitled to call upon the Muteveli to take an
oath.

Also, if the Muteveli of vaqf money brings an action against someone
claiming a fixed sun of money due for money lent by his predecessor,
and the defendant denies the claim setting up as a defence that he paid
the amount in f tll to the predecessor while he was in office, and fails to
prove his allegation, he cannot call upon the Muteveli at the time being
to deny it on oath.

Also, if, after someone has admitted that he owes a fixed sum of
mloney to such a vaqf, he afterwards retracts his admission and alleges
that lie does not owe so much and that his admission was false, he can-
not call upon the Muteveli to swear that his admission was not false.

But a Muteveli who is a party to a contract is liable to take an oath.

E.g. If someone alleges that he has let to the Muteveli for a limited
term, a Mustaghilat vaqf, which is in the possession of the Muteveli,
and the Muteveli denies; if such person brings an action claiming deli-
very of the property, he can, in case he fails to prove his contention, call
upon the Muteveli to state on oath that he did not let such property to
him.

In the same way, if someone alleges that the Muteveli of a vaqf has
bought from him and receive delivery of certain things for the neces-
sities of the vaqf, and brings an action claiming the purchase money,



124 OATH OF MUTEVELL

and tle Muteveli denies the claim, and the claimant fails to prove his
oontention, in such a case lie can call upon the Muteveli to deny it on oath.

Also when a Muteveli brings ali action against the lessee of a vaqf
property claiming rent, due in arrears, and the lessee alleges that he has
paid in full and delivered such rent to the Muteveli and that he owes
nothing, and the Muteveli denies that he has received the money, and

denies the truth of the defence, and the lessee fails to prove his conten-
tion, such lessee is entitled to call upon the Muteveli to take an oath.

477. A Judge can call upon a Muteveli who is guilty to take an oath
as to whether he has committed any breach of trust against the vaqf

without referring to a specific instance.

TITLE U.

ADISSION.

Adrision of 478. No admission of a Muteveli against a vaqf is allowed.
Huteveli does
not bind the
vaqf. E.g. If someone brings an action in respect of vaqf property possessed

by a Muteveli alleging that it is his mulk property and the Muteveli
admits and acknowledges the plaintiff's claim, the admission of the Mute-
veli is not binding on the vaqf.

Consequently, an admission of this nature is not a ground for a deci-
sion against the vaqf.

That property k 479. If someone says that a property possessed by him is vaqf, his word
vaf. is taken to refer to an admission that such property had previously been

made vaqf, and not as a dedication made at the time. Consequently

the terms of dedication need not be included in the admission (Mejell6,
1628).

Mradmion of 480. If someone, in whose favour the income, occupation or Muteve-
beucftoiary. lisbip of a yaqf is limited, admits that someone else, who is not proved

to be one of the beneficiaries, is also one of the beneficiaries, his admis-

si.u is given effect to so far as he is concerned, but not as regards his

qp-benefiqiaries, if any. (MejelM, Art. 78).

Consequently, the person in whose favour the admission is made
becomes a co-beneficiary so far as regards the share of the person making
the admission and not as regards the share.s of the others if any. After
tie death of a person having so made an admission, his admission ceases

tp be in force.



ADMISSION. i.MO

Consequently, his children are not bound by the admission of the
deceased.

481. An admission made by an Ijaretein tenant against a vaqf in
respect of the ownership (tessaruf) of an Ijaretein property is not valid.

E.g. If someone brings an action claiming the ownership of an Ijare-
tein Mustaghilat vaqf held by another, and the defendant admits that
that property belongs to the plaintiff his admission is not given effect to
or binding on the vaqf.

Consequently, if a Judge decides that that property is the plaintiff's,
basing his decision upon an admission of this kind, his decision is not
valid.

Also if the Muteveli of a vaqf bring an action alleging that an
Ijaretein Mustaghilat property of another vaqf belongs to the vaqf
for which he is Muteveli and the defendant admits the action, his
admission is not valid nor is effect given to it.

482. If the Muteveli of dedicated money bring an action against OW bydebtor.

someone, claiming a sum of money, which he alleges had been lent to
him by his predecessor out of the estate of the vaqf for which he is
Muteveli, and the defendant denies the claim, but promises at the same
time to pay the amount claimed if the former Muteveli appears
and states that he lent him the money, if afterwards the ex-Muteveli
appears and states that he lent him so many piastres, and the defendant
does not admit that statement, he is not looked upon as having
admitted that the amount is due by his mere promise.

In such a case if a Judge, basing his decision on the mere promise,
adjudge the defendant to pay the amount claimed, his decision is
invalid.

But if the defendant admits the statement of the ex-Muteveli, then
he is adjudged to pay the stum claimed on the ground that he has
admitted the same.

In the year of Egira 1807.
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'WO SSARY OF TECINICAL AND OTHER TERMS USED

IN THE TREATISE.

TURKLSTI-EiV GUISH.

Adi (5 A) -Customary (Art. 41).
Alifad (a.-- )-Grandchildren (Art. 22).
Arazi Kharajic (yi.,-y. >,) -One sort of Mvulk land, being land left

at thie binre of the conquest in the hands of non-Musslinan owners
(Land Code, Art. 2). On the death of the owner without heirs it
belongs to the Beit-ul-nial and becomes subject to the same Law as
Arazi Miri.

Arazi 3"Mevat (cly. ,zll) -One sort of waste land. (Sec Land Code,
Art. 6.)

.'razi Medke (,5k 11-,!)-Land possessed absolutely, land held in
fee simple.

There are four sorts:
1. Building sites within a town or village and places on the

borders of towns or villages, considered necessary to complete a
habitation, being at rnost half a donum in extent.

2. Land separated from Arazi Miri6 and made Mulk in the
manner hereinafter described.

3. Arazi Ushrie.
4. Arazi Kliaraji6.

Arazi Mirii (a. lfl)-A class of lands, the reversion (riqbe) of
which belongs to the Beit-ul-mal, and of which the transfer and
grant of possession is carried out by Turkish Government.

Arazi Ushrie ( zP.1_1)-Land given and distributed at the time
of the conquest to those who had seized it.

On the death of the owner without heirs it belongs to the Beit-
ul-mal and becomes subject to the same law as Arazi Niirid.

Avariz Vaqi (.;* ,jP)-Vaqf for the poor of a neighbourhood
(Art. 36).

Bedeli Firagh (El) J-z)-Money consideration for a sale (Art. 17).
Beit-ul-mal (JA C, ')-Government Treasury.
Bcrat (,.=j)-Commission, Letters Patent.
Bezestan (1 ,kr)-A covered market place for the sale of valuable

things.



H1. TURKISH71-ENGLISHII.

Cliflik ( -A farm.

Defter Kh4aqani (jW. i) -- The office where the real estate registers

are kept..
Dhur, iyat , -Children and grandchildren (Art. 2-1).

Dzihet-See J ihet.

Ehli Vezaif ( j%1\l; Ja) -People who receive salary and victuals from

a vaqf (Art. 21).
EvIad Sulbie (A-. -j,)-Children (Art. 23).

Evqaf (jih)-Plu. of vaqf (Art. 2).

EvqafMazbuta ( j,. jl)-Vaqfs administered directly by the

Minister of Evqaf (Art. 33).

EvqafJlfulhaqa (A!J.. $9 l)-V'qfs administerd by a. special trustee

under the supervision of the Minister of Evqaf.

Evqrf Mustesna (iZl L. .4 ) -Yaqfs administered by special trustees

without the supervision of the Minister of Evqaf.

Faqir (.j)-Poor.

Farigh (L.i) -The alienor of poperty (Art. 17).

Firagh (e.y;)-Alication of property (Art. 17).

Eiraqh bedeli (e.,i J. .)--MNoney consideration for alienation (Art. 17).

Eiragh bil vefa ( j% ), -Mortgage (Art. 19).

Firagh gati' (dj L s)-i,:al alienation (Art. 18).

Gedik (AI4) -Tools, &c., on vaqfs (Art. 40).

Ghairi Lazim (r3V A.i)-evocable (Art. 4).

Ghalle-i-vaqf .ij 'i.)-The income of a vaqf (Art. 5).

IIajj (.)--A pilgrimage.

Hanefl (y:,) -Of the Hanefi Sect.

Haremein Sherifein (Q'M ,.,,)-The Holy Cities-Mecca, Medina.

i.9jet (,.-)-A title-deed.

!Iuquq ( 9.)--ights, appurtenances of real property.

Ituquq tessaruf L GL-)-Right of using and disposing.

ijare (,1.. I)-Rent.

ljare misl (JI. ..- Equivalent rent, rent equal to the value to let of

the property, rack rent, fair rent.

Ijaretein (L-..A )-Two rents (Art. 35).



'URKIS11--EKaLIS .Iii.

ljareteinlu (~ .)-With payment of Ijaretein also written Ijarcteiuit.

hiare Vahide (._.L.-lj )..)-One rent (Art. 38).

Ijare Vahidela Evqaf (i. -, ', .. .1)-Evqaf let at a simple rent,

Art. 38.
(lam (t ,.s)-Judgment of a Sheri' Court.

Inam (ril) -1 leader in prayer.

trmarat (,:,1.P)-Poor houses, soup kitchens.

Intigal (JUr2l -Inheritance, succession,
Istibdal (J ..LI-Exchangc, Art. 3 1,
Istighlal (jYiz)-A mortgage. with the condition that the mortgagor

should become tenant of the mortgagee, Art. 20.

Jabi Vaqf " .. )-The collector of the income of ie vaqf, Art'.

12.
Jami Q. )-A mosque.

Jihat (.:,, ) -Plu. of Jihet, Art. 372.
Jihet (z..)-A vaqf appointment, Art. 372.

Khademe (A.-.L4)-Servant, Officer.

Khairat (,. A.A)-Pious foundations,

Kharqj ('. |.)-Tax.
Kharajid (4 . -)-See Arazi Kharaji6,

Lazim (r-SJ) -Irrevocable, Art. 4,

Mahlul (J. i)-Escheat, lapse.

Mal 31uteqavvinz (r,! JL,)-A thing of which the use is lawful anl

the possession has been acquired, Art. 46.
Mazbata (&.,)-The judgment of a Civil Court.
Aflazbuta (&d 2 -See Evqaf Mazbuta.

Mefrugh bihi (. LjtA)-A vaqf property alienated, Art. 17.

Mefrugh lehi (A _%ji)-The grantee of a vaqf property alienated,

Art. 17.
Meremat ghairi Mustehliha (,4lrz.. , ¢.,,)-Work on a house which

can be separated, Art. 30.
Merernat Mustehlika ( . ., -)-Work on a house which cannot be

separated, e.g. painting, Art. 29.
JMeshrutun lehi (A Jj.,_L)-Beueficiaries, Art. 7.

Mesjid (.k,.)-A small mosque.



iv. TIURASTI-P NGLIS It.

Mevat (. ,I..) -A class of waste land. (Loaind Cute, Art. 6,)
Mevqzf (jA,a)-dedicatcd, Art. 1.
Mevqufun aleihi (4 .,) -Beneficiary, Art. 7,

Afiri (& .)-See Arazi Miri.
Muajele (+.-)-Rent in advance, Art. 187,

Muejele (4,.7.)-Rent paid afterwards, Art 187.
Ofluessesati Khairige (a. - .o)-Phihlnhropic estaliishvnis,

Charitable institution_, Art. 16.
Huhassebeii (j . :L4)-Accou ntan t

Mulhaqa (k!,J,)-See Evqaf Mulhaqa.
Mulh (,!.)-Ownership in fee simple, proprty owned in fee simple.

Multezim (¢.)-Revenue or tithe farmer.

n qati" el alhir (.j;- l & )-A vaq(f the beneficiary of which ceases

to exist, Art. 78.
Mlunquti' el evaol (J.Vl & '-) -A Va 1f the beneliniary of which does

not exist, ab t hc heliWini', A,. 77.
lunqati' el wast (6.j.ll 5z:A)-A vaqf the beneficiary of which* ceases

to exist for a time, Art. 79.
Muqata'a (AlU.)-The annual rent paid for vaqf land on which there

are mulk buildings, &e,
Mluqata'alu OIA.UAi.)-With paylnelit of M[uqata'a rent also writtei

Muqata'ale.
Murteziha (A',-*,) -Beneficiat'ics, Art. 21,
Mussaqaf ( -) -A roofed building from which incoe:n i. derived,

Art. 15.
Mussaqafat (d, a)-Plu. of lussaqaf (Art, 15),

Mustaghi! ( i.-)-Properby capable of beneficial possession, Income

bearing property (Art. 14) also Musteghil.
Mustaghilat (,YA€.)-Plu. of Mastaghil (Art. 14).

Mustesna Evqaf (Jil.-I T..)-See Evqaf Mustesna.

Mutekellimun' ala el vaqj'(,.J36 ll Jr r. t)-Means Muteveli (Art. 9),

Muteveli (Qj;A) -The trustee of a vaqf (Art. 8.)

kAaqshbendi (,5jAZi;)-An order of Dervishes,

.Nazarct ( ,.')-Thm office of Nazir.

Nazir Vaqf (,.Z )._,)-The person who overlooks tme MTuteveli,

Art. 11.
Nesli (J_.,) -L-wful children and grandchildren, Art, 24,
Nizand ijAa.t) -Legal, Art, 41,



Qainiaq,'t Hvlevdi (J r 1 .4aJ) -Substitut for Muteveli, Art. 10.
Qaim-i- Vaqf ( . . ) -Another name for the Muteveli, Art. 9.
Q-ayim n ) i of Qai--af Art. 9.

Raqabc (,;.j)-The neck, subjection. The thing itself and the owner-
ship (mulkiyet) in fee simple. (Land Code, Art. 2).

Rtashid (.ulj)-A man capable of managing his property, Art, 13.
Reji' ( .4-The producc of vaqf property, Art. 5.
Riqbe (4ij)-Expectation, reverdion. The thing itself and the owner-

ship in fee simple (malkiyut). (L.imd Cole, Art. 2).
[?uqbo (.,)-A freelold prop,:rty given with a provi:'o for its return to

the donor or his heirs or assigns in eertain conditions.
JRitsumnat ('cA.,__)-Dnties, tolls,

,8athiha 1aqf(,.; ,, -Tu valf, ArL 124.

Seized (,u-) -A title-deed.
Shafi'i (jL)-Tho Shafi'i school or sect.
Shazillujge (&I.t,) -Namne of the order founded by the Shieykh ShIazeli

Sheri, (E ) -Sacred Law.

Shey/h (0.)-An elder, head of a tribe, head of a religiouls community.

7T'amnuil ( . z) -The prevailing use, Art. 27.
Takhsis -The dedication of a vaqf of the Takhsisat category,

Art. 138.
Takhstsat ( U ")-Property of the Beit-ul-mal specialty made vaqf,

Art. 3.
Tapou (ytL,)-The payment made in advance to the Government for

the possession of State Land by the person entitled to take the land
in making such payment., (Land Code, Section 3.)

Tassarruf (,. ,,) -Posession. The using and disposing of a thing at
ones pleasure. The ownership of the holder of Arazi Miri6 is tas-
saruf (see Land Code, Art. 8), so is the ownership of a tenant in
Ijaretein (Art. 437), spelt afterwards tessaruf.

I'eberru' -.)-Trasfer without consideration, Art,. 26.
Teberruat, :Lpjf)-Pla. of Teberru', Art. 26,
Tekiye ( )-A convent and chapel of Dervishes, &c.
Tenmlikname (<,S'JA)-A document granting State Lands as mulk,

Art. 130.
Terike (Vaiji)-The estate left by a person at his death.



Vi, T'URKISH-EN;LI1SI.

Tesjil-i-istibdal (JIAI-= J.,. ")-A decision of the validity of an ex-
change, Art. 32.

Tesjil-i-vaqf (L.Z j deciding tha1t a property is irrevocably

dedicated, Art. 6.
Tessaruf -See Tassaruf.
Tevliet (c.iy1-The office of Muteveli.

Ulema (UO)-Men learned in Sheri' Law,
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INTRODUCTION 1BY THY, TRANSLATORS.

A.-Vaqf properties are divided into three clases according to the
objects for which the property is made vaqf :

1. Properties made vaqf for religious purposes.
2. Properties made vaqf for the public bonefit.
3. Customary vaqfs.

1. Religious vaqf properties include establishments for divine wor-
ship-such as vaqf mesjids, &c., and immoveable properties of
which the income has been directed to be expended on the
support of such religious establishments, and which has been
made vaqf for that purpose. Also schools and their libraries and
religious books, &c., given as vaqf to the different establish-
ments

2. Properties vaqf for the public benefit include hospitals, wells,
fountains, bridgas, poor-hronses, &c.

3. Customary vaqfs consist of immoveable property bought at a low
price by some Jamni (a consecrated Mosque). By the sale the
owner transfers to the Jami his ownership of the immoveablc
property for the price agreed, but he continues to enjoy the
property, paying a yearly rent proportional to the price given
(see Sakopoulon Mussulmanikon Dikaion, ed. 1871, Vol. II.,
p. 136, extracted from Belins).

The learned author suggests that the object of owners of land in
turning it into customary vaqf land was to escape the liability of its
being seized in execution of a judgment.

By the Laws of 21 Ramazan, 1288, and 15 Sheval, 1288, the sale
for debt of Mussaqafat and Mustaghilat Mevquf6 possessed in Ijaretein
was allowed.

And now by the Code of Civil Procedure, 1885, the sale of all im-
moveable property is permitted in Cyprus.

As to the power of the Muteveli to acquire property by purchase or
exchange, see Arts. 55, 70, 90, 119, 416, 420.

The Muteveli cannot buy Arazi Mirid or Mevquf6 or Ijaretein property
(Arts. 330).

B.-Vaqf lands are divided into two sorts according to the way in
which the dedication is made :

1. Sahiha vaqf lands.-True vaqf lands.
2. Lands which belong to the Takhsisat category of vaqfs (Art,

124) (see Land Code, Art. 4.)



Takhsisat vaqf lands are lands taken from the State lands (Arazi
Miri6) and made vaqf by special acts of dedication (Takhsis) by
the Sultan or by his permission (Land Code, Sect. 4).

The special act of dedication is a true Takhsis, if it consists of the
dedication of part of the income belonging to the Beit-ul-mal for the
benefit of some object supported by the Beit-ul-mal.

A special dedication of part of the income belonging to the Beit-ul-
mal for the benefit of an object not supported by the Beit-ul-mal is an
untrue Takhsis, Art. 138.

An untrue Takhsis can be revoked at the will of the Sultan, Art. 138,
As to what vaqfs are vaqfs of the Takhsisat category see Arts, 131, 132,

134 and 137.
Arazi mihi made vaqf of the 'TNlkhsisat category is of three kinds :

1. Land of which only the taxes and tithes are dedicated.
2. Land of which only the possession is dedicated.
3. Land of which the possession, taxes and tithes are de.licated

(Art. 137).
Sahiha or real vaqfs are vaqfs made by the owners of property in the

way described in this law.
The rules contained in Title A. deal with the making of real vaqfs.
As to who can make one, see Arts. 43, 51, 53 (2), 55 (2), 56, 57 and

63.
As to how a valid dedication is made, see Arts. 44, 45,47, 48, 49,

54, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 86 and 88
As to what may be made vaqf, see Arts. 43, 46, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62,

63, 64, 65, 66, 72, 73, 81, 82, 83, 84. 85, 87 and 91.
As to what may be objects of vaqfs, see Arts. 71, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78,

79 and 89.
C.-Vaqf lands are again divided into four clhses according to the

way in'which the I'Iuteveli is permitted to deal with them ;
1. Lands, which the Muteveli is not required to let and which

may be used by the beneficiaries.
2. Lands which are directed to be let at a double rent (Ijaretein).
3. Lands which are to be leased for a fixed term at a single rent

(Vahid).
4. Lands on which there is mulk property belonging to private

persons, which are to be let at a single rent (Muquta'a).
L. The most important of the vaqfs of the first class are the Muessasati

Khairiye. The law as to them is contained in Arts. 179-186, 343,.
344.

If an Ijaretein vaqf is turned into a vaqf of this category it
must be turned into a Muqata'alu vaqf (Art. 286).



T2. he law as to ijaretinle vaqf is dealt with in Titl! F;
Chaps. I. and II.-Inheritance.
Chaps. II., IV., V., VI., VII. and VIII.-Alienatiomn
Chap. IX.-Partition, &c.
Chap. X.-Rights of owners in common.
Chap. XI.--Mortgage.
Chap. XII.-Agcents to sell and buy.
Chap. XII.-Miscellaneous.

Most of the3e provisions deal with the rights of the Ijaretein tenant,
as owner, to deal with the property.

The relation between the Ijaretein tenant and the vaqf is also dealt
with. See especially Arts. 187, 188, 192, 263-269, 2S6 and the
articles dealing with alienation and mortgage.

3. The law as to Vahidelu vaqfs is dealt with in Titles G. and N,
4. The law as to Muqata'aln vaqfs is dealt with in Title H.
The law of inheritance depends upon whether it is a real vaqf or one

of the Takhsisat category.
In the former case only, sons and daughters inherit. In the latter

case the law dealing with Arazi mirio applies (Art. 385).
D.-"Vaqfs arc divided into thee classes according to the way in

which they are administered.
1. Evqaf Mazbuta.-Vaqfs administered directly by the Minister

of Evqaf.
They consist of-

(a.) Properties made vaqf by the Sultans and their relations.
(b.) Vaqfs of which the Muteveliship is vacant (Art. 33).

2. Evqaf Mulhaqa.-Vaqfs administered by special Mutevelis
under the supervision of the Minister of Evqaf (Art. 34).

3. Mustesna Evqaf.-Vaqfs managed solely by special Mutevelis
without the interference of the Minister of Evqaf. They are dedica-
tions made by conquerors and other honourable persons (Art. 35).

The manner of Administration of the vaqf depends, in general, upon
the terms of the dedication as expressed in the vaqfieh.

The interpretation of the terms used by the dedicator and the con-
struction of the vaqfieh are treated of in Chaps I. and II. of Title D. and
Chap. IV. of Title A. and Arts. 175, 176, 177.

As to when the term of the dedication need not be observed is treated
of in Chap. III., Title D.

The Muteveli is the principal officer for the administration of the
affairs of the vaqf.

The appointment of the Mntevei is treated of in Chap. I., Title I,



His dismissal in Chap. III., Title I.
The appointment of a substitute for the Muteveli in Chap. II., Title I.
The Muteveli may grant his post to another (Art 306).
The Muteveli can resign his office (Art. 324).
The duties, powers and liabilities of the Muteveli are treated of in

Title J.
If there is more than one Muteveli, all must consent to any act

which is done, Art. 327.
If there is a Nazir the Muteveli must get his consent, Art. 328.
Where the law requires it, be must apply to the Judge, Art. 326.
The Muteveli may appoint an agent, Art. 329.
He must generally follow the directions of the dedicator, Art. 165.
He must obtain the leave of the Judge if he wish to act otherwise,

Art. 165.

When the intention of the dedicator is not known, the Muteveli
must follow the custom, Art. 168.

As to where there is no custom (see Art. 169).
Sometimes, when the terms of the vaqfieh have not been acted upon

from the beginning, they are not to be followed, Art. 170, 171.
As to mistake in the vaqfieh, see Art. 1 72.

The rights of the beneficiaries and the duties of the Mutevelis in
respect of them are set out in Titles K. and L.

With reference to these rights it may be pointed out that the
Muajele (rent paid in advance) of an Ijaretein vaqf is regarded
as income, Art. 269, and that the expenses of repairs take pre-
cedence of grants, Art. 411.

That a beneficiary does not lose his right by abandoning it, but lie
does by refusing to accept it, Art. 174.

As to rights of persons entitled to iniabit vaqf property, Art. 404,
409-412.

The following provisions are also important:

As to alterations in vaqf property, Art. 267.

Building on a vaqf site, Art. 268.
Letting vahid6 land at Muqata'a rent, Art. 274.
Letting vahid6 laud at Ijaretein, Art. 275.

As to the irrevocability of a dedication, sce Arts. 111, 114, 119 and
120.

In making this translation the translators have derived great assist.
ance from the Greek translation of Mr. Nicolaides and from the help of
Ismail Halkki Effendi, Turkish Clerk in the District Court of Kyrenia
and formerly Clerk in the Daavi Court.
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